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ABSTRACT 
This study explores an iterative design research experiment of a flipped mathematics 
classroom over the span of five curricular units involving big ideas of transcendental and 
polynomial functions. Transcendental and polynomial functions involve an algebraic, analytic, 
and graphical approach to the concepts and procedures of exponential, logarithmic, power, cubic, 
quadratic, linear, and rational functions. The Compleat design research methodology (Middleton, 
Gorard, Taylor, & Bannan-Ritland, 2008) was used to explore a series of instructional sequences 
that an instructor implemented in a flipped classroom while teaching big ideas of transcendental 
and polynomial functions. 
The experiment occurred over the course of a sixteen-week semester. Data analysis was 
constructed from a triangulation of relevant data from student constructions in the form of 
written documents, whole-group and small-group discussions from the video recordings, and the 
instructor’s personal reflective notes. The hypothetical learning trajectory served as the empirical 
basis upon which reflections occurred and meaningful modifications were made to the original 
prototype. Segmenting the content helped decrease the extraneous cognitive load by reducing the 
burden on students’ working memory in order to make instructional activities more meaningful 
and effective. More time was allocated in class for basic algorithmic processes prior to the 
implementation of the higher-order instructional tasks in phase five to account for the increasing 
intrinsic cognitive load in the instructional tasks. Micro-level practice-based concerns and 
improvements to the prototype as well as the creation of a theoretical and empirically-based 
instructional model were natural consequences to the design experiment.
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CHAPTER ONE: RATIONALE 
Introduction 
 This study reports on the implementation of an iterative design research experiment 
within a flipped mathematics classroom over the span of five curricular units involving big ideas 
of transcendental and polynomial functions. Transcendental and polynomial functions involve an 
algebraic, analytic, and graphical approach to the concepts and procedures of exponential, 
logarithmic, power, cubic, quadratic, linear, and rational functions. The Compleat design 
research methodology (Middleton, Gorard, Taylor, & Bannan-Ritland, 2008) was used to explore 
a series of instructional sequences that could be implemented in a flipped classroom while 
teaching the big ideas of transcendental and polynomial functions. The first chapter of this 
dissertation presents the background of the study, problem statement, statement of purpose, 
description of professional significance, and overview of the methodology. To conclude the 
chapter, delimitations of the study are noted and operational definitions are described. 
Background 
Being mathematically literate in the information age is becoming increasingly important 
in order to function and critically evaluate information in our society (Norris, 2012). When one 
considers the absence of mathematics from our lives, the value becomes evident (Wren, 2006). 
Computers, currency, buildings, cars, video games, medical equipment, and other advances in 
civilization would not exist without applying mathematical understandings to technology. 
Mathematics is not only the language of the sciences, but it is also a tool, a science, a language, 
and an art (Devlin, 2000). As the study of patterns, it can be found in any walk of life (Steen, 
1990) and is the keystone of a progressive civilization (Bhatnagar, 2009). Mathematical 
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proficiency can significantly impact one’s problem-solving skills, educational status, job, and 
income (Achieve, 2008). 
One of the primary reasons the Common Core (National Governors Association Center 
for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010) was developed was to address 
the mathematical performance of U.S. students as compared to their international peers (National 
Governors Association for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). 
Research in mathematics education for over a decade has shown that the curriculum in the 
United States “must become substantially more focused and coherent in order to improve 
mathematics achievement” (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council 
of Chief State School Officers, 2010, p. 3). U.S. performance on international assessments such 
as the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) and the Program for 
International Student Assessment (PISA) has caused concern for educators and policy-makers 
(Hanushek, Peterson, & Woessmann, 2010). Students’ mathematical performance in the United 
States has stagnated and is considered average internationally as compared to similar countries 
that are members of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development or OECD 
(Fleischman, Hopstock, Pelczar, & Shelley, 2010; Gonzales et al., 2008).   
Although teaching is not the only variable in student performance, the most direct route 
to improving mathematics performance is “better mathematics teaching” (National Commission 
on Mathematics and Science Teaching in the 21st Century, 2000, p. 7). When a teacher has a 
major in the field of study along with a full teaching certification, it is one of the most reliable 
and strong indicators of student achievement. The foundations of quality teaching therefore, are 
established in improving teacher preparation and continuing professional development for all 
teachers (National Commission on Mathematics and Science Teaching in the 21st Century, 
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2000). Research supporting quality teaching and professional development for mathematics 
teachers is an essential component in improving student performance, introducing change, and 
finding solutions in the classroom. 
With increasing emphasis on student performance (Cochran-Smith, 2005), classroom 
teachers often get inundated with the most current trends and programs claiming improved 
scores and student satisfaction. Trends in education create entrepreneurial opportunities; hence 
programs, trainings, consultations, and books often follow these latest fads (Paul & Elder, 2007). 
Unfortunately, not all of these educational panaceas are backed with empirical research. Ideally, 
empirical evidence is the determining factor of what effective programs, curricula, and teaching 
should look like (Cochran-Smith, 2005).   
Educational Policy and Programs 
One of the premier technology reports named the flipped classroom as one of the top six 
trends in education (Johnson, Adams Becker, Estrada, & Freeman, 2014). The basic idea of the 
flipped classroom is that time spent on instruction related to mathematical concepts and 
procedures takes place outside of the dedicated classroom time, and time spent on completing 
associated tasks and problems takes place within the dedicated classroom time (Davies, Dean, & 
Ball, 2013). Although there is consensus among researchers that the flipped model needs more 
research (Davies, Dean, & Ball, 2013; McGivney-Burrelle, & Xue, 2013; Strayer, 2017), there 
are a variety of educational programs offered such as the Flipped Institute’s thirty-day teacher 
training program as well as consultation services (Flipped Institute, 2013), the Sophia 
organization’s flipped classroom certification for teachers (Flipped classroom certification, 
2013), and Pearson’s professional development course in flipped learning (Flipped learning, 
2013).  
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Historical Background 
Brame defines flipping the classroom to be when “students gain first exposure to new 
material outside of class…and then use class time to do the harder work of assimilating that 
knowledge, perhaps through problem-solving, discussion, or debates” (Brame, 2013, p. 1). 
Davies, Dean, and Ball describe the flipped or inverted classroom occurring when students study 
course materials prior to class and “class time is then dedicated to practice assignments, targeted 
remedial help, or activities designed to promote higher order thinking skills” (Davies, Dean, & 
Ball, 2013, p. 564). For the purposes of this study, flipping the classroom is when the typical 
classroom is inverted such that the initial exposure to the material occurs prior to class via lecture 
video or reading and classroom time is used to develop skills, apply concepts, and extends 
thinking. In a traditional lecture-oriented course, students receive their content and instruction 
synchronously within dedicated classroom time periods and are then assigned problems and 
applications to complete outside of the dedicated classroom time. There are many forms of the 
flipped model, but typically students receive instructional content individually through podcasts, 
readings, videos, worksheets, and so forth. During classroom time, students apply what they have 
learned in a supportive environment while they work on solving problems, projects, applications, 
debate, and so on. 
 Although inverting the classroom has been around for years (Strayer, 2017), science 
teachers Aaron Sams and Jonathan Bergmann from Colorado are often given credit as pioneers 
in recent emerging interest in flipping the classroom (Flipped learning network, 2013; Bergman 
& Sams, 2012). As science teachers at a small rural school, they recognized students who were 
absent due to sporting events or other activities were not as prepared and academically engaged 
as other students. As a way to offer opportunities for engagement to absent students, Sams and 
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Bergmann recorded lectures and posted them online. Through successively refining this 
approach, they developed their model for “flipping” the classroom. 
Underlying Assumptions  
One of the underlying assumptions of the flipped model is that it improves student 
learning because lower-levels of cognitive work (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001) are done outside 
the classroom. The classroom time is planned around higher-order, more challenging activities to 
deepen students’ understanding of content. Additionally, a specialist (i.e., the instructor) and 
other students are there to lend support during that time period.  
In general, particularly in STEM disciplines, lecture has been the primary mode of 
content delivery within classrooms (Hannafin, Burruss, & Little, 2001). One of the strengths of 
lecturing is the ability that it gives to cover content quickly (Cangelosi, 2003). Oftentimes in a 
lecture-based mathematics course, students gain knowledge and comprehension in the classroom, 
but find themselves struggling in the applications outside of school (Hamdan, McKnight, 
McKnight, & Arfstrom, 2013). Teachers often want more problem-based learning activities, but 
time constraints are a major concern (Hamdan et al., 2013). By having students learn content 
prior to class, teachers then have an opportunity to delve deeper into the content, practice skills, 
collaborate with peers on projects, and receive feedback in a supportive learning environment. 
Problem Statement 
 The flipped or inverted classroom model appears to be a promising model in mathematics 
education (McGivney-Burelle & Xue, 2013). Currently, there is a limited body of research 
published on the flipped model of learning as the majority of the available published research has 
been done examining student performance, albeit with varying flipped classroom designs 
(Strayer, 2017). Many of the studies are quasi-experimental in nature, which may raise concerns 
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surrounding internal validity as nonrandom assignments to treatment and control groups may not 
have comparable baselines.  
Statement of Purpose 
The purpose of this study was to implement an iterative design research experiment on a 
flipped mathematics classroom for the duration of five curricular units intended to develop an 
algebraic, analytic, and graphical approach to the concepts and procedures of transcendental and 
polynomial functions. The curricular units are delineated by the mathematics department of the 
participating institution of higher education. For the purposes of this study, an iteration of the 
design will be defined to be a complete cycle of design, trial, and analysis. Furthermore, 
constraints in this study are the parameters, limitations, or conditions placed upon the design 
such as financial, material, technical, or political (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008b). Moreover, in this 
study, I use the term “tenets” to mean the principles or rules that can be applied to instructional 
design (Gagne, Wager, Golas, & Keller, 2005). The “functionality” of the design is defined by 
the transportability of the model to other systems (Middleton et al., 2008). Lastly, design 
research has the potential of infinitely many iterations; hence the “nth iteration” refers to the 
final model in this design experiment. It is through these lenses that I approach the study of a 
flipped classroom. 
 Specifically, this design research study focused on the following research question: What 
might be a promising series of instructional sequences that an instructor could implement in a 
flipped classroom while teaching the big ideas of transcendental and polynomial functions?  
Professional Significance 
According to Glatthorn and Joyner (2005), there are seven ways that a study can have 
professional significance: (1) testing a theory; (2) contributing to the development of theory; (3) 
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extending existing knowledge; (4) changing prevailing beliefs; (5) suggesting relationships 
between phenomena; (6) extending a research methodology or instrument; or (7) providing 
greater depth of knowledge about a previously studied phenomenon. This study contributes to 
the field of mathematics education by extending existing knowledge, contributing to the 
development of theory, and changing prevailing beliefs. 
Extending Existing Knowledge 
One of the biggest concerns within the field of mathematics education is the 
inconsistency in instructional quality between classrooms (Morris & Hiebert, 2011). It is 
unfortunate that oftentimes in the United States, a student’s zip code determines not only access 
to mathematics content, but also how deeply they learn it (Zimmermann, Carter, Kanold, & 
Toncheff, 2012). Teachers are also found to develop inconsistently in their practice over time 
(Zimmermann, Carter, Kanold, & Toncheff, 2012). Understanding what teachers should know 
and how to apply that to the classroom in order to improve their craft has been a problem for 
many years within mathematics education (Kersting, et al., 2016). Within the last couple of 
decades, the field has focused more on the classroom in order to show what quality instruction 
looks like (Desimone, Hochberg, & McMaken, 2016). As a design research experiment, this 
study naturally connects research to practice, extending researchers and practitioners 
understanding of teaching and learning of transcendental and polynomial functions within a 
flipped classroom while exploring a series of instructional sequences within the iterative design.  
The flipped or inverted instructional method has piqued the interest of professionals, 
researchers, and policymakers in education. The sheer number of instructors and scholars that 
have reported successful implementation gives evidence for being a potentially powerful 
instructional method (Enfield, 2013). A reading of the literature suggests that flipped classroom 
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research in the K-12 setting is nearly nonexistent, student perceptions have been mixed, and 
methodologies questionable at times. This study augments the current understandings 
surrounding the flipped classroom design when implementing an iterative design experiment 
within two units involving transcendental and polynomial functions. The results of the design 
study on the flipped classroom model have the pliability to contribute to classrooms in all fields, 
not just mathematics.  
Practitioners have differing ideas of the flipped classroom learning environment (Davies, 
Dean, & Ball, 2013). A study examining implications for a theoretically-driven flipped model 
can have transferable implications for current educators. Data produced in this sociological 
construct (or learning environment) informs how students reflect, communicate, and abstract in 
the inverted theoretically-based model. Practitioners may use the information to learn how to 
further guide and foster mathematical learning in their respective flipped environments. Learning 
more about how to foster student motivation and sustained learning over long periods of time 
[within the flipped classroom] are additional insights that may be gained from the study (Steffe, 
1991). 
This study contributes professionally by extending existing knowledge about reform 
teaching. The flipped classroom is an instructional method used to assist in the implementation 
of an active student-centered classroom (Hamdan et al., 2013). Reform teaching is often 
described by giving the practitioner approaches that should not be used rather than clarifying 
ways and means to support students’ mathematical development in an interactive classroom 
environment (Cobb, 2000a). By exploring the flipped classroom design within an iterative design 
experiment, practitioners benefit by receiving further means and communication in carrying out 
effective instructional practices. 
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Of the available published research on the flipped classroom, much of it is focused on 
student learning. The existing research on student learning within a flipped classroom has been 
done almost exclusively in college classrooms. Not only has the setting been in higher education, 
but the results of student learning outcomes have been mixed. Many policymakers are just as 
troubled, if not more, about student performance in K-12 settings as they are of higher education. 
The current performance by elementary and secondary students on international mathematics 
assessments weighs heavily on the minds of policymakers and professional educators (Hanushek 
et al., 2010). Although education may currently be overly obsessed with assessments and student 
performance, it does not appear to be going away anytime soon (Gojak, 2013). The media 
publishes state and school rankings based on student performance from high-stakes exams. 
Teacher evaluations and pay in many states now incorporate student performance. With 
increased demand for improved mathematics learning in the secondary setting, this study 
highlights the wisdom in furthering research by documenting an iterative design study seeking to 
produce an effective instructional model based in research-based practices. 
Most pedagogical methods have their own built-in strengths and weaknesses (Smith, 
Polloway, Patton, & Dowdy, 2001). Those strengths and weaknesses can play into the subject an 
instructor is teaching and whether they decide to adopt those practices (Smith et al., 2001). One 
of the strengths of the flipped classroom is constructing deep understanding of concepts. An 
additional strength of the model is assisting students in learning procedural knowledge (Milman, 
2012). Mathematics is an area where development in procedural skills assists with development 
in conceptual understanding (Rittle-Johnson, Siegler, & Alibali, 2001). Precalculus not only 
incorporates procedural skills, but also deepens students’ understanding of linear, quadratic, 
polynomial, rational, exponential, and logarithmic functions.  
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As Chapter Two will address, the design that many of the researchers implemented with 
their experimental group (flipped courses) is one of the weaknesses in the current body of 
research surrounding the flipped model. Some of the current studies run a student centered 
learning environment inside the classroom, others appear to simply work problems, and yet 
others used class time for remediation purposes. Needless to say, the results on student learning 
and perceptions were mixed.   
Student perceptions in blended learning environments, such as the flipped classroom, also 
have a strong relationship to grades and achievement (Owston, York, & Murtha, 2013). 
Academic maturity is suggested to have a positive influence on student perceptions of the 
blended learning environment (Stacey & Gerbic, 2008). Although this study did not seek to 
investigate student perceptions directly, data did emerge that may prove to be useful for future 
studies surrounding student perceptions. 
Changing Prevailing Beliefs 
As a newly emerging practice, some practitioners have some inaccurate or uninformed 
beliefs about the flipped model. Some common misconceptions surrounding the flipped 
instructional model include the following: (a) the flipped model is simply a reversal of the 
traditional classroom; (b) “teaching” only occurs during the video; (c) videos are the only 
method of delivering content before class; (d) students will stop coming to class since they have 
already received the lecture; (e) only computer-savvy teachers can flip; (f) the flipped model is 
an online course; and (g) students work in isolation with their computer (Enfield, 2013). 
By informing practitioners and researchers about the implications of a theoretically-
driven flipped classroom and student’s perceptions within the model, false ideas and 
misconceptions will be debunked. The implications of the study will be informative for pre-
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service and in-service educators. It should be mentioned that just as there is no one “right” way 
to teach, it would also be ignorant to claim this study’s conceptual framework exemplifies the 
only proper way to “flip” a classroom. Considering that research on the flipped model is still 
developing, the results of this study should be considered amongst the interested community of 
education and mathematics education professionals.  
Development of Theory 
A review of the literature has led the author to suggest that the nature of learning and 
knowledge construction within the flipped learning model requires a collaborative foundation of 
both the radical constructivist and sociocultural constructivist learning theories. One of the 
strengths of the inverted classroom is not only the instructional flexibility (Hamdan, McKnight, 
McKnight, & Arfstrom, 2013), but also constructive theoretical flexibility. Currently there is no 
agreed-upon theoretical framework or instructional model for the flipped classroom (Davies, 
Dean, & Ball, 2013). By implementing an iterative design research experiment, a more 
functional and theoretically-based product emerges that may benefit researchers, practitioners, 
and consumers. 
Overview of the Methodology 
 The purpose of the study was to implement an iterative design research experiment on a 
flipped mathematics classroom for the duration of five curricular units intended to develop an 
algebraic, analytic, and graphical approach to the concepts and procedures of transcendental and 
polynomial functions. The following research question was addressed: What might be a 
promising series of instructional sequences that an instructor could implement in a flipped 
classroom while teaching the big ideas of transcendental and polynomial functions? 
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Design Research Description 
 In education, design research is directed at “developing, testing, implementing, and 
diffusing innovative practices to move the socially constructed forms of teaching and learning 
from malfunction to function or from function to excellence” (Kelly, Lesh, & Baek, 2008, p. 3). 
Design research in education seeks to reengineer learning environments such that they are more 
effective for both students and teachers (Kelly et al., 2008). Lamberg and Middleton (2009) 
describe design research as the process of engineering forms of learning in a system, such as a 
classroom, and examining the nature of that learning as it undergoes iterative cycles. 
Education research is commonly associated with an engineering process (Cobb, Confrey, 
diSessa, Lehrer, & Schauble, 2003). Engineering is the process of designing and developing 
products that operate in systems (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008b), or “design under constraint” as the 
National Academy of Engineering describes it (2004, p. 7). Both education and engineering 
design research share the similar interactions of evaluative process and product exploration. 
Design research in education and engineering occur within a system, involve constraints, and 
seek improvement via iterative development (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008b).  
Appropriateness of the Compleat Design Research Methodology 
 Middleton, Gorard, Taylor, and Bannan’s Compleat design research methodology is the 
cycle of research for this study (Middleton et al., 2008). The Compleat methodology is the 
design research of choice as it (a) Seeks solutions to problems via product design and 
development; (b) Allows the researcher to experience the process firsthand; and (c) Provides 
connections from research to practice (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008a). 
 One of the characteristics of design research is it is product-driven as it seeks to find 
solutions to human problems given a set of constraints (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008a). A problem 
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is posed by a person, group, or entity and the product will supply a solution. A new design is 
engineered oftentimes based on prior designs that are evaluated by the researcher as they seek to 
build on prior knowledge and experience. Solutions to problems are proposed through the 
development of products within the constraints and affordances of the system (Hjalmarson & 
Lesh, 2008b).  
 The Compleat design research methodology also allows the researcher to experience the 
experimental cycle firsthand. As with teaching experiments (Steffe & Thompson, 2000), which 
are now reconceptualized as design research (Kelly, Baek, Lesh, & Bannan-Ritland, 2008), some 
design research experiments require the researcher also participate as the teacher. According to 
Cobb and Steffe, there are three reasons it is important that the researcher also participate as the 
teacher: (1) Theoretical analysis is not always completely sufficient in understanding children’s 
mathematical reality; (2) Children’s construction of mathematical knowledge is highly dependent 
on their interaction with adults; and (3) Context also plays a role in students’ construction of 
mathematical knowledge (1983). Without firsthand experience observing, the researcher runs a 
great risk of creating distorted models. In the flipped learning model, students will be 
mathematizing in the classroom as they engage content and problem solve. The social interaction 
component plays a significant role in cognitive construction (von Glasersfeld, 1990). Observing 
students in a natural learning environment such as the classroom, is essential to gaining 
perspective and understanding of how the mathematical constructs and operative schemes 
develop within the flipped model (Cobb & Steffe, 1983). 
 Finally, the Compleat design research methodology provides natural connections from 
research to practice (Middleton et al., 2008). As a product-driven methodology, problems may be 
posed by researchers, practitioners, or consumers and the iterative process will seek 
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improvement on the product and system. Design research facilitates work with practitioners, 
examines the effectiveness of products, and notates the processes involved during the experiment 
(Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008a). 
The Compleat Design Research Methodology 
 The Compleat design research methodology (Middleton et al., 2008) is an expansion of 
the basic model of scientific research in education. As a design research methodology, it seeks to 
develop, test, implement and diffuse “innovative practices to move the socially constructed 
forms of teaching and learning from malfunction to function or from function to excellence” 
(Kelly et al., 2008, p. 3). There are seven phases to the model briefly described here, but 
examined in more detail in Chapter Three (see Figure 1). 
 In the first two phases of the model, researchers will create the initial design of the 
intervention based on theoretical foundations. The purpose of the design will be notated. In the 
second phase, entitled “development of artifact,” researchers will design the intervention by 
drawing on prior research in order to identify the current effectiveness of the intervention, 
weaknesses, and possible routes to improvement (Middleton et al., 2008).  
 The third phase is the beginning of the design experiment seeking to establish feasibility 
(Middleton et al., 2008). In this phase, the product has been developed sufficiently to test in a 
feasibility study for both providers and consumers. Researchers seek to address the objectives of 
the feasibility study, such as establishing trial procedures or providing formative data in order to 
proceed into the next phase, the teaching experiment (Middleton et al., 2008). 
 The fourth phase, prototyping and trials, is when the iterations of the design take place. 
This phase involves small-scale pilot experiments that seek to generate alterations to the initial 
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prototype. When modifications to the prototype have become “robust” it is time to begin the fifth 
phase, the field study phase (Middleton et al., 2008). 
 The field study phase is when the prototype is applied in a natural environment. The 
model will be tested for evaluation by providers and patients, as well as granting the opportunity 
to test procedures and test pilot outcome results. The design is ideally enhanced in order to lead 
into the construction of a model that may apply to different systems. Recording and 
documentation is more intentional and deliberate in developing an effective product for further 
research (Middleton et al., 2008). 
 The definitive test, or sixth phase, follows the field study. During this experimentation, 
causal relationships and effects from the intervention are analyzed. Researchers may seek 
evidence as to whether the intervention is more effective than a prior practice (Middleton et al., 
2008). 
 The seventh and final stage in the Compleat design cycle is dissemination and impact. 
The researchers seek to collect their results and circulate the findings to the professional 
community. Evidence as to the effectiveness of the intervention should be addressed such that 
policymakers and practitioners may make sound judgments. Transferability of the model into 
different contexts, future avenues of research, and contributions to the professional community 
should also be conveyed (Middleton et al., 2008). 
 The purpose of this study was to implement an iterative design research experiment on a 
flipped classroom during a series of transcendental and polynomial function units. As a design 
experiment, phases six and seven, definitive testing and dissemination are not appropriate. The 
objectives of the study were completed as the model progressed through the iterative process of 
phases three through five—feasibility, prototyping, and field study. 
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Figure 1. The Compleat Design Cycle. Adapted from The Compleat Design Experiment (p. 32), 
by J. Middleton, S. Gorard, C. Taylor, and B. Bannan-Ritland, 2008, New York, NY: Routledge. 
Copyright 2008 by Routledge. 
 
The Research Context and Procedures 
 The study was conducted at Sky View College, a pseudonym. Sky View College (SVC), 
is a large public college in the western region of the United States. One section of approximately 
thirty-fives students enrolled in a precalculus course at SVC were asked to voluntarily participate 
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in the study. The instructor was a research team member and coordinator of the study. The 
principal investigator, who is not in a position of influence, power, or authority over the students 
or their grades, consented the students prior to the study commencing. The consent forms and 
data were not accessed until the end of the professor-student relationship, which was two weeks 
from the end of finals week when grades were finalized and non-negotiable from either party. 
Students were able to withdraw at any time up until the day of the final exam by contacting the 
principal investigator as was described in the consent forms. When a student withdrew, all forms 
of their data were then removed and eliminated from the data analysis including any written 
documents and/or video sections that they were a part of.  
The focus of this study in implementing the design experiment and answering the 
research question was not on the student (although they played a role), but rather the hypothetical 
learning trajectory and the teacher. Regardless of the research, the curriculum and instruction 
were accepted as normal by the mathematics department at SVC and would occur regardless of 
the research. Although the focus was not directly on the students, without student participation 
and data it would have been impossible to run the experiment. Students were reminded that the 
focus of the project wass on the design experiment and instructional sequence as conducted 
within, not the students.  
Observational data was taken via a video camera focused on the front of the classroom 
capturing the whiteboard and lectern. At the beginning of each class, the instructor would remind 
the students that whether they volunteered for the study or not (as the instructor did not know), 
they could ask to have the video paused when or if they were at the board displaying their work 
or their group’s work. Student documents were also collected in the form of classwork 
assignments and assessments. The documents were digitized by the instructor and returned to the 
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students the following class period such that feedback occured in the typical manner. The data 
analysis was constructed from a triangulation of relevant data from whole-group and small-group 
discussions, student constructions in the form of written documents, and the instructor’s personal 
reflective notes. The focus of the study and data analysis occurred during the series of twelve 
instructional sequences laid out in the hypothetical learning trajectory. Data was gathered to 
address the research question by examining the mathematical practices that emerged as students 
interacted with the instructional sequence within each design and how it differed from the 
hypothetical learning trajectory. 
Delimitations of the Study 
Unfortunately, there are no perfect designs in research (Patton, 2002). As a design 
experiment, the findings were not generalizable, but definitely transferable. After reading the 
context, design, methodology, data collection, and analysis of the study, the reader is shouldered 
with the responsibility of making the decisions about transferability and application for 
practitioners and researchers (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). The author’s hope is that the 
descriptions within the investigation are transparent, thorough, and accurate.  
 The purpose of this study was to implement an iterative design research experiment on a 
flipped classroom. The author recognized the strengths of this study while simultaneously 
conceding the limitations of generalizability and replication that the design naturally brings. The 
methodological choice limited making generalizations about larger populations. 
 Delimitations, or boundaries set by the researcher, exist in every study and this is no 
exception. The population was limited to the precalculus course taught by the teacher/researcher 
at SVC. The purpose of the research question was solely investigated as time constraints do not 
allow for researching other areas in need of empirical research within the flipped model and/or 
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constructivism, which are many. The theoretical literature review was limited to constructivism, 
including the applicable radical and sociocultural branches of constructivism. The empirical 
review of studies on both the flipped classroom as well as transcendental functions was limited 
due to the quantity of existing research. Research on the flipped method is somewhat limited due 
to the recent novelty of the practice. The limited research surrounding the learning and teaching 
of transcendental functions is without explanation. 
As a constructivist, the researcher additionally acknowledges the limitations brought 
about by the investigator’s own skills, knowledge, epistemologies, biases, and time constraints. 
Inadequacy of the investigator’s skills and knowledge was tempered by the involvement of the 
researcher’s co-chairs and committee throughout the proposal and dissertation stages, similar to 
the peer-review process. 
Limitations due to bias are not uncommon in research. The researcher has made an effort 
to articulate his role and sense of identity, voice, perspective, assumptions, and sensitivities as 
they played into the data management, analysis and reporting (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). This 
study attempted to minimize and transcend the researcher’s personal biases via self-reflection, 
management, and rigorous research methods. 
As with any study involving qualitative data, the volume of data was difficult to organize, 
assess, and interpret. Perfect transparency and communication is difficult in any dissertation—
even without page limits. It is hoped that the reader finds the iterative research design experiment 
open, understandable, transferable, and useful. 
Chapter Summary 
The purpose of this chapter was to give the rationale behind the study.  The study sought 
to implement an iterative design research experiment on a flipped classroom during the course of 
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five curricular units involving transcendental and polynomial functions. The study made 
professional contributions via theoretical development, contributions to practice, extending 
existing knowledge, and changing prevailing beliefs. The Compleat design research 
methodology was justified as the best fit methodology for the iterative process and analysis. The 
study and research investigation took place during a mathematics course at a public college over 
the span of one semester and five curricular units involving big ideas of transcendental and 
polynomial functions via the flipped classroom instructional model. Observational data and 
student documents in the form of classwork, assignments, and assessments were collected for 
further study. Ethics and limitations of the study will be further addressed in Chapter Three. 
Chapter Two includes a review of the theoretical literature involving constructivism, 
specifically both radical and sociocultural constructivism. The conceptual framework 
surrounding the flipped model stems from the theoretical review on constructivism. The 
conceptual framework is described and is followed by a thematically organized empirical 
literature review on both the flipped classroom and transcendental functions. 
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
 The introductory chapter discussed how the flipped classroom fits into the societal, 
intellectual, and professional background in mathematics education. Educational policies and 
programs of the flipped model of instruction were addressed as well as the historical background. 
The purpose of the study was introduced along with the professional significance. The chapter 
concluded with an overview of the methodology and delimitations of the study. 
This review of literature begins with an inspection of the theoretical literature that forms 
the basis of the flipped classroom instructional model. Laying the groundwork for theoretical 
assumptions in empirical research are important as those theoretical assumptions shape what 
researchers choose to examine, what is represented in the data, and results presented 
(Schoenfeld, 2007). Constructivism, including both radical and sociocultural constructivism is 
explored and a conceptual framework is developed. The empirical research surrounding both the 
flipped classroom and transcendental functions are reviewed and analyzed for possible 
connections and implications related to this study. 
Theoretical Literature Review 
Practitioners and researchers alike have adopted various forms of the flipped model 
during implementation (Davies et al., 2013). The flipped model is a student-centric model rather 
than a teacher-centered model. Traditional teaching is an example of a teacher-centered model 
where the teacher’s role is to present the information and direct the process of learning for the 
students (Hamdan et al., 2013). In a traditional mathematics classroom for example, a teacher 
will lecture on the mathematical theories and demonstrate how to solve applicable problems. The 
teacher is actively doing the work while the students are passively learning. Differentiating 
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instruction in the traditional teaching model can be challenging. Quicker students, or those with 
more background knowledge, may find the lecture and question sessions to be drawn out. 
Struggling students with weak background knowledge find the time insufficient to actually “get 
it.” Students in this situation are frustrated as they are left in isolation to recall, make sense of the 
lesson, and apply the material to practice problems (Fulton, 2012). 
In contrast, a student-centered model of instruction will actively engage students in the 
process of constructing knowledge. In the inverted classroom, students are given a video lecture, 
podcast, readings, or other means of content delivery prior to coming to class. The instructor then 
has more flexibility to help the students construct knowledge in class (Fulton, 2012). During 
class, students are then actively engaged by exploring mathematical topics in greater depth 
(Hamdan et al., 2013). According to Hughes (2012), active learning is a term to describe the role 
that students play in the flipped classroom. In an active-learning environment, students construct 
models of the mathematics, test the validity of their constructs, and fix errors in their knowledge 
construction (Michael, 2006). Active learning by students is an essential component in 
constructivist learning theories (Anthony, 1996). 
This section reviews constructivism as the theoretical framework for the flipped 
classroom model of instruction. Constructivism, as with other educational theories, has many 
forms and interpretations (Bodner, 2001). This section seeks to (a) summarize the contributions 
that Ernst von Glasersfeld, Leslie Steffe, and Paul Cobb have made to constructivist learning 
theories; (b) describe the theoretical foundations of the flipped model; and (c) address the 
conceptual framework using multiple theoretical perspectives. 
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Constructivism 
According to von Glassersfeld (1995b), truth is individual in constructivism and learners 
construct their knowledge to make sense of their universe. Constructivism “is a theory of 
knowing and cuts loose from traditional epistemology” (p. 176). Heinrich Bauersfeld (1988) 
gives the basic constructivist view that “the subjective structures of knowledge, therefore, are 
subjective constructions functioning as viable models, which have been formed through 
adaptations to the resistance of ‘the world’ and through negotiations in social interactions” (p. 
39). Learners observe, process, interpret, and then personalize information to create their own 
personal knowledge (Ally, 2008). 
Jean Piaget’ is the pioneer of constructivism as it relates to cognition (von Glasersfeld, 
1995b). His research laid the foundation for constructivism within the field of mathematics 
education (O'Connor, 1998). He recounted that his life was dedicated to “the biological 
explanation of knowledge” (Piaget, 1952, p. 240). In Piaget’s view, the learner assimilates their 
own understanding of the world. Knowledge is constructed and organized from an engaged 
learner’s mental or physical activity (Piaget, 1967). As he describes, “all knowledge is tide to 
action, and knowing an object or an event is to use it by assimilating it to an action scheme” (p. 
14). To Piaget, the ‘real’ is the experiential world of the cognizing organism (von Glasersfeld, 
1995b). His revolutionary position on knowledge is best summarized that, “the mind organizes 
the world by organizing itself” (Piaget, 1971, p. 311). Piaget viewed knowledge construction as 
that of an individual creating an experiential reality, rather than an ontological reality. 
Piaget’s works influenced Ernst von Glasersfeld, Leslie Steffe, and Paul Cobb. Their 
developments in constructivism, radical constructivism, and sociocultural constructivism give a 
guiding theoretical lens to this study involving learning transcendental and polynomial functions 
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within a flipped classroom model. In order to lay the proper multiple-theoretical foundation to 
this framework, a discussion of von Glasersfeld, Steffe, and Cobb’s constructivist views, 
research, and contributions ensues. 
Ernst von Glasersfeld 
Until his passing in 2010, Ernst von Glasersfeld had been involved with the development 
of constructivist theory for decades. As a constructivist, he believed that part of the decline in 
education over the previous fifty years was due to the behaviorists eliminating the distinction 
between “training (for performance) and teaching that aims at the generation of understanding” 
(1995a, p. 4). The behaviorists created a learning theory based on their models with captive 
animals, reinforcement, and the law of effect. This learning theory had unfortunate consequences 
of creating an educational environment that focused on student performance rather than the 
reasoning behind their response. As von Glasersfeld states, “training may modify behavioral 
responses, but it leaves the responding subject’s comprehension to fortunate accidents” (1995a, 
p. 4). 
Von Glasersfeld disagreed with the behaviorists’ learning theories and was heavily 
influenced by Piaget early on. Piaget was the first constructivist to take a developmental 
approach to the construction of concepts. Von Glasersfeld was in accord with Piaget’s approach 
to investigating the source of knowledge through studying the way children develop knowledge 
(von Glasersfeld, 1995a).  
Influenced by the works of Piaget and Silvio Ceccato, the ideas surrounding radical 
constructivism began to emerge for von Glasersfeld. Radical constructivism was his effort at 
fitting his ideas about knowing into one coherent model. Those ideas had previously been 
disregarded by the philosophical mainstream (von Glasersfeld, 2000).   
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Von Glasersfeld viewed learning as a way of acquiring knowledge through self-
regulation and building “conceptual structures through reflection and abstraction” (von 
Glasersfeld, 1995a, p. 14). Concepts are not inherent in things but must be built up through 
reflective abstraction. Reflective abstraction is a way of operating mentally with the material of 
interest such that it is found to be compatible (von Glasersfeld, 1995b). Constructivism, to him, 
was a theory of knowing that attempts to show that knowledge is only generated from experience 
(von Glasersfeld, 2000). 
Von Glasersfeld thus broke from traditional constructivism and created a tool by which to 
explain the acquisition of knowledge (von Glasersfeld, 1984). This tool, as he calls it, is referred 
to as radical constructivism: 
Radical constructivism, thus, is radical because it breaks with convention and 
develops a theory of knowledge in which knowledge does not reflect an 
“objective” ontological reality, but exclusively an ordering and organization of a 
world constituted by our experience.  The radical constructivist has relinquished 
“metaphysical realism” once and for all, and finds himself in full agreement with 
Piaget, who says: “Intelligence organizes the world by organizing itself.” (von 
Glasersfeld, 1984, p. 21) 
Knowledge in radical constructivism is not searching for some reality. Knowledge, 
rather, is an individual’s attempt at trying to piece together their experiences, ideas, and 
behaviors in an organized and reliable fashion. The construction of knowledge, in this view, 
takes place solely in the individual’s mind (von Glasersfeld, 1984). Radical constructivism 
redefines knowledge as an “adaptive function” (von Glasersfeld, 1991, p. xiv). The operations by 
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which we assemble our experiential world can be explored. Having an awareness of that 
operating can help us do it differently, and possibly, better (von Glasersfeld, 1984). 
In radical constructivism, there is never one right way (von Glasersfeld, 1981). 
Perceptual materials and language can provide experiences that stimulate reflections and 
abstractions, but they are occasions rather than causes (von Glasersfeld, 1995b). Students’ 
perceptions are what determine their concepts. An individual’s subjective perceptions of their 
experiences are what determine their construction of knowledge and reality (von Glasersfeld, 
1981; von Glasersfeld, 1995b). 
This process of negotiating knowledge is critical to radical constructivism as it is a 
subjective construction by the individual in response to their subjective experience (von 
Glasersfeld, 1995b). With this premise in mind, the radical constructivist would reject a 
“dogmatic body of unquestionable knowledge” (von Glasersfeld, 2000, p. 4). Instead of claiming 
to have the answer, a radical constructivist would rather suggest that it may simply be how it 
functions (von Glasersfeld, 1990). Although negotiating knowledge is subjective, these 
constructions are not without bounds. Rather, the construction process of the individual will have 
constraints and bounds with which it must address and negotiate (von Glasersfeld, 1990). 
Since there is never one right way in radical constructivism, there is not one fixed 
teaching procedure either. One of the underlying principles of radical constructivism is that 
mental structures cannot be transferred from one mind to another. Each individual must construct 
their own concepts and the teacher’s role is to orient the students in this constructive process 
(von Glasersfeld, 1995b). Teaching is an art and the fundamental purpose should be to foster that 
learning process. 
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Since constructs cannot be transferred from one mind to another, one of the roles of a 
teacher is to use their experience to provide constraints by which they can direct the student 
learning. A teacher will often know from experience the futile roads that learners will often take 
while constructing their knowledge. Providing direction and motivation to the learner increases 
the chance of effective and successful learning constructs (von Glasersfeld, 1995b). One of the 
main goals of the teacher is to facilitate understanding, rather than simply training for specific 
performance (von Glasersfeld, 1983). 
Von Glasersfeld suggested some useful application of the radical constructivism model in 
teaching. One strategy is to form groups of two or three with the weakest as the reporter. 
Reflection will be forced by the students as they verbalize their reflections to each other and 
students often listen more intently to their peers than their teacher (von Glasersfeld, 1995b). 
Contrary to what some critics believe, rote learning was not viewed as useless to von 
Glasersfeld (1995b). He merely stressed that memorization, training, and practice do not lead to 
a complete “understanding of the operative principles that govern the entire problem area” (p. 
181). 
Von Glasersfeld believed that teaching should be a form of conversation. Teaching 
should not be a one-way conversation or lecture to students. Teachers should be open to listening 
to students and creating an environment that is conversation—both between students and 
students to teacher (von Glasersfeld, 1995b). 
Motivation in radical constructivism stems from exploring possible solutions, working it 
out, and arriving at a satisfactory result for the student. This self-empowerment is more 
motivating than being praised, on the other hand, for finding a “correct” solution (as deemed by 
that person). Von Glasersfeld felt that students should be expected to work their way through 
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problems in order to increase confidence and self-motivation for more difficult and complex 
problem solving (von Glasersfeld, 1995b). 
Problem solving can be a way to garner interest in students such that students come to see 
it as fun and imagination, rather than routine is used. Creating an environment in the classroom 
where the subject matter becomes a chosen form of play, rather than an obligation can inspire 
creativity and enjoyment. In the author’s view, teaching is an art, and classes often take on the 
personality of their instructor, similar to that of a team with their head coach. When a teacher 
develops their own style that inspires relaxation and enjoyment, student motivation and interest 
is naturally enhanced (von Glasersfeld, 1995b). 
Radical constructivism is not a finished product and according to von Glasersfeld, much 
research is still necessary in order to “enhance its usefulness and to enlarge the range of its 
applications” (2000, p. 3). Von Glasersfeld felt that one of the most important and 
underdeveloped areas under the umbrella of radical constructivism was that of social interaction 
(von Glasersfeld, 2000). In his view, those investigating the role of social interaction in learning 
need not “pit them[selves] against radical constructivism” (p. 6). His radical constructivist 
research agenda included a call for feasible theoretical models in social interaction describing 
and detailing how children construct knowledge in their social interactions with others. The 
researcher, after describing their constructivist orientation, “should take even more care to stress 
and repeat that [they] are constructing a model that should be tested in practice, not another 
metaphysical system to explain what the ontological world might be like” (p. 8). 
Piaget’s view on the construction of knowledge influenced von Glasersfeld’s research as 
he broke from traditional constructivism to develop radical constructivism. Radical 
constructivism is a theory of knowledge in which the individual creates their personal knowledge 
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from the subjective interpretation of their own experiences and ideas. It is not a set system of 
principles, but rather an unfinished product. Although radical constructivism has been researched 
for thirty years, “much remains to be done to enhance its usefulness and to enlarge the range of 
its applications” (von Glasersfeld, 2000, p. 3).  
Leslie Steffe 
Les Steffe is a constructivist mathematics education researcher who studies “the 
construction of mathematical concepts and the operations by which children attend to and 
organize their experiences” (Steffe & Kieren, 1994, p. 722). This section gives a brief description 
of Les Steffe’s paradigm shift into constructivism and the applicable contributions. 
Steffe began his mathematics education career in the 1960s primarily using statistical 
methods in experimental design. During the next few years, he felt bound by this methodology 
until he began interdisciplinary research at the Research and Development Center for 
Educational Simulation at the University of Georgia. After failing to apply Piagetian theory in 
the mathematics education of children through statistical methods and experimental design, he 
soon realized that: 
The mathematical minds of the children I was teaching were ‘black boxes’ and, 
further, what I constructed out of my interactions with the children that I 
attributed to them as ‘mathematics’ was subjective. That is, I realized that it was I 
who constructed the mathematics of the children with whom I was working by my 
own ways and means of perceiving and conceiving…it opened the way to 
constructing my own models of children’s mathematical thinking as a 
consequence of interacting with them in the context of teaching. It gave reason to 
my efforts as a researcher in mathematics education. I realized that I could work 
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toward establishing mathematics education as an academic field by means of 
constructing models of children’s mathematical thinking and how that thinking 
might change as a consequence of engaging in intensive and extensive 
mathematical interactions with me (Steffe, 2013, p. 361). 
This paradigm shift was a significant point in Steffe’s career as he realized that 
everything was subjective, without exception. If mathematics teaching is seen as communication 
in a goal-directed interactive communicatory domain, then mathematics learning is reflective 
abstraction in the context of scheme theory (Steffe, 2013). With this view, knowledge of 
mathematics is coordinated schemes of action and operation. As such, the methodology should 
be flexible and investigative (Steffe, 1991). 
Steffe, along with Paul Cobb, developed a research technique called the “constructivist 
teaching experiment” that was designed to investigate children’s mathematical knowledge and 
how it might be learned (Cobb & Steffe, 1983; Steffe, 1991). In a teaching experiment, the 
researcher’s role changes from being an observer to an actor. In the traditional role, the 
researcher as observer wishes to establish scientific facts, but as an actor, the researcher seeks to 
construct models based on their perceived experiences and actions (Steffe, 1991).   
Within these constructivist teaching experiments, modeling was the means by which a 
distinction was made between their role as teacher and researcher. These models consisted of 
“coordinated schemes of actions and operations that the researcher constructs out of his or her 
experience of children’s actions” (Steffe & Kieren, 1994, p. 722). Ideally, the model should be 
general enough to describe groups of children’s mathematical progress, yet specific enough to 
explain an individual child’s progress (Cobb & Steffe, 1983). These models are fundamental to 
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the academic field of mathematics education. Mathematics education involves the construction 
of models by the students within the context of mathematics teaching and learning (Steffe, 2013). 
For constructivists working in mathematics education, Steffe describes two key points for 
reference: (1) Using ‘conservation’ and mathematics performance as variables does not provide a 
way of seeing how children build up mathematical ideas; and (2) Children with different 
developmental backgrounds may well be able to get the same answers on an arithmetical task, 
but the ways in which they do so might differ significantly (Steffe & Kieren, 1994). 
Radical constructivists understand mathematics and science as a piece of the fluid and 
dynamic notion of living. In radical constructivism, one is studying the construction of reality, 
rather than studying reality. As such, there is not a fixed way to construct ideas or arrive at the 
same conclusions for students (Steffe, 2000). In this construction, the “constraints experienced 
by the constructing person are proscriptive and not prescriptive in nature, and the ‘reality’ 
constructed is ‘good enough’ for allowing effective action by the person, which need not be 
physical action, in the space of experience” (Steffe & Kieren, 1994, p. 721). 
The subjective way that individual’s construct knowledge was exemplified by von 
Glasersfeld when he described the way their group of researchers would watch the same teaching 
episodes with first- and second-grade children: 
He [Les Steffe], a graduate student of his [Pat Thompson], the philosopher John 
Richards, and myself would spend countless hours viewing these tapes and trying 
to agree on what we gathered from them. We had heated arguments and for all of 
us it was a powerful lesson, hammering in the fundamental fact that what one 
observer sees is not what another may see and that a common view can be 
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achieved only by a strenuous effort of mutual adaptation. (von Glasersfeld, 2005, 
p. 10) 
Steffe (1991) believed that children were more motivated when doing mathematics as 
they developed their own metacognitive awareness surrounding their mathematical progression. 
He felt that children needed to take responsibility for their own learning as soon as possible and 
how to distinguish their own experience and conceptual operations from that of others. 
Paul Cobb 
The constructivist Paul Cobb (1994) questioned claims that social processes should be 
placed in a secondary role when examining the learning and teaching of mathematics. 
Constructivists generally view that student’s construct their mathematical knowing by organizing 
their constructs based on personal experience. Socioculturalists, on the other hand, see 
mathematical activity as being influenced by an individual’s “participation in encompassing 
cultural practices such as completing worksheets in school, shopping in a supermarket, selling 
candy on the street, and packing crates in a dairy” (Cobb, 1994, p. 13). Some view these 
perspectives in conflict—is mathematical learning a matter of enculturation into a community of 
practice or a process of reorganization of cognitive activity? (Wood, Cobb, & Yackel, 1995) 
Cobb’s argument was that these two perspectives were not entirely in conflict, but rather are 
complementary when examining the way in which learners organize mathematical knowledge 
(Wood et al., 1995).   
According to Cobb, learning mathematics occurred in a social and cultural context (Cobb, 
1994).  Constructivism was simply a framework to investigate the learning and teaching of 
mathematics (Cobb, 1987). In “Constructivism in Social Context,” he describes his theoretical 
orientation as building upon von Glasersfeld’s psychological constructivism with Bauersfeld’s 
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interactionist perspective (Cobb, 2000b). Cobb agreed with von Glasersfeld in that individual 
knowledge occurred through constructing viable conceptual structures. Bauersfeld (1988) viewed 
learning as “characterized by the subjective reconstruction of societal means and models through 
negotiation of meaning in social interaction” (p. 39). This interactionist perspective focuses on 
the interaction in the classroom between students as well as with the teacher.  Knowledge 
construction occurs through participation in the microculture of the classroom as students 
implicitly negotiate meaning (Bauersfeld, 1988). Cobb’s social constructivist view creates a 
reflexive relation between an individual student’s mathematical activity and their participation in 
the social context of the classroom as mathematical knowledge takes into account both the 
psychological constructivist and the interactionist perspectives (Cobb, 2000b). 
Developing an interpretive framework by which to analyze the development of students’ 
mathematical learning in the social context of the classroom was one of Cobb’s contributions to 
constructivism (Cobb, 2000b). In his framework, he characterizes “the relation between 
individual students’ mathematical activity and the communal classroom practices in which they 
participate as one of reflexivity” (p. 173). As students participate in mathematical activities, their 
reorganization of knowledge and understanding is both enabled and constrained. Cobb 
exemplified portions of this framework while running a yearlong teaching experiment (Cobb & 
Steffe, 1983) in a second-grade classroom (Cobb, Wood, & Yackel, 1991).  
Theoretical Foundations of the Flipped Model 
Theoretically speaking, the flipped model of instruction is a promising teaching model. 
The focus of the flipped model is on the learner and giving them opportunity to construct their 
own knowledge (Enfield, 2013). Constructivist learning theories are central to the inverted 
classroom model (Hamdan et al., 2013).   
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Instructional approaches like the flipped model don’t determine whether a student will 
construct mathematical knowledge or not (Cobb, Yackel, & Wood, 1992). Students’ creation of 
mathematical constructs will happen regardless of the instructional approach. The question of 
interest is whether or not the instructional approach can facilitate quality constructions. Even 
with traditional direct instruction, students must make sense of the content within their own 
worlds as they actively engage and construct knowledge from the teacher’s lecture (Cobb et al., 
1992).   
There are two distinct learning experiences involved with flipped model—the out-of-
class and the in-class portions. The students initially receive their instruction asynchronously 
before class via videos, readings, podcasts, worksheets, or other means (Hamdan et al., 2013). 
Asynchronous learning emphasizes student interaction and is based in constructivism (Wu, 
Bieber, & Hiltz, 2008). This section will describe the constructivist theoretical underpinnings of 
the out-of-class and in-class portions of the model.   
Out-of-Class Learning and Radical Constructivism 
Oftentimes in a flipped classroom in mathematics, the out-of-class instruction is often 
presented via video lecture using screencasting software. Lecture is used in mathematics to share 
cognitive structures, model thought processes, and give context to the content so that the students 
can then make applications. Improving desired outcomes via the flipped classroom may occur in 
two ways. First, the lecture, or some form of introduction to the content, is done before class.  
Having this pre-class lecture, students will be doing their passive learning, knowledge and 
comprehension, outside of class. When students arrive for class, they will delve deeper into the 
content via constructivist activities in a supportive learning environment (Enfield, 2013). 
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 In the author’s view, radical constructivism is an apt theoretical perspective for student 
learning during the out-of-class portion of the inverted classroom. One of the key differences 
between traditional constructivism and radical constructivism is that knowledge construction in 
radical constructivism takes place solely in the individual’s mind. The individual is not searching 
for some reality, but rather, trying to organize the perceptions of their experiences in their own 
mind (von Glasersfeld, 1991).   
One of the common misconceptions of constructivism is that students are left on their 
own to construct meaning and develop mathematical content. In constructivism, one of the roles 
of the teacher, who already possesses the mathematical structures, is to guide and facilitate the 
construction of the structures for the student. With traditional direct instruction, students must 
make sense of the content within their own worlds as they actively engage and construct 
knowledge from the teacher’s lecture. Although constructs cannot be transferred from one mind 
to another, lecture is used to provide direction to student learning (Cobb et al., 1992). 
 Negotiating knowledge is crucial to radical constructivism. During the out-of-class 
portion of the flipped model, students are provided experiences to engage the material with their 
own background knowledge as they try to subjectively construct new knowledge. To the radical 
constructivist, concepts are not absorbed or transferred from one mind to another, but rather 
individually built up through reflection and abstractions based on their experience (von 
Glasersfeld, 1995b).   
As discussed in this section, radical constructivism is viewed as uniquely adept for 
description of the out-of-class learning portion of the flipped model. During the introduction to 
the content, the students are given experiences by which they are given opportunity to construct 
their own knowledge based on the experience generated. This experience does not guarantee 
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constructions, nor correct ones, but they are occasions directed by a more experienced facilitator 
possessing correct constructs of the content. 
In-Class Learning and Sociocultural Constructivism 
 The second key to running an effective flipped model is the in-class learning experience. 
Students come to class with background knowledge on the subject and are prepared to work in 
the upper levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy—application, analysis, evaluation, and synthesis 
(Krathwohl, 2002). Part of what is unique to the inverted classroom is the lower levels of 
Bloom’s Taxonomy have been moved out of the classroom so that students are given more 
opportunity to delve deeper into constructing their knowledge through problem based learning, 
projects, application, analysis, and debate. One of the purposes in the taxonomy is to improve 
and clarify our thinking and analysis of desired learning outcomes (Gagne et al., 2005).   
 The in-class learning experience of the flipped model can be viewed from a sociocultural 
constructivist perspective. Radical constructivists claim that learning is a function of active 
cognitive reorganization in the mind whereas sociocultural constructivists claim that learning is a 
“process of enculturation into a community of practice” (Cobb, 1994, p. 13). This section will 
discuss sociocultural constructivism as it relates to the in-class portion of the flipped model. 
 Vygotsky’s writings and research are the basis for sociocultural constructivists (Wertsch 
& Toma, 1995). One of Vygotsky’s main themes in his writings is that higher mental functioning 
is a byproduct of social processes (Wertsch & Toma, 1995). Vygotsky states his general genetic 
law of cultural development as follows: 
Any function in the child’s cultural development appears twice, or on two planes.  
First it appears on the social plane, and then on the psychological plane. First it 
appears between people as an interpsychological category, and then within the 
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child as an intrapsychological category. This is equally true with regard to 
voluntary attention, logical memory, the formation of concepts, and the 
development of volition…it goes without saying that internalization transforms 
the process itself and changes its structure and functions. Social relations or 
relations among people genetically underlie all higher functions and their 
relationships (Vygotsky, 1981, p. 163) 
Vygotsky’s general genetic law of cultural development is foundational to sociocultural 
constructivists. Participation in social life does not simply guarantee construction of knowledge 
and mental functioning. His law redefines “mental functions such as memory and thinking [to] 
occur on both the intermental and intramental planes” (Wertsch & Toma, 1995, p. 162). 
Vygotsky’s social origins for mental functioning were an authoritative infrastructure for the field 
of sociocultural constructivism (Wertsch & Toma, 1995). 
Sociocultural constructivism views learning as a function of participation in cultural 
practices. In this view, social construction is the means by which individuals construct 
knowledge. Learning takes place within a socio-cultural setting where students reflect, exchange, 
negotiate, facilitate, and create constructs. Knowledge construction in this view does not occur 
solely in an individual’s mind, but is rather a function of the social practice in which the 
individual participates (Cobb, 1994). Sociocultural theorists view knowledge construction as the 
process by which individuals’ reason and create meaning while participating in established 
cultural practices (Cobb, 2007). Consequently for educational application, Bauersfeld notes that 
construction of mathematical knowledge occurs “mainly through participating in the social 
practice in the classroom, rather than discovering external structures” (1995, p. 151). 
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 During the in-class portion of the flipped model, students are found “mathematizing.” 
“Mathematizing” is a term used to describe the social practice of speaking and acting 
mathematically (Bauersfeld, 1995). In the social setting of the classroom, students negotiate 
meaning as they exchange ideas, argue problem-solving approaches, and reflectively discuss 
mathematical content. 
 The distinct difference between radical constructivism and sociocultural constructivism is 
that radical constructivists attribute learning primarily to the individual whereas socioculturalists 
attribute learning primarily to the social environment. Radical constructivists claim that learning 
is a function of active cognitive reorganization in the mind and sociocultural constructivists 
claim that learning is a “process of enculturation into a community of practice” (Cobb, 1994, p. 
13).   
Conceptual Framework and Multiple Theoretical Perspectives 
This study implemented iterative design research experiment on a flipped mathematics 
classroom for the duration of five curricular units intended to develop an algebraic, analytic, and 
graphical approach to the concepts and procedures of transcendental and polynomial functions. 
The essence of learning and knowledge construction within the flipped learning model is based 
in constructivism (Hamdan, 2013) and the theoretical framework for the study included 
perspectives from both radical and sociocultural constructivism. 
Working with multiple theories is not uncommon in mathematics education research. 
Simon (2009) challenged the single theoretical perspective, which is that each superseding 
theory is better than the prior, and thus the old theory loses its usefulness. New theories develop 
out of necessity for empirical use and different learning theories simply offer different 
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perspectives rather than competing ones. Behaviorism, for example, is still useful when 
examining the influence of behavior directly (Simon, 2009). 
 Using multiple theoretical lenses gives an opportunity to work on the same problem 
having more tools, or a larger set of explanations, available. Studying the complexity of 
mathematics teaching and learning necessitates a different or varying set of theoretical lenses 
(Simon, 2009). Different theories can be thought of as “separate ‘truths,’ providing different 
lenses through which to attain a more complete reciprocal embodied view of mathematics 
education” (Kieren, 2000, p. 228). 
Stating a conceptual framework from multiple theoretical perspectives is a challenging 
task. In order to be as explicit as possible, this study viewed learning as a function of the 
individual’s collective interpretations and organizations of their subjective experiences within the 
confines of their cultural and social practices and environment. 
The study is best viewed and analyzed from multiple perspectives due to the design of the 
instructional model. The learning done outside of the classroom in the flipped model was 
primarily done individually. Students were exposed to content and constructs which were created 
from the experiences generated during their experience. Although the experiences may appear 
solely as an active ordering and reorganization in an individual’s mind (i.e. radical 
constructivism), the knowledge constructs must make sense and reorganize within the 
individual’s own cultural practices and norms (sociocultural).   
Consider a student watching a lecture on mathematics via an online video. Although the 
student appears to be learning in an isolated situation, they are engaged in a social activity with 
the instructor, albeit asynchronously. The student is observing and participating in the lecture by 
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means of actively listening, taking notes, and noting questions. Students are able to rewind the 
lecture for further clarification and bring questions that need further follow-up to class.   
Constructing and activating background knowledge by way of prerequisite instruction are 
foundational to the inverted classroom (Hamdan, 2013). In order to delve deeper in a problem-
based learning environment in the classroom, students must have constructs upon which to build 
their understanding of the concepts (Bauersfeld, 1995). Without prior knowledge construction, 
the constructive creative combination within the classroom is likely to struggle.  
In summary, the constructivist, radical constructivist, and sociocultural constructivist 
views are exemplified within the classroom of the flipped model. In the flipped model, the 
classroom is a social environment, ripe for discourse and problem-solving. Coming to class with 
background knowledge on the content, students are positioned to solve problems, discuss, 
debate, and work collaboratively on projects and applications in the classroom. Regardless of the 
quality of instruction prior to class, students will come in with all kinds of constructs—both 
correct, misguided, and false. This vast array of ability and background knowledge is found in 
many mathematics classrooms. During whole and small-group discourse, students will 
reorganize the perceptions of their experience based on the social activity within which they 
engage. Discourse affords students the opportunity to strengthen their metacognition, 
collaborate, and synthesize the ideas of others. Additionally, discourse provides opportunities to 
strengthen understanding and problem-solve while communicating ideas orally, nonverbally, and 
in writing. 
Previous Research and the Flipped Classroom 
 The purpose of the study was to implement an iterative design research experiment on a 
flipped mathematics classroom for the duration of five curricular units intended to develop an 
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algebraic, analytic, and graphical approach to the concepts and procedures of transcendental and 
polynomial functions. Having discussed the theoretical literature that contributed to the 
conceptual framework, the empirical literature of both the flipped classroom and transcendental 
functions will be reviewed in order to provide the knowledge base upon which this study was 
built (Glatthorn & Joyner, 2005). The first section will address the literature surrounding the 
flipped classroom with the review of transcendental functions following. 
Search and Selection 
The search process for this review came from the following databases: ERIC, Education 
Full Text, Professional Development Collection, Education: A Sage Collection, Academic 
Search Premier, eBook Collection, Academic Search Main Edition, and Google Scholar. The 
search was restricted to the last fifteen years, peer-reviewed journals only. Those same 
restrictions were in place while using the following keywords in each of the databases: “Flipped 
classroom”; “flipping classroom”; “inverted classroom”; “flipped classroom and math”; 
“flipping classroom and math”; “flipping and math”; “inverted classroom and math”; “inverted 
and math”; “reverse classroom”; “reverse classroom and math”; “flipped classroom and design 
research”; and “flipped classroom review.”  
The requirements for selection were based on three things: (1) relevance to the purpose of 
this literature review; (2) empirical study; and (3) date of the research. Nonempirical journal 
articles on the flipped, inverted, or reversed classroom abound, with empirical studies 
surrounding the topic emerging but limited in scope. 
Empirical Studies 
After completing the search process for the flipped classroom literature and analyzing the 
studies meeting the criteria, two thematic areas developed. The first thematic area that developed 
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involved studies surrounding student performance and the flipped model. The second thematic 
area to develop during the search and review process related to studies that discussed student 
perceptions of the flipped classroom. The following section is a summary of the salient points 
that emerged from each of the articles organized according to thematic area. 
Student Performance 
The articles in this section discuss the impact the flipped classroom has on student 
performance.  The first seven studies provide support for the notion that using a flipped model 
will increase student performance in the purported content.  The final four studies in this section 
do not have significant support for better student performance but show that the flipped model is 
no worse than their control groups.   
Wasserman, Quint, Norris, & Carr (2017) implemented a quasi-experimental study to 
examine whether flipping in a Calculus III course affected students’ overall performance, their 
performance on more procedural or more conceptual mathematics problems, and students’ 
opinions and perceptions about the course regarding interactions with the content and the 
professor. The study took place at a mid-sized private university, where two professors each 
taught a section of calculus each semester for a total of two courses each over the course of the 
year. The courses were taught identically using the same lecture notes, homework, and 
assessments. For purposes of comparison, one of the professors would flip his classroom for the 
final two-thirds of the course. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) models using statistical 
software (SPSS) were used to compare the flipped group (N = 74) to the traditional (N = 77) on 
the second and third exams, with the first test being used as the covariate. The authors also 
considered covariates such as SAT scores, degree program, student level, and gender in their 
analysis. They found similar student performance on procedural problems between the groups 
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and small to moderate gains for their flipped students on the conceptual problems, although not 
significant. 
Bhagat, Chang, and Chang examined the “effectiveness of the flipped classroom learning 
environment on learner’s learning achievement and motivation, as well as to investigate the 
effects of flipped classrooms on learners with different achievement levels in learning 
mathematics concepts” (2016, p. 134). Eighty-two high school students participated in the study 
that employed a quasi-experimental design. The experimental group (41) was taught 
trigonometry using the flipped classroom method, while the control group (41) was taught in a 
traditional manner. The data was analyzed using an independent sample t-test, analysis of 
covariance (ANCOVA), and multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). The authors report 
that the experimental group significantly outperformed the traditional students. 
Missildine, Fountain, Summers, and Gosselin did a study to “determine the effects of the 
flipped classroom approach using innovative teaching methods on the academic success of 
baccalaureate nursing students in two adult health nursing courses, as measured by examination 
averages and student satisfaction” (Missildine, Fountain, Summers, & Gosselin, 2013, p. 597).  
In their quasi-experimental study, 589 students were sampled over three semesters.  A majority 
of the participants were white (75%) and female (81%). The average age was 24.32 years and 
taking 14.1 credits.  There were three modalities:  traditional lecture only (LO), lecture capture as 
an adjunct to traditional lecture (LLC), and lecture capture with interactive teaching activities 
(LCI or flipped).  To ensure consistency, the researchers used comparable items on the test 
metrics.  Using a one-way ANOVA, “significant differences [were found] according to the 
method of teaching…average examination scores were significantly higher for the students in the 
LCI group than students in both the LLC group and LO group in both courses” (p. 598). 
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Moravec, Williams, Aguilar-Roca, and O’Dowd “compared the effectiveness of LBLs 
presented in two distinct formats, a worksheet and a narrated PowerPoint video” (Moravec, 
Williams, Aguilar-Roca, & O'Dowd, 2010, p. 474).  Their acronym LBL stands for learning 
before lecture (be it in the form of video or worksheet).  Five sections at UC Irvine in an 
introductory biology course were used for the study.  The LBLs was not used exclusively 
throughout the semester for the experimental group, but rather spread throughout the course on 
different topics.  There was a significant increase in performance for the flipped classroom group 
on the exam questions that were related to the LBL topics when compared to the traditional 
group.  The researchers were surprised to find no significant difference between both types of the 
flipped model approaches to introducing content before class (worksheet activities vs. 
PowerPoint video).   
Pierce did an investigation that “examined the impact of a flipped class intervention in a 
Renal module within the Integrated Pharmaceutical Care and Science series on student final 
exam performance and student perceptions of the flipped classroom intervention” (Pierce, 2013, 
p. 943).  The participants in the study included 75 graduate pharmacy students enrolled in a 
graduate pharmacy course in a small private university on the east coast.  Pierce used a design 
experiment in which “student learning was measured across time for …a pre-test, a post-test, 
subscale performance on the final exam questions that related to the module, and final exam 
performance” (p. 945).  Pierce found a significant difference between the pre-test and post-test 
student performance.  No significant difference was found on the final exam between the 
treatment (flipped) and control groups.  The author found a significant performance difference 
between the treatment (flipped) and control groups on the questions that pertained to the flipped 
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module (16/75 questions).  There was an improvement in the average by 5.9% on the material 
addressed with the intervention.  
McGivney-Burelle, and Xue completed a study to “examine the benefits and challenges 
of flipping a unit of study, the applications of the definite integral, in a Calculus II course.  Data 
on student performance in flipped and non-flipped sections of the course are presented.  In 
addition, students’ perceptions of the flipped unit are presented and discussed” (McGivney-
Burelle & Xue, 2013, p. 478).  Participants included 60 students enrolled in two sections of 
Calculus II at a mid-sized private university in the Northeast.  Both sections were taught 
traditionally, except for one of the sections was taught using the flipped model on the unit 
involving applications of integration.  The authors did not employ a significance test, but found 
that the median exam score was 7% higher in the flipped model section than in the traditional 
section.  The median scores on the exam prior to the flipped unit were within 1%.  In addition, 
there was a difference of 4.03% on the flipped unit with the experimental group (flipped) 
outperforming the traditional.  Prior homework scores were similar. 
Kay and Kletskin evaluated “the effectiveness of problem-based video podcasts designed 
to improve student understanding of pre-calculus concepts” (Kay & Kletskin, 2012, p. 620).  
Their participants included 288 engineering, science, or education students enrolled in a first-
year undergraduate calculus course at a small university located within a large metropolitan area.  
Student surveys, pre- and post-tests were analyzed.  In the study, students were given a link to 
podcasts that covered problems to review in advance of the pre-calculus diagnostic test.  Two-
thirds of the students used the podcasts and results were based on the survey.  The authors found 
that “based on student self-reports…understanding of pre-calculus concepts increased 
significantly as a result of using video podcasts…correlations between time spent using video 
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podcasts and changes in all five areas of pre-calculus knowledge were positive and significant” 
(p. 625). 
Dr. Kevin Clark is the author of a research study whose purpose was to “bring about 
improvements in student engagement and performance in the secondary mathematics classroom 
through the implementation of the flipped model of instruction and compared student interaction 
in the flipped classroom with a traditional format” (Clark, 2015, p. 91). Forty-two students (18 
boys and 24 girls) between the ages of thirteen and fifteen in two regular education algebra I 
classes at a rural high school with an enrollment of 450 students served as the participants in the 
study. The study was a mixed-methods design, utilizing an action science research design (Gall, 
Gall, & Borg, 2007). Quantitative data included a pre- and post-survey and unit test. Qualitative 
data included student interviews, a focus group session, and notes documented in the 
researcher’s journal. No significant changes were demonstrated in academic performance 
between the flipped model and those taught in a traditional classroom. 
Davies, Dean, and Ball authored a study “to examine the effectiveness and feasibility of 
flipping a college course designed to teach introductory spreadsheet skills when compared to the 
traditional classroom approach” (Davies, Dean, & Ball, 2013, p. 567).  Their framework for the 
study is that when “direct instruction is blended with constructivist learning pedagogies… 
individualized differentiated learning is facilitated” (p. 565).  The participants were 301 students 
at a large private university in the Midwest enrolled in an introductory spreadsheet course.  There 
were three groups—the control group (traditional), the flipped group, and the simulation group.  
In every group, students were expected to read the textbook before class and attempt to complete 
the homework problems.  In the traditional group, students were lectured to in class, asked 
questions, and completed homework in MS Excel on their own.  In the simulation group, 
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students did not attend class, but “completed their homework and assessments in the simulated 
environment” (p. 569). Students had the textbook and video tutorials to assist with the content.  
In the flipped model, students were expected to come to class having read and watched the video 
tutorials.  Classroom time was devoted to “receive assistance and instruction as needed” (p. 569).  
Student attendance was voluntary.  The researchers used a “pretest posttest quasi-experimental 
research design with a cross-case comparative approach to the data analysis” (p. 567).  The 
results of instruction type were not significant for overall student achievement.  The main effect 
of time and time by instruction was significant as “scores from the Excel simulation group did 
not increase to the same degree as those from students in the regular classroom and flipped 
classroom groups” (p. 571).  The authors suggest the flipped approach “is at least as effective as 
the regular approach for delivering this class and somewhat more scalable” (p. 577). 
Jeavons, Flecknoe, Davies, & White authored a paper addressing whether the lecture-flip 
pedagogy can improve student engagement and learning of anatomy and physiology (Jeavons, 
Flecknoe, Davies, & White, 2013). The participants in the study were two groups in their first 
year cohort of undergraduate nursing students at a large public university in Australia. Ten 
modules were taught during the course, modules 1-7 were taught traditionally, and modules 8-10 
were taught using the lecture-flip approach.  The main campus group (107 students) was used as 
the control group with the experimental group at the secondary campus (28).  The researchers did 
not find any statistical significance between the mean scores for the control group and the 
experimental group. The authors did note that for the control group, the mean scores tended to 
decrease for modules 8-10 (traditional), yet for the experimental group (flipped) the scores 
tended to increase. They argue that “this trend may suggest that the students...gained some 
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benefit from the lecture-flip pedagogy…but it is not statistically significant, no conclusions can 
be drawn” (Jeavons et al., 2013, p. 2084). 
It is of note that Khan Academy did some of their own research in coordination with the 
school district in Los Altos, California during the 2010-11 academic year (Sinha, 2011a).  Their 
goal was to “create better tools by directly observing how teachers and students interact with 
[their] product” (Sinha, 2011a). Sinha wrote on the Khan Academy website about the impact the 
pilot program had on students in the fifth and seventh grade classrooms. The author states that 
“they did not do a controlled research study…however, we were curious to see how they did on 
traditional assessments like the end of year CST exam” (Sinha, 2011a). The experimental groups 
were “a couple of 7th grade classrooms with students who struggled in math” (Sinha, 2011b).  
They found a significant improvement in this group. Their pilot also included a few fifth grade 
classrooms.  Those results were promising, but “not statistically different from the non-pilot 
classrooms in the district” (Sinha, 2011a). 
In summary, the articles cited in this section describe the effect that the flipped classroom 
method has on student performance. The first seven articles provide support that the flipped 
model will improve student performance whereas the final four articles found no impact on 
student performance. As a whole, these empirical studies report mixed results about the effect 
that the inverted classroom has on student performance. There is consensus in the research that 
students in a flipped classroom will perform no worse than students in the other groups tested.  
All the authors called for further research into exploring the effectiveness and benefits of the 
inverted classroom. 
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Student Perceptions 
The articles in this section explore student perceptions of the flipped classroom approach 
to teaching. In each of the studies, a survey or series of interviews were conducted at the 
conclusion of the course to assess student impressions of the model. The first twelve studies cite 
positive and/or significant results for the flipped model over other models employed. The final 
five studies give evidence of mixed or negative student perceptions. 
McCarthy published a paper (2016) exploring the efficacy of a flipped classroom model 
and specifically which of the tutorial models (flipped vs traditional) students found more 
engaging. 128 students participated in two tutorial models (flipped and traditional) in the study at 
the University of South Australia. The tutorial models were evaluated at the end of the semester 
with an online survey that was analyzed with descriptive statistics. The survey had a 75% 
response rate with both Likert-scale items as well as open-ended, providing both quantitative and 
qualitative data. Although most students preferred the flipped model at 69%, the majority 
preferred a combination of both models for future courses at 80%. The open-ended questions 
addressed suggestions. 
In Bhagat, Chang, and Chang’s article examining the “effectiveness of the flipped 
classroom learning environment on learner’s learning achievement and motivation” (2016, p. 
134), descriptive statistics were analyzed surrounding Keller’s (2010) course interest survey 
(CIS) that was implemented to the eight-two high school students in both the control and 
experimental groups. The results of the multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) indicate 
that there was significant difference in attention, relevance, confidence, and satisfaction in favor 
of the experimental or flipped group. 
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Hernandez and Perez discussed the “extent to which applying a flipped classroom 
design…promotes students’ satisfaction and improves their implication in their own learning” 
(Hernandez Nanclares & Perez Rodriguez, 2016, p. 1). Sixty-three students from a public 
university in Spain participated in the study. To measure student satisfaction, the researchers 
used an adapted questionnaire from Johnson (2013) to measure general elements, time aspects, 
self-paced organization, and technology disposition. The authors found that the students showed 
a positive attitude towards the design, valued the in-class activities, and students’ believed they 
“enhanced their learning by means of participation, critical thinking, and active learning” (p. 10). 
Clark’s mixed methods study involving forty-two students in an algebra I class in a rural 
high school of 450 students also addressed student perception. His study sought to “bring about 
improvements in student engagement and performance in the secondary mathematics classroom 
through the implementation of the flipped model of instruction and compared student interaction 
in the flipped classroom with a traditional format” (Clark, 2015, p. 91). The student surveys, 
focus group, and student interviews revealed that students “experienced an increase in their 
engagement and communication when compared to the traditional classroom experience” (Clark, 
2015, p. 91). 
Strayer authored a study “to compare learning environments in a way that informed 
teaching practice and suggested implications for classroom learning communities” (Strayer, 
2012, p. 176).  The participants were two introductory statistics classes with the typical student 
being a middle-class white American from the Midwest.  Twenty-six students were in the 
lecture-homework class and twenty-three participated from the inverted class.  A computer-based 
tutoring system was used to introduce students to the content in the inverted classroom.  The 
author used a “mixed-methods data analysis technique to analyze data from both the analysis of 
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variance and the grounded-theory data-analysis traditions” (p. 176). Student perceptions were 
assessed using the College and University Classroom Environment Inventory and other data was 
“collected using audiotaped classroom sessions, individual and focus-group interviews, field 
notes from research team members, and reflective journal entries” (p. 173).  The author found 
that the students in the inverted classroom were significantly more open to cooperation for “both 
their preferred learning environment and their actual classroom experience (p. 190).  Students in 
the inverted classroom had significantly lower levels of task orientation when compared with the 
traditional classroom as rated on the inventory. 
Dove did a study that “explored how community college students perceived the flipped 
classroom approach and their learning opportunities” (Dove, 2013, p. 393).  Twenty-one students 
ages 18-55 in an introductory statistics course at a large community college in the mid-Atlantic 
region participated.  Participants completed eight Likert scale questions with two open-ended 
questions at the conclusion of the course.  Survey results were positive showing students 
preferred the flipped classroom. 
The purpose of Lage, Platt, & Treglia’s article is to “outline a strategy for teaching to a 
broad range of learning styles…[as well as] present student and faculty perceptions” (Lage, Platt, 
& Treglia, 2000, p. 31).  The researcher’s conceptual framework was that when there is a 
mismatch between a student’s learning style and the instructor’s teaching style that the student 
will learn less and be less interested.  The authors believe the inverted classroom approach can 
appeal to all types of learners.  The participants were students enrolled in five sections (median 
class size 40 students) of microeconomics at Miami University.  University of Miami is a large 
public university with typical undergraduates being Caucasian and upper-middle class.  A survey 
was conducted at the end of the semester.  Researchers found that “students generally preferred 
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the inverted classroom to a traditional lecture and would prefer to take future economics classes 
using the same format” (p. 41).  Authors opine that since women prefer cooperative 
environments that this approach may help recruit underrepresented female students to 
economics. 
Part of Pierces purpose on the effects of the flipped class in a module for a graduate 
pharmaceutical course was to also evaluate student perceptions.  Student perceptions were 
measured using a ten-question survey with a five-point Likert scale (strongly disagree, disagree, 
neutral, agree, and strongly agree).  “The survey instrument investigated two domains of student 
perceptions:  (1) Attitudes about the POGIL activity; and (2) Perceptions about the flipped 
classroom model” (Pierce, 2013, p. 946).  The response rate on the survey was 65.8%.  Student 
perceptions about the POGIL activity were favorable regarding the importance of viewing the 
lecture before class, connections to content, and student participation.  Additionally, student 
perceptions about the flipped classroom were also favorable.  Student ratings of “self-efficacy to 
address the topics on the final exam…and a desire for more instructors to use the flipped 
classroom model” stood out as positive student perceptions (p. 947). 
Enfield authored a study whose purpose was “to investigate the effectiveness of the 
instructional approach and, if deemed worthwhile, identify ways to improve upon it” (Enfield, 
2013, p. 15).  There were a total of 50 participants in two sections at California State University 
Northridge learning HTML and CSS out of the television and arts program.  Students watched an 
hour of instructor-created videos (20 minutes each) before class, a short quiz was then given 
during class, and in-class time was used for activities to reflect, discuss, and practice the content.  
A survey was given to assess effectiveness and ways to improve the course.  The author reported 
that there was evidence that the method helped students become more independent learners.   
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Enfield reports, “73.5% of students reported that they are more confident in their ability to learn 
a new technology without taking a formal course than they were before taking the course” (p. 
22).  Interestingly enough, “top performing students were less likely to report that the videos 
were very helpful (35.7%) than the middle (68.8%) and bottom (71.4%) of students” (p. 17). 
In lead author Moravec’s study on learn before lecture (LBL) and student performance, 
the researchers also examined student perceptions via survey at the end of the course.  The 
survey was a “postclass anonymous survey to gather information on a variety of issues related to 
the class including their experience with the LBLs” (Moravec et al., 2010, p. 478).  56% of the 
795 students in the LBL group responded with 80% responding that “LBLs were helpful in 
learning the course material” (p. 478).  There was a split preference for using worksheets to 
introduce the content (50%) and those preferring the video (50%).  In the survey, students were 
asked to provide additional comments about the LBLs.  Of those responding, 13% of the 
comments were negative, whereas 74% were positive about the usefulness of using the LBLs for 
learning. 
Kay and Kletskin’s research on “the effectiveness of problem-based video podcasts 
designed to improve student understanding of pre-calculus concepts” (Kay & Kletskin, 2012, p. 
620) also provide data on student perceptions. In their survey, the authors were looking to 
answer the following questions: (a) Why do students choose to use or not to use video podcasts; 
(b) How often are video podcasts used; (c) How did students rate the usefulness and quality of 
video podcasts; and (d) Did student understanding of pre-calculus knowledge improve as a result 
of using video podcasts.  Of the two-thirds who used the podcasts, the majority of reasons cited 
were related to “improved learning and control over when, where, and how they learned” (p. 
623).  Students also noted their preference for dynamic visualizations of problems, rather than 
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the static presentation given in a text.  The most popular reasons students cited for not using the 
podcasts included already knowing the content, ignorance (did not know they were available), 
time, and technical issues. The mean number of podcasts viewed per student per day over the 
twenty-one-day period they were available was five, with a mean podcast visit of 358 seconds 
(per podcast).  87% of the students rated the podcasts as useful or very useful (using a Likert 
scale of 1-5).  Student understanding of pre-calculus knowledge was discussed in the student 
performance section. 
McGivney-Burelle, and Xue’s article on inverting a Calculus II course also examined 
student perceptions of the flipped unit.  Student perceptions were assessed with a survey (100% 
participation) and a focus-group interview (four student volunteers).  On the survey, students 
“were asked to rate the extent to which the videos helped them learn the material on a scale of 0 
(not at all) to 5 (a lot).  The average response was 4.06” (McGivney-Burelle & Xue, 2013, p. 
482).  Consistent responses to the question, “what do you like most about the videos?” included:  
(a) The videos featured the instructor and were short and easy to follow; (b) They liked being 
able to pause and re-watch the videos at any time; (c) They appreciated having videos of worked 
examples; (d) The videos prompted students to see the big ideas of the section before class; (e) 
They appreciated being able to take notes from the videos at their own pace; and (f) The videos 
were useful in reviewing before an exam.  The focus group was also positive about the flipped 
unit and mentioned positives such as the additional feedback opportunities from the professor 
and feeling more comfortable to ask questions. 
Wasserman, Quint, Norris, & Carr’s (2017) implementation of a quasi-experimental 
study was mentioned in the student performance section. They sought not only to examine 
whether flipping in a Calculus III course affected students’ overall performance, their 
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performance on more procedural or more conceptual mathematics problems, but also students’ 
opinions and perceptions about the course regarding interactions with the content and the 
professor. The study took place at a mid-sized private university, where two professors each 
taught a section of calculus each semester for a total of two courses each over the course of the 
year. The courses were taught identically using the same lecture notes, homework, and 
assessments. For purposes of comparison, one of the professors would flip his classroom for the 
final two-thirds of the course. A mixed methods approach was used to analyze the quantitative 
data from the survey and the qualitative data from the focus groups. The quantitative data 
stemming from the anonymous student data was analyzed using principal component analysis 
and compared to the results from the qualitative data analyzed with the constant comparative 
method (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Student perceptions were mixed with those in the traditional 
class considering class time to be more effective, important, and efficient than those in the 
flipped class whereas those in the flipped class were more interactive during class. 
Lesseig and Krouss sought to better understand how students “perceived of flipped 
classroom resources (e.g. online videos, in-class group work) as supportive of their mathematical 
learning” (Lesseig & Krouss, 2017, p. 203). Student usage surveys and data from course activity 
was used to answer the research questions for the two college algebra classes that used the 
flipped model. Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the data. The results were somewhat 
mixed as the two most highly rated components to helping them learn was watching videos and 
doing homework problems. The two lowest rated activities were presenting work in class and 
listening to classmates present their work. Although the authors found evidence for more active 
learning, they noted the discomfort in some students with the instructional model change. 
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Missildine, Fountain, Summers, and Gosselin’s study (2013) was to “determine the 
effects of the flipped classroom approach using innovative teaching methods on the academic 
success of baccalaureate nursing students in two adult health nursing courses, as measured by 
examination averages and student satisfaction” (p. 597).  In their quasi-experimental study, 589 
students were sampled over three semesters.  A majority of the participants were white (75%) 
and female (81%). The average age was 24.32 years and taking 14.1 credits.  There were three 
modalities:  traditional lecture only (LO), lecture capture as an adjunct to traditional lecture 
(LLC), and lecture capture with interactive teaching activities (LCI or flipped).  A sixteen-item 
questionnaire was created to assess student satisfaction.  The researchers were surprised to find 
that “students were more satisfied with the LO and LLC methods than the LCI flipped classroom 
approach” (p. 599). 
In Davies, Dean, and Ball’s research (2013) they examined the effects of a flipped model, 
simulation, and traditional model in teaching a spreadsheet course.  They had two research 
questions—the first one involving the impact on learning and achievement and the second to 
examine student perceptions in comparison to a traditional approach.  The researchers found that 
the flipped model was better than the traditional for delivery, but not significantly. The students 
surveys had no statistical difference between the experimental and control groups when 
evaluating course and instructor, how much they learned in the class, “student assessments of the 
value of the class, students’ reported willingness to recommend the course to another student, 
and student evaluations of the learning activities in the class” (p. 577).  The authors did not that 
the mean scores for the flipped were slightly more favorable for the flipped model. 
In Jeavons, Flecknoe, Davies, and White’s article (2013) on the lecture-flip pedagogy and 
student engagement, a five-student member focus group was interviewed by a non-affiliated 
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academic.  The “recordings of the focus group discussion was [sic] transcribed and data were 
categorized” (p. 2084).  Student perceptions appeared to be mixed.  Students liked coming to 
class with better background knowledge from the videos.  Students did not like the length of the 
videos and suggested 20 minutes or less.  Students liked the engagement in the classroom but felt 
there was too much repetition in content.  Students suggested that running the flipped model 
from the beginning of the course would help student understanding of course expectations and 
time allocation. 
In summary, the articles in this section addressed student perceptions of the flipped 
classroom model.  McCarthy (2016) found that although the flipped model was favored, the clear 
majority preferred a combination in future courses of flipped and traditional. Bhagat, Chang, and 
Chang’s (2016) multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) found a statistically significant 
difference in favor of the flipped students with respect to attention, relevance, confidence, and 
satisfaction. Hernandez and Perez (2016) reported that the students felt that the design enhanced 
their active learning, participation, and critical thinking. Clark (2015) found an increase in 
engagement and communication as reported in the student surveys and interviews. Strayer 
(2012) found that the flipped classroom reported significantly higher levels of cooperation, but 
lower levels of task orientation.  Dove (2013), Lage, Platt, & Treglia (2000), and Pierce (2013) 
reported that students preferred the flipped model and wanted more flipped classrooms in their 
future studies.  Enfield (2013) found that the students reported they had become better 
independent learners in the flipped model, but the top performing students were less likely to 
report the videos were helpful.  The lead authors Moravec (2010), Kay (2012), and McGivney-
Burelle (2013) all reported that videos were helpful in learning the content.  Students liked the 
dynamic visualizations of video and audio as compared to a static representation in a textbook.  
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Students also preferred short, instructor-made videos.  The surveys also showed students liked 
the flexibility that the videos created (time, place, and pacing) as well as being able to revisit the 
lectures before exams.  
The last five articles reported that the flipped classroom was either no different or worse.  
Wasserman, Quint, Norris, & Carr (2017) reported student perceptions to be mixed with those in 
the traditional class considering class time to be more efficient, effective, and important. Lesseig 
and Krous (2017) reported student discomfort with the instructional change to the flipped model. 
Missildine, Fountain, Summers, and Gosselin (2013) reported that their students were more 
satisfied with both the other methods over the inverted classroom method.  Davies, Dean, and 
Ball (2013) found no significant difference between the flipped method and the other methods 
for students reporting on the course and instructor evaluations, learning, value of the course, 
willingness to recommend the course to another student, and evaluations of in-class learning 
activities.  They did find that willingness to take another course was significantly higher for the 
flipped classroom students.  Jeavons, Flecknoe, Davies, and White (2013) found mixed results. 
Students liked the background knowledge gained from the videos, but wanted them shorter. 
Students also reported that having a consistent flipped method from the beginning would have 
also helped with student understanding of expectations. As a whole, the research on student 
perceptions on the effects of the flipped model is mixed. There does, however seem to be more 
positive perceptions by students on the model than insignificant or negative perceptions. 
Discussion and Critique 
In this section, the empirical evidence presented in the research surrounding the flipped 
or inverted model is discussed and critiqued.  This section is organized by author(s) and 
accompanying study given that some of the studies addressed both student performance and 
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student perceptions. The purpose and results of the research are compared with possible 
limitations in the study. 
Wasserman, Quint, Norris, & Carr (2017) implemented a quasi-experimental study to 
examine whether flipping in a Calculus III course affected students’ overall performance, their 
performance on more procedural or more conceptual mathematics problems, and students’ 
opinions and perceptions about the course regarding interactions with the content and the 
professor. The professors each taught a section of calculus each semester for a total of two 
courses each over the course of the year where the courses were taught identically using the same 
lecture notes, homework, and assessments. After the first exam, which was one-third of the way 
through the course, one of the professors flipped his classroom for comparative purposes. 
Although the authors made every effort to make the classes as equivalent as possible, it is of note 
that the comparison is made with two different instructors which will inevitably bring about 
unintended differences, experiences, and discussions in the classroom. Some of the uncontrolled 
differences may have played into the student performance, which was insignificant between the 
experimental and control groups. The reasoning behind teaching both courses for the first third 
of the course in a traditional manner was to establish a “measure of relative ability and 
preparedness” for purposes of quantitative analysis (p. 566). Although useful for the student 
performance analysis, it may have increased the level of dissatisfaction for the flipped model as 
it was noted that the instructional transition in the experimental group was large, and likely 
negatively affected the students’ perceptions of the approach especially as it related to effective 
use of class time. 
 Bhagat, Chang, and Chang’s (2016) purpose was to study the effectiveness of the flipped 
classroom on student achievement and motivation. Their conceptual framework was based on the 
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cognitive theory of multimedia learning (CTML) by Mayer (2010). Based on the multimedia and 
modality principles (Mayer, 2010), they conjectured that the forty-one students in the flipped 
experimental group would have better learning achievement. The authors found that the 
experimental group performed significantly better than the control group on the mathematics 
achievement test (MAT). The MAT was the same for both the pretest and the posttest, which 
included fifteen multiple choice items. The validity of the instrument should be noted in that it 
was determined by a panel of five unknown experts rating the fifteen trigonometric items as 
either essential (E), useful (U), or not necessary (N). the content validity ratio (CVR) and the 
content validity index (CVI) were calculated with “acceptable” results. Another limitation of the 
study is that it was only over the course of six weeks in trigonometry. Daily time spent on 
trigonometry was not mentioned, but six weeks seems rather short in covering a broad spectrum 
of trigonometric topics in order for a valid instrument to measure proficiency in the area. 
 Clark’s research study (2015) sought to assess the flipped model’s impact on student 
engagement and performance as it compared to a traditional model. An independent sample t-test 
was administered on the teacher-created unit test with no significance found between the flipped 
and traditional classes. The timeframe was not ideal, using only seven weeks to implement the 
instructional design. Both classes were taught by the teacher/researcher, with forty-two students 
participating in the study. In contrast to Wasserman, Quint, Norris, & Carr’s study (2017) 
reporting negative perception of effective use of class time, Clark’s students reported better use 
of class time with the flipped model of instruction.  
 The studies by both McCarthy (2016) and Hernandez and Perez (2016) support the notion 
that today’s student prefers to learn in an active and collaborative environment as provided in the 
flipped design (Vaughan, 2014). McCarthy’s article (2016) looked into the efficacy of a flipped 
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classroom model as it related to student perception of engagement. All students received both 
formats, six standard or traditional tutorials and six flipped classroom tutorials. The students 
favored the flipped model in the survey but preferred a blending of both models overall. 
Hernandez and Perez’s study measured student satisfaction from a questionnaire to measure 
general elements, time aspects, self-paced organization, and technological disposition. The 
students reported positive attitudes towards the design and valued the enhanced learning in class. 
 Lesseig and Krouss’s study (2017) examined the perception of students as it related to 
flipped classroom resources being supportive to their mathematical learning in an introductory 
college algebra course. The findings were mixed with students highly rating watching videos and 
doing homework problems contributing to their learning, whereas the lowest rated activities were 
presenting work in class and listening to classmates present their work. These findings support 
Wasserman, Quint, Norris, & Carr’s study (2017) where students reported the flipped model to 
be a less effective use of class time as compared to the traditional. 
Missildine, Fountain, Summers, & Gosselin’s study (2013) set out to determine the 
effects of the flipped model on the academic success of nursing students.  Their conceptual 
framework came from a constructivist’s view that integrative learning experiences in the 
classroom would better improve and prepare nurses for “real” situations in the workforce.  It 
would be hard to generalize these findings as the sample was heavily Caucasian and female 
(75% and 81% respectively).  They found support for their first hypothesis that the flipped group 
would score better on the final exam (significantly).  Their second hypothesis was contradicted.  
Instead of students having higher student satisfaction with the flipped model, they had lower.  
What adds to this puzzle is that the majority of the students were female, who typically prefer the 
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cooperative learning environments which are typically found in flipped classrooms (Labe, Platt, 
& Treglia, 2000).   
Students reported that the flipped model required more work.  The authors report that the 
typical student in the class was 24 years old, taking 14.3 credits, and working part-time.  An 
overscheduled student life combined with the perception of more work in their model would 
most certainly contribute to a lower student satisfaction rating.  Students also like what is 
predictable and comfortable in the classroom (Strayer, 2012).  Oftentimes a change can be 
disconcerting for a student—especially when they have received instruction in a traditional 
manner for many years. One possible explanation for student discontent with the flipped 
classroom is due to the students reporting that they “did not seem to perceive the value of the 
interactive learning approaches (Missildine, Fountain, Summers, & Gosselin, 2013, p. 599).  
Classroom availability issues and limited access to high-speed internet for rural students may 
have also influenced the survey.  Finally, although the Kruskal-Wallis test was employed for the 
survey to find significance, lack of validity data may have affected the survey results. 
Moravec, Williams, Aguilar-Roca, and O’Dowd’s (2010) study compared the 
effectiveness of the flipped model with either a worksheet or narrated PowerPoint video.  Their 
framework for the study came from a constructivist’s view that active engagement in class will 
lead to improved student learning and performance.  Although finding improved student 
performance with the flipped method, the model was used for only a small portion of the class 
and the effectiveness measured on less than 8% of the final exam questions.  Was the increased 
performance by the students on the flipped sections simply due to the novelty of the method?  
Teachers looking to dabble into the model cautiously should take note of their approach and 
findings.  Moravec & co found that 56% of the students completed the end-of-course survey.  
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The students reported satisfaction for the inverted classroom, but could it be skewed due to 
voluntary response bias?  As Bock, Velleman, and De Veaux note, “voluntary response samples 
are almost always biased” (Bock, Velleman, & De Veaux, 2010, p. 282). 
Pierce’s article investigating the impact of a flipped class in a pharmaceutical course 
employed Bloom’s Taxonomy for their conceptual framework.  Employing in-class activities at 
higher depth of knowledge levels will increase student learning and understanding.  Students 
were required to watch the lectures beforehand and participate in a process oriented guided 
inquiry (POGIL) learning activity in class.  The activities paralleled the knowledge and skills 
assessed on the final exam and national board exam.  A limitation of the study is that gains in the 
flipped method may have been due to increased opportunity for exam preparation in the form of 
the in-class activities.  Students in a traditional course with the lecture in-class would not have 
had the same opportunities to practice with the immediate feedback.  Additionally, although 
there was a 5.9% increase in the average score on the course’s final exam, it was not significant.  
Significance was found for the content-corresponding sixteen Renal ICARE questions found on 
the final exam for the series of nine courses. 
McGivney-Burelle & Xue’s (2013) purpose on flipping a unit of study in a Calculus II 
course was to examine the benefits and challenges.  Their conceptual framework was based on 
Ericsson’s model of deliberate practice.  In order to obtain expert performance, a student must 
constantly improve by engaging in purposeful practice (Ericsson, Krampe, & Tesch-Romer, 
1993).  The researcher’s hypothesized that students in a flipped classroom would have more time 
to practice purposefully and receive immediate feedback, thus obtaining higher learning 
outcomes.  There were twenty-nine participants in the non-flipped course, and thirty-one in the 
flipped course.  A significance test was not employed, but exam mean and medians were cited as 
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supportive evidence in learning outcomes for the flipped model (7% higher median exam score).  
Authors wisely abstained from arguing for generalizations to large populations surely due to 
sample size and population, amongst others.  Both courses submitted the same homework, and 
viewed the same videos, but the flipped experimental group had the chance to work in small 
groups during class time on problem-sets.  One may argue that the apparent increase in 
performance may simply be due to the increased practice and workload on the part of the flipped 
model students. 
In Kay & Kletskin’s (2012) article, they looked at the effectiveness of using problem-
based video podcasts used to improve background knowledge in precalculus.  Although a true 
flipped model was not applied in their research, the video podcast portion of their research was 
applicable to the full analysis of the effectiveness of flipping a classroom.  Their conceptual 
framework was based in cognitive load theory (Kester, Lehnen, Van Gerven, & Kirschner, 
2006).  The video podcasts applied the theory by presenting the precalculus procedures in a 
dynamic, step-by-step serviceable form.  288 students were participants and the authors found 
that student understanding of precalculus concepts increased significantly.  The findings were 
based on student self-reports and should be viewed as indirect evidence. It may be noted that 
students could have also used outside learning aids to improve that knowledge, which may not 
have been apparent in the survey results.  The correlation between the use of the video podcasts 
and precalculus knowledge was positive and significant indicating apparent value for dynamic 
video presentation.  This research could be improved with a more formal pre- and post-test of 
precalculus understanding.  Kay & Kletskin’s survey results lend support for the benefits of 
using dynamic video presentations.  Students reported preference of the dynamic videos to 
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reading static text examples, time flexibility (prior knowledge of concept), and all-around 
usefulness. 
Davies, Dean, and Ball (2013) examined the effectiveness of the flipped classroom for an 
introductory spreadsheet course.  Their conceptual framework was based in constructivist 
learning pedagogies.  In their design, a flipped model section was compared to a traditional 
section and a technology-driven independent study section (simulation).  In the simulation 
design, students watched the MyITLab videos and performed the simulations in the software to 
learn MS Excel.  In the traditional design, students attended class for the lecture and completed 
homework on their own in MS Excel.  In the flipped design, students could watch the videos and 
then attend class for assistance and instruction as needed.  The findings were not significant for 
course evaluations or learning as reported in the student performance section.  One of the 
limitations to the study was that their conceptual framework was that of constructivism, yet there 
is no evidence that constructivist activities went on in the flipped classroom.  Class was devoted 
to receiving assistance, which was not clearly described.  Additionally, it is noted that “in each 
situation, students’ participation was voluntary.  Students were free to participate to the degree 
they deemed necessary in order to complete the required assignments and pass the course 
assessments” (Davies, Dean, & Ball, 2013, p. 569).  That statement renders the following 
question relevant:  How many students attended class and how often?  BYU’s students are 
above-average with an incoming class average of a 28.52 ACT and 3.82 unweighted GPA 
(21.1/3.0 national average) (BYU admissions-entrance averages.2013).  Students with higher 
metacognitive awareness do what they deem necessary to pass the course at their own perceived 
“success” level.  If attending class was not deemed necessary (especially in an introductory 
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course), it is unlikely attendance was consistent.  Considering the flipped design of the study, the 
findings with reference to the inverted classroom may be viewed cautiously.  
Jeavons, Flecknoe, Davies, and White’s (2013) article addressing the reversed classroom 
can improve student engagement and learning in an anatomy and physiology course.  
Constructivism was the theoretical framework for the flipped model design used to allow for 
interactive activities in the classroom.  As was the concern with the Davies article cited above, 
attendance at both the traditional course and the flipped course was similar, but only one-third of 
the maximum cohort attended.  Although by no means a representative sample, the five volunteer 
students who agreed to be interviewed about the flipped classroom were active participants in the 
full flipped model.  One of the main complaints about the recordings was that they were too 
long.  As is the case with long lectures, video length can have the same effect on students.  
Considering one of the chief complaints in the interviews, video length may well have affected 
full participation by the students enrolled in the flipped classroom.  Practitioners have also cited 
the need for brevity in presentational videos (Bergmann & Sams, 2012). 
Strayer’s article on comparing learning environments to inform teaching practice had a 
flipped course and a lecture-based course in an introductory statistics class.  In addition to his 
analysis of the quantitative data, the author used the grounded theory approach to establish 
emerging themes in his qualitative data.  In his flipped model, the instructor did not make his 
own videos, but rather used a computer-based tutoring system named ALEKS to introduce 
content.  Frustrations with the content introduction appeared in the analysis as students reported 
being less satisfied with how the structure oriented them to the learning tasks.  It seems that 
students were a little unsettled about the nature of student expectations in the flipped model.  
From the survey, the students had a significantly lower rating of task orientation when compared 
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to the traditional course.  Connecting the videos to the content is essential for a task orientation 
score.  Instructor-created videos followed by an in-class review before delving into the activities 
may possibly affect the student scoring for task orientation in the flipped design. Strayer stresses 
the importance of connections between the out-of-class learning and in-class activities in his 
write-up. 
Dove’s study was also done in a statistics course.  Based on the survey, students favored 
the flipped-classroom approach.  The students commented that “being able to do work during 
class time was very helpful” (Dove, 2013, p. 397).  It appears that this flipped-class in statistics 
may have been a little less radical than the approach used by Strayer, possibly contributing to 
more favorability by the students.  The instructor created his own videos and during class they 
worked on practice problems, projects, and activities.  Limitations to the study include not being 
able to generalize the study due to sample size (21).  Findings from the survey due to sample size 
should also be confined to the population of interest.  The course was also taught in a computer 
lab—so the instructor did not have to deal with the technological limitations of a regular 
classroom.   
Lage, Platt, and Treglia (2000) flipped five sections of an economics course at Miami 
University (40 students per section).  The authors believed that a flipped classroom engages a 
wider array of learning styles than a lecture-based course.  Their purpose was to present student 
and faculty perceptions of an inverted classroom strategy designed to appeal to different types of 
learners.  The authors found that students preferred the flipped classroom with preference to take 
more courses in that format.  One of the limitations in the study is that “on the first day of the 
semester, the instructors were clear about the effort required by the students.  Students who knew 
that they would not perform optimally in such an environment were encouraged to change 
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sections” (Lage et al., 2000, p. 37).  If there were students changing sections, the survey might be 
less representative with favorable bias towards the flipped model. 
Connections and Implications 
After reviewing the literature on the flipped classroom, the two themes that emerged were 
student performance and student perceptions. The results for both student performance and 
student perceptions were mixed. Some studies showed significant gains in student performance, 
while others cited no difference. Some studies showed positive student perceptions, others 
showed no difference, while others showed less satisfaction with the flipped model. Most of the 
studies were done in a higher-education setting. Most authors, even those citing no significance, 
were positive about the possible benefits of the inverted classroom. Those that presented 
supporting evidence for the efficacy of the flipped classroom, for both learning and perceptions, 
appeared grounded in constructivism. Those classrooms were used to make connections and 
deepen understanding of the content learned before class through a supportive environment for 
project-based learning and activities. High class attendance was also mentioned as a supporting 
feature. 
In conclusion, there are three main implications from the literature review for this study: 
(1) It appears premature to say that the flipped classroom has supporting, empirical evidence for 
students performing better in the flipped classroom; (2) student perceptions surrounding the 
flipped classroom are generally better, but mixed; and (3) the flipped classroom is as good, if not 
better than the traditional, lecture-based model for student performance. 
Gaps, Limitations, and Future Research 
Even though the flipped classroom is one of the biggest educational trends, “the empirical 
research has not kept pace with implementation” (de Araujo, Otten, & Birisci, 2017b). Peer-
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reviewed published articles in reputable research journals needs to continue to be augmented. 
Limitations to current research include their focus on student outcomes and experiences, not 
accounting for the variability that occurs within the flipped classrooms (de Araujo, Otten, & 
Birisci, 2017a), settings other than higher education, professional development, and student 
behavior. 
Student outcomes and experiences. The bulk of the recent research has focused on 
student outcomes and experiences in flipped versus non-flipped classrooms. Although this 
research is informing, a limitation is that it does not account for the teacher as the central force in 
the flipped model of instruction (de Araujo, Otten, & Birisci, 2017b). As with any instructional 
model, the teacher is continually making decisions based on student background knowledge, 
formative assessment, domain of learning, size of audience, available materials and resources, 
time allotments, and so on. Not only are the findings mixed as it relates to student performance 
and perceptions, but the varied findings lend a need for research that addresses pedagogical 
design using different research methods (Song, Jong, Chang, & Chen, 2017; Jungic, Kaur, 
Mulholland, & Xin, 2015) 
Variability. Another glaring limitation to the research is that it does not account for the 
variability in the model. Making sweeping generalizations about the model seems naïve at this 
point and one of the major obstacles to evaluating and generalizing the true efficacy of the model 
is due to the vast differences in the implementation (DeLozier & Rhodes, 2017). Davies, Dean, 
and Ball state that the research is often based on “contextually situated learning circumstances” 
(2013, p. 564). Not only does variability exist, but many of the studies do not present their 
pedagogical designs with strong theoretical underpinnings (Song, Jong, Chang, & Chen, 2017; 
Kim, Kim, Khera & Getman, 2014). By accounting for variability in research, flipped instruction 
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will be better understood and supported for teachers to effectively enact the method (de Araujo, 
Otten, & Birisci, 2017b). 
 Settings outside higher education. One of the biggest gaps in the current research, is 
research with populations other than higher education settings (Lo & Hew, 2017b). The majority 
of the articles available and applicable to this review came from higher education. Future 
research would be wise to address diverse settings in secondary, middle, elementary, public, 
private, rural, urban, at-risk, socioeconomic, and others. According to the United States 
Department of Labor, 66.2% of high school graduates attend college (College enrollment and 
work activity of 2012 high school graduates.2013). Sampling a college population that is older, 
more motivated, and with higher levels of self-efficacy would affect generalizations to secondary 
and other settings. A few populations needing further research include high school, middle 
school, elementary, public, private, rural, urban, at-risk, gifted, English language learners (ELL), 
remedial, and alternative. 
Professional development. Another area not addressed by current research is in the 
realm of professional development. Instructors with experience in the flipped classroom are 
aware of the benefits, but also the challenges of the model. One of the major challenges 
expressed in the literature is the time commitment and training necessary to fully and effectively 
implement the model (Lo & Hew, 2017a). Using screen-casting software for example, can be a 
daunting task for a teacher that may not be as tech-savvy as his or her colleagues. Developing 
activities for effective use of in-class time for teachers that have been lecture-heavy can also be a 
complication for professionals, yet one of the reasons instructors choose to implement the model 
(Strayer, Hart, & Bleiler, 2015). Future research needs to be pursued in the areas of teacher 
effectiveness, training, collaboration, and support around the flipped classroom. 
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Student behavior and engagement. Another area that needs further research is the 
impact that the flipped classroom has on student behavior and engagement.  Proponents of the 
flipped model argue that one of the benefits is the classroom becomes student-centered as 
discussions change within the design (Strayer, Hart, & Bleiler-Baxter, 2016). With a possible 
drastic change in an instructional model, how will this type of environment affect behavior, 
discipline, and engagement and what can teachers expect to see in the classroom? Will the 
student-centered model have an impact on attendance which has a positive association with 
academic achievement (Gershenson, 2016). 
 Considering the gaps and limitations in current research surrounding the flipped 
instructional model such as variable designs and professional development, by executing the 
study and analyzing the data, contributions were made to the literature and field. By examining 
the mathematical practices and how it differed from the hypothetical learning trajectory, 
researchers and practitioners will benefit from the improved transparency and functionality the 
study communicates via the research method employed so as to address the pedagogical design 
and previous variability in other studies. 
Previous Research and Transcendental Functions 
The purpose of this study was to implement an iterative design research experiment on a 
flipped mathematics classroom for the duration of five curricular units intended to develop an 
algebraic, analytic, and graphical approach to the concepts and procedures of transcendental and 
polynomial functions. The theoretical literature surrounding the conceptual framework as well as 
the empirical literature on the flipped classroom has been reviewed in this chapter. Although not 
the focal point of the literature review, this section reviews the literature on transcendental 
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functions such that the knowledge base was established prior to the design experiment (Glatthorn 
& Joyner, 2005). 
Transcendental functions are functions that “transcend” algebra. Examples of 
transcendental functions include exponential, logarithmic, trigonometric, and inverse 
trigonometric functions (Larson, Hostetler, & Edwards, 2006). This study will stay within the 
realms of exponential functions and their inverses (logarithmic) for purposes of the design 
experiment. After defining exponential and logarithmic functions, the current research 
encompassing the learning of exponential and logarithmic transcendental functions will be 
explored. 
Exponential Functions 
 Exponential functions are functions of the form 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 where 𝑎𝑎 > 0,𝑎𝑎 ≠ 1, 𝑐𝑐 and x 
are elements of the real numbers (𝑐𝑐, 𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥ℝ). A simple exponential function such as 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 2𝑥𝑥, 
where 𝑐𝑐 = 1 and 𝑎𝑎 = 2 are chosen, is often introduced initially in textbooks to exemplify 
behavior both algebraically and graphically (see figure 2 below). A discussion surrounding the 
graph, domain, range, increasing/decreasing, growth rate, and key points are likely to follow both 
in text and classrooms (Confrey, 1991a). Key points for a function of the form 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 
include (0, 1) and (1,𝑎𝑎). 
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Figure 2. The exponential function. 
Logarithmic Functions 
 Logarithmic functions, inverses of exponential functions, are of the form 𝑦𝑦 = log𝑎𝑎 𝑥𝑥 or 
implicitly, 𝑥𝑥 = 𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦. By definition, 𝑥𝑥 > 0,𝑎𝑎 > 0, and 𝑎𝑎 ≠ 1. The function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = log𝑎𝑎 𝑥𝑥 is read 
“log base a of x.” After using both forms of the logarithm, evaluating logarithms, properties of 
logarithms, change-of-base formulas, and graphing logarithms are often addressed. Domain, 
range, increasing/decreasing, asymptotes and key points (1, 0) and (𝑎𝑎, 1) will often be 
emphasized in textbooks and classrooms (Confrey, 1991a). Figure 3 below is a graphical display 
in a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system of the function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = log2 𝑥𝑥, the inverse of 
the exponential function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 2𝑥𝑥 shown previously. 
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Figure 3. The logarithmic function. 
Search and Selection 
The search process for this review came from the following databases: ERIC, Education 
Full Text, Professional Development Collection, Education: A Sage Collection, Academic 
Search Premier, eBook Collection Academic Search Main Edition, and Google Scholar. The 
search was initially restricted to the last fifteen years and peer-reviewed journals or reports. After 
limited results were found, the search was expanded to the last twenty-five years. The 
requirements for selection were based on: (1) relevance to the purpose of this literature review; 
(2) empirical study; and (3) date of the research. Currently, very little research exists in the 
mathematics education community surrounding the teaching and learning of exponential and 
logarithmic functions as was also documented previous to this review (Weber, 2002). 
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Empirical Studies 
After completing the search process for transcendental functions related to this study, 
selecting the studies meeting the criteria, seven studies emerged. All seven studies were related 
to the teaching and learning of exponential models. The following section is a brief review of 
each of the articles and their findings. 
 Weber ran a study to “describe a theory of how students might develop their 
understanding of [exponential and logarithmic functions] and to analyze students’ understanding 
of these concepts within the context of this theory” (Weber, 2002, p. 3). Fifteen students enrolled 
at a university in the southern United States were the participants. The data sources included 
interviews three weeks after learning the content. The participants were asked a wide range of 
questions surrounding conceptual understandings, properties, and both traditional and 
nontraditional computations. Weber concluded that most students have not progressed beyond 
the action-level understanding of exponentials and logarithms in order to understand 
exponentiation conceptually as a process.  
Jere Confrey has a few works related to the exploration and learning of transcendental 
functions. One of his early works was a constructivist teaching experiment, the purpose of which 
was “to describe how students construct an understanding of exponential functions and related 
concepts in a flexible, ideographic, and functional way” (Confrey, 1991a, p. 124). His study 
consisted of nine one-hour teaching experiments with one subject. The sessions were videotaped 
and transcribed for later analysis by the interviewer and a team of graduate students and staff in 
mathematics education. Five interpretative frameworks surrounding student understanding of 
exponents, exponential expression and exponential functions were proposed: (1) Exponents and 
exponential expressions as numbers; (2) Exponential expressions and local operational meaning; 
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(3) Exponents as systematically operation; (4) Exponents as counters; and (5) Exponents as 
functions. The frameworks are not to be viewed as “linear developmental stages,” but rather as 
overlapping insights ordered from the simplest to the more complex (Confrey, 1991a, p. 131). 
 Confrey, along with Smith, presented “an epistemological discussion for understanding 
rate and unit that builds on multiple approaches” (Confrey & Smith, 1994, p. 56). Confrey 
proposes that a covariational approach to exponential functions is more powerful than a 
conventional treatment. A conventional treatment of functions is where there is a rule of 
correspondence built between x- and y-values, such as y = f(x), that is then explored. A 
covariational approach is where students fill in the x- and y-values in a table by the operation 
that is constructed based on the problem context presented. Three ways of understanding rate of 
change with respect to exponential functions are proposed: (1) The first is an additive rate of 
change where the learner concludes that the rate is varying, such as with exponential growth, 
where the magnitude of the rate of change increases rapidly. Using the function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 2𝑥𝑥 for 
example, the rate of change, 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥+1)−𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)(𝑥𝑥+1)−𝑥𝑥  with 𝑥𝑥 ∈ {1,2,3,4,5,6,7, … } is 2 �𝑓𝑓(1+1)−𝑓𝑓(1)(1+1)−1 = 2�, then 
it becomes 4 �𝑓𝑓(2+1)−𝑓𝑓(2)(2+1)−2 = 4�, and 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, and so on. With an exponential decay 
model on the other hand, a student would notice that the additive rate of change decays rapidly 
then simmers off as it approaches the horizontal asymptote; (2) The second way of understanding 
rate of change within an exponential function is a multiplicative rate of change. Recognizing the 
multiplicative unit 𝑎𝑎 and the behavioral influence within the exponential model, 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 is 
to view the rate of change in exponentials from a multiplicative perspective; and (3) The third 
way is a multi-conceptual approach described as the “proportion new-to-old” rate of change 
(Confrey & Smith, 1994, p. 55). In figure 4 below, the shaded area represents what is new, or the 
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additive change from bar to bar. The next figure represents the proportional new amount, which 
shows that it also increases by the same constant ratio, 𝑎𝑎 for the function, 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑐𝑐𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥.  
 
 
Figure 4. Proportional new-to-old rate of change. Adapted from Exponential Functions, Rates of 
Change, and the Multiplicative Unit, by J. Confrey and E. Smith, 1994, Educational Studies in 
Mathematics 26(2), 56. Copyright 1994 by Springer.  
 
Having this perspective may lay some groundwork for calculus as the derivative is the 
instantaneous rate of change. The instantaneous rate of change for 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥,𝑎𝑎 > 0,𝑎𝑎 ≠ 1  is 
proportional to the function itself, 𝑓𝑓′(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑘𝑘 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥,𝑘𝑘 = ln𝑎𝑎. 
 Confrey and Smith also presented a “theoretical argument for an approach to 
exponentials more closely related to students’ constructions…based on a primitive multiplicative 
operation labeled ‘splitting’ that is not repeated addition” (Confrey & Smith, 1995, p. 66). 
Splitting is “an action of creating equal parts or copies of an original” (Confrey, 1994, p. 300). A 
basic example given is of an 8-year-old child who, when offered $100 to eat 5 pounds of salt 
potatoes, “spontaneously asked if he could get $50 for eating only half of them” and continued to 
divide the reward into two four times (Confrey, 1994). The authors conjecture that when splitting 
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is introduced early on, in lieu of exclusively using repeated addition to introduce multiplication, 
students are given more of a “natural extension” into the development of exponential functions 
(Confrey & Smith, 1995, p. 85). 
Kris Green developed a model for using spreadsheets to develop an exploratory 
environment where students can “develop their own understanding of the relationship between 
the parameters of commonly encountered families of functions” including exponential and 
logarithmic (Green, 2008, p. 423). The exploration took place as part of the development of a 
spreadsheet-based mathematics course for college business majors. Green found that students’ 
understanding of the concept “rate of change” is typically solely built on linear functions and this 
emphasis may have a negative effect on student problem solving. Spreadsheets were found to 
provide a powerful tool for the development of mathematical reasoning. The spreadsheet 
approach of guiding students to build appropriate examples, compare the effect of the 
parameters, and describe their own generalizations, encourages a dynamic construct of 
mathematics by the student (Green, 2008). 
 Presmeg and Nenduradu performed a study “to identify and characterize preservice 
teachers’ use of representations in solving algebraic problems involving exponential 
relationships” (Presmeg & Nenduradu, 2005, p. 105). Their theoretical perspective followed 
Dreyfus’s position that there are four stages in the mathematical learning process, the first stage 
being able to use a single representation to the last making flexible use of multiple 
representations (Dreyfus, 1991). The qualitative instrumental case study reported on one 
participant’s data within a larger project involving multiple preservice teachers as participants. 
Presmeg and Nenduradu found that simply moving between registers is not sufficient for quality 
instruction, rather examination into the thinking processes so as to avoid errors is also important. 
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 Alagic and Palenz explored “how available cognitive tools can (a) deepen teachers’ 
understandings of linear and exponential growth through information and communication 
technology (ICT) based representations, and (b) provide for students’ learning from the same 
technology-based representations” (Alagic & Palenz, 2006, p. 634). The research was published 
as part of a grant funded for the professional development of middle school teachers. Perkin’s six 
priorities were used as the organizational framework in which it is believed that teachers should 
teach for understanding in a technology-oriented classroom centered on thinking and exploration 
of the ideas with which they are learning (Perkins, 1993). The authors report that cognitive tools, 
such as spreadsheets, graphing calculators, and other mental or computational devices may assist 
in extending the cognitive processes of participants, but the key to learning in mathematics 
classrooms is an effective teacher.  
  Currently, there are few empirical works surrounding the teaching and learning of 
transcendental functions, specifically exponential and/or logarithmic functions. Weber found 
conceptual knowledge of university students to be lacking, Confrey, along with Smith proposed 
a covariational approach to exponential functions based on an operation referred to as “splitting” 
(Confrey & Smith, 1995, p. 66). Green proposed using spreadsheets to develop a conceptual 
understanding of exponential functions. Presmeg and Nenduradu found that moving between 
registers is not sufficient to learning and understand exponential models. Alagic and Palenz 
reported that cognitive tools, such as graphing calculators and spreadsheets, will deepen the level 
of understanding exponential functions through information and communication technology 
(ICT) based representations. As a whole, the research has informed both the theory and practice 
of learning and teaching transcendental functions. 
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Discussion 
In this section, the empirical evidence surrounding the teaching and learning of 
transcendental functions, specifically exponential and logarithmic functions, will be discussed. 
This section is organized according to study since all the articles surrounded the same theme, 
which is the teaching and learning of transcendental functions. 
In Weber’s article, he set out to “describe a theory of how students might develop their 
understanding of [exponential and logarithmic functions] and to analyze students’ understanding 
of these concepts within the context of this theory” (Weber, 2002, p. 3). The findings were stated 
that most students have not progressed beyond the action-level understanding of exponentials 
and logarithms. One example of this would be that students had no problem computing 23, but 
could not explain any understanding of 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥 as a function without assigning values to compute. 
Considering the findings, it is possible that the students lacked sufficient academic language 
proficiency in mathematics, were unable to articulate properly the understanding of the 
exponential functions and thus reverted to explaining exponential concepts via computations in 
lieu. With a sample of fifteen students from one university, a phase II study would be ideal to 
further this research and verify conclusions. 
Confrey set out “to describe how students construct an understanding of exponential 
functions and related concepts in a flexible, ideographic, and functional way” (1991a, p. 124). 
The five frameworks proposed to explain student understandings and insights of exponential 
functions were based on one student’s data. Students walk into mathematics classrooms with a 
vast array of background knowledge surrounding mathematics. Would the findings vary 
significantly if given another student or would the suggested interpretive alternative framework 
hold? 
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Confrey and Smith’s first paper proposed a covariational approach to exponential 
functions and three models for understanding rate of change involving exponential functions 
(Confrey & Smith, 1994). The data used by the researchers was reported as based on past 
experiences that the authors had with students. The information surrounding the participants, 
data collection, and analysis was not explicated in the report. The insights surrounding the three 
perspectives on rate of change and exponential functions was novel considering there was no 
prior research on their topic. 
Confrey and Smith’s second paper presented a similar argument for an alternative 
approach to exponentials (Confrey & Smith, 1995). Their analysis stems from data originating in 
other empirical studies (Confrey, 1991a; Confrey, 1991b) and historical investigations (Confrey 
& Smith, 1994). Similar to the author’s prior paper discussed (1994), splitting and covariation 
are put forth as effective approaches to studying functions, including exponentials. 
Green’s study provided a general framework for a constructivist lesson that can also be 
applied to outside topics. Green’s framework is exploratory in nature such as that of a science 
model: “We look at what we know, we ask questions, we set up some experiment or activity to 
collect data, and then we review the data to see what patterns exist” (Green, 2008, p. 439). This 
scientific framework is used in order to possibly redesign the activity and communicate the 
results. One common critique of constructivist approaches to teaching, especially in higher 
education, is that it can be more time consuming. The article lacked addressing foundational 
research and frameworks as well any empirical data that was used to guide and create the 
proposed model. Readers are left with a model, yet questions about the methodology surrounding 
the empirical research remain unanswered. 
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Presmeg and Nenduradu’s study looked at identifying and characterizing “preservice 
teachers’ use of representations in solving algebraic problems involving exponential 
relationships,” (Presmeg & Nenduradu, 2005, p. 105). Their findings suggested that fluency is 
only a portion of quality instruction for effective learning. During one of the tasks, the 
participant showed fluency in using multiple representations including tabular, numeric, and 
algebraic, yet found an incorrect model to the exponential scenario. The case study calls into 
question claims that fluency simply within and among representations or “inscriptions,” (Roth, 
2003) will result in quality mathematical learning. 
Alagic and Palenz explored “how available cognitive tools can (a) deepen teachers’ 
understandings of linear and exponential growth through information and communication 
technology (ICT) based representations, and (b) provide for students’ learning from the same 
technology-based representations” (Alagic & Palenz, 2006, p. 634). The article did not address 
how teachers constructed their knowledge of exponential growth and decay when applying 
cognitive tools such as spreadsheets. The authors did address teaching for understanding with 
cognitive tools, how the teachers participated, the activities facilitated, teachers’ reports on 
classroom use, and the implications surrounding the institute. Their findings suggest increased 
use of cognitive tools in order to facilitate additional representations to construct deep 
understanding of exponential growth. 
Gaps, Limitations, and Future Research 
 A smattering of empirical articles has emerged in the last twenty-five years addressing 
the learning and teaching of transcendental functions. Although there is a need for more research 
surrounding exponential and logarithmic functions, of the research that does exist, the setting 
was exclusively in higher education. The research that proposed models of student construction 
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surrounding transcendentals used structured, task-based interviews as their mode of data 
collection. The remaining research used their empirical data to address implications for 
practitioners such as cognitive tools, representational fluency, and depth of understanding 
surrounding transcendental concepts. 
 A variety of research surrounding the learning and teaching of exponential and 
logarithmic functions remains to be done. Proposals for further research may consider addressing 
some of the following: (a) Other settings such as a public high school or other secondary 
classroom for research; (b) Analyzing the impact of a classroom-based intervention, such as an 
instructional model, and how it will impact the learning of transcendentals; (c) Comparing the 
effectiveness of different approaches to learning transcendentals; and (d) Comparing the 
effectiveness of different approaches of learning transcendentals on different populations of 
students. 
Previous Research and Polynomial Functions 
The purpose of the proposed study is to explore the nature of the transformation of a 
traditional flipped classroom design when implementing a design experiment in a flipped 
classroom studying transcendental and polynomial functions. The theoretical literature 
surrounding the conceptual framework as well as the empirical literature on the flipped 
classroom has been reviewed in this chapter. This section will give a brief overview of 
polynomial functions and basic literature such that the knowledge base will be established prior 
to the design experiment (Glatthorn & Joyner, 2005). 
Polynomial functions are functions made up of algebraic expressions containing 
variables, coefficients, and involving addition, subtraction, multiplication, and non-negative 
integer exponents (Sullivan, 2016). Examples of polynomial functions include constant 
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functions, linear functions, quadratic functions, and cubic functions. After formally defining 
polynomials, a brief review of the literature surrounding the learning of polynomial functions 
will be discussed. 
Polynomial Functions 
A polynomial function in one variable is a function of the form  
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛 + 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛−1𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛−1 + ⋯+ 𝑎𝑎2𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑎𝑎1𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎0, where 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛,𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛−1, … ,𝑎𝑎2,𝑎𝑎1,𝑎𝑎0 ∈ ℝ, 𝑛𝑛 ∈
ℤ,𝑛𝑛 ≥ 0, 𝑥𝑥 is the variable, 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 is the leading coefficient, and 𝑛𝑛 is the degree of the polynomial. 
The domain of a polynomial function is {𝑥𝑥|𝑥𝑥 ∈ ℝ} and the graph is smooth and continuous as 
exemplified in figure 5 as well as contrasted in the same figure, showing a sharp edged and jump 
in the graph of the non-polynomial function. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Graph of polynomial and non-polynomial function. 
 The study of polynomials provides a rich and flexible playing ground on which to build a 
foundation for modeling data in other fields as well as preparation for more advanced courses, 
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such as calculus (Common Core Standards Writing Team, 2013b). Even though most, if not all 
students have some background knowledge in linear, quadratic, and cubic functions from middle 
and high school, precalculus textbooks investigate polynomials in order of degree with linear 
polynomial functions first, followed by quadratic functions, cubic functions, and so on. 
 The investigations of the each of these functions involve a three-pronged approach 
involving algebraic, graphical, and analytical perspectives. In order to truly understand functions, 
students must be able to connect the various representations of a function (Clement & Sowder, 
2003). Each of the polynomial functions of various degrees are analyzed using regression to 
build models from data, transformations, increasing and decreasing intervals, properties, building 
models from verbal descriptions, inequalities, zeros, applications, Remainder and Factor 
Theorems, complex zeros, and the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra. While it is impossible to 
given an overview of every polynomial function, nor is it the scope of this review, the remainder 
of this section will briefly discuss the first and second degree polynomial functions to give some 
foundational understanding prior to the design experiment. 
Linear Functions 
 Linear functions are polynomial functions of the first degree. Three forms are 
traditionally used to express linear functions: (1) Slope-intercept form, 𝑦𝑦 = 𝑚𝑚𝑥𝑥 + 𝑏𝑏, where 𝑚𝑚 is 
the slope and the 𝑦𝑦-intercept is (0, 𝑏𝑏); (2) The point-slope form of a linear function, 𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦1 =
𝑚𝑚(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥1), with a slope of 𝑚𝑚 and passes through the point (𝑥𝑥1,𝑦𝑦1); and (3) The general form, 
𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥 + 𝐵𝐵𝑦𝑦 = 𝐶𝐶, where 𝐴𝐴,𝐵𝐵,𝐶𝐶 ∈ ℝ and 𝐴𝐴 and 𝐵𝐵 are not both 0 (Sullivan, 2016). The graph of the 
linear function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 2𝑥𝑥 − 3 is shown below. 
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Figure 6. Graph of a linear function. 
 From grade eight and on, one of the main focuses in beginning and intermediate algebra 
courses is on the study of linear functions via using input and output values to create a table of 
values and recognize linearity and rate of change as it relates to slope and context (Common 
Core Standards Writing Team, 2013a). Lobato, Ellis, & Munos (2003), found that when studying 
slope-intercept form of a linear function, students often developed the notion of slope as a 
difference (i.e., it “it goes up by”) rather than as a ratio (Kiearan, 2007). The researchers suggest 
that by “altering the nature of the focusing phenomena…to the coordination of covarying 
quantitites, then students are more likely to generalize slope as a ratio” (p. 29).  
 Pierce (2005) reports on a study that examined the influence of introducing linear 
functions through real world contextual problems, functional approach, and graphing calculators 
on their algebraic development. Sixty-four Australian students in grade nine were evaluated with 
a three-pronged approach to introducing linear functions with a pre- and post-test given. Pierce 
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concludes that using the functional approach with strategic use of graphing calculators is 
appropriate for applying algebraic techniques to real world problems, even though it’s influence 
on the test responses was limited. Modeling contextual problems, on the other hand, had a direct 
link assisting “students in understanding the meaning of symbols and identifying both the 
structure and key features of linear functions” (p. 88). 
 Technology can be a useful tool in the teaching and learning of linear functions and has 
the potential to increase student achievement levels (National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics, 2000). Kissi, Gyabaah, and Boateng (2016) ran a research study to investigate the 
effects of a graphing calculator tool on students’ achievement in linear functions. Ninety-eight 
students were selected for the control and experimental groups. The experimental group received 
instruction using the graphing calculator with the control group using traditional teaching 
methods. With a significant difference in performance in favor of the graphing calculator group, 
the authors suggest integrating graphing calculators to enhance student performance in 
understanding linear functions. 
 Ayalon, Watson, and Lerman (2015) investigated how students approached linear rate of 
change tasks from the perspective of covariation and correspondence approaches to the linear 
data. A correspondence approach to functions views it as an input-output model with a unique 
output value stemming from the unique input value. A covariation approach (Confrey & Smith, 
1994) is the involves the understanding of the manner in which the independent and dependent 
variables change. It entails “being able to coordinate movement from 𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚 to 𝑦𝑦𝑚𝑚+1 with 
movement from 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚 to 𝑥𝑥𝑚𝑚+1…[or] the coordination of the variation in two or more tables as one 
moves up or down the table” (Ayalon, Watson, & Lerman, 2015, p. 323). Rate of change is a 
good example of viewing functional relationships from a covariational perspective. With an 
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exponential function, the rate of change ratio will change, but with a linear function that ratio is 
fixed. The authors found that students were able to analyze rate of change in a complex manner 
prior to having background knowledge in the area and students varied in their approaches to the 
tasks with the correspondence approach typically being the initial method until it was found to be 
inappropriate. 
Quadratic Functions 
 Quadratic functions are functions of the form 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑏𝑏𝑥𝑥 + 𝑐𝑐, where 𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏, 𝑐𝑐 ∈ ℝ 
and 𝑎𝑎 ≠ 0. The domain of a quadratic function is {𝑥𝑥|𝑥𝑥 ∈ ℝ} or in interval notation, (−∞,∞). 
There are three forms of the quadratic polynomial function: (1) Standard form, which was used 
to define a quadratic function; (2) Vertex form, 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎(𝑥𝑥 − ℎ)2 + 𝑘𝑘, with the vertex at (ℎ, 𝑘𝑘); 
and (3) Intercept form, 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑝𝑝)(𝑥𝑥 − 𝑞𝑞), where 𝑝𝑝, 𝑞𝑞 are the zeros, roots, or 𝑥𝑥-intercepts 
of the function. The graph of a quadratic function, 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑥𝑥2 − 6𝑥𝑥 + 2 is shown below. 
 
Figure 7. Graph of a quadratic function. 
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 The study of quadratic functions and equations is a fundamental element in the high 
school algebra curriculum. Students will typically learn to graph a quadratic function by doing a 
combination of the following: (a) Locating the zeros or x-intercepts; (b) Locating the y-intercept; 
(c) Finding the vertex and axis of symmetry; and (d) Plotting additional points as needed (Weiss, 
2016). While there are some studies surrounding quadratic functions, there is a lack of depth 
surrounding students’ understanding of the second degree polynomials (Childers & Vidakovic, 
2014). 
Quadratic functions are excellent functions to use in modeling activities. Sokolowski 
(2016) presented a study which hypothesized that by situating a quadratic lesson on projectile 
motion in a modeling environment, the meaning of transformations would be enhanced for the 
students. Twenty-two high school mathematics students in Texas participated in the inductive 
reasoning modeling activity. The data supported the hypothesis and prior research, concluding 
that “abstract mathematical ideas presented in physical embodiments become tangible and more 
meaningful to them simultaneously showing them their importance to understand science” (p. 
54). 
 Childers & Vidakovic (2014) explored sixty-six students’ “personal meaning and 
interpretation of the vertex of a quadratic function in relation to their understanding of quadratic 
functions in two different representations, algebraic, and word problems” (p. 2). The action-
process-object-schema (APOS) framework was used (Asiala et al., 1996) to analyze the students’ 
level of understanding based on their ability to work different problem types. The study’s results 
suggest that exploring students’ personal meanings of the vertex via small group or class 
discussion in order to overcome misconceptions and obstacles as well as allowing students to 
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explore and emphasize real-world applications of quadratic functions is useful in constructing 
meaning and understanding. 
 Developing a thorough understanding of quadratic functions can be a challenge for many 
students. Memnun, Aydin, Dinc, Coban, & Sevindik (2015) researched the incapabilities and 
misconceptions of eleventh grade students in relation to solutions of quadratic equations, 
quadratic functions, and quadratic graphs. Their results showed that more than half of the sample 
were incapable of problem-solving with quadratics due to a high amount of misconceptions and 
poor background knowledge. The authors suggest using multiple representations when teaching 
the topic to assist in transferring knowledge to different scenarios and applications. 
Polynomial Functions of Higher Degree 
 Polynomial functions of degree three or more are traditionally taught following linear and 
quadratic functions as the background knowledge of those functions plays an assistive role in the 
conceptual understanding of cubic (third degree), quartic (fourth degree), quantic (fifth degree), 
and other higher degree polynomials. Transformations of graphs, zeros, factoring, power 
functions, end behavior, turning points, maximum and minimums have all been prior topics of 
discussion and lend a helping hand in analyzing, graphing, and building polynomial functions of 
higher degree. 
Conclusion 
This chapter of the study addressed the theoretical and empirical foundations of the study. 
Constructivism, with its varying forms, is viewed as the theoretical framework of the flipped 
instructional model. The contributions of varying constructivist theorists within mathematics 
education were summarized, the theoretical foundations of the flipped model were presented, and 
the conceptual framework using multiple theoretical perspectives was proposed. 
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The second major section of this review addressed the empirical literature that has 
previously been done surrounding the flipped or inverted classroom. There is currently a dearth 
of studies addressing the flipped instructional model. Of the research available, they either 
addressed student performance, student perceptions, or a combination. The experimental and 
observational results were mixed, although researchers were mostly positive about the possible 
benefits surrounding the instructional model. 
The third section of this review addressed the empirical literature surrounding 
transcendental functions, specifically exponential and logarithmic functions. As with the flipped 
model, a scarce supply of literature surrounding the learning and teaching of transcendental 
functions was also revealed during the process. The research proposed different models of 
student understanding and construction of exponential functions as well as addressing cognitive 
tools and their role in depth of understanding. 
The fourth section of this review addressed the foundations of polynomial functions, 
specifically linear and quadratic functions as they provide solid footing for polynomials of higher 
degree. The current literature supports active learning in the classroom via real-world 
applications and using technology. In addition, it is important to address prior misconceptions 
and voids in background knowledge to assist students in moving forward such that they can 
apply and transfer knowledge to other settings and applications. 
Chapter Three addresses the methodology enveloping the proposed study. The purpose of 
the study and research questions are described. The methodology, including its description, 
historical perspectives, and evolution are provided. The study’s context, participants, 
instruments, procedures, and analysis are described. 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
Introduction 
 The previous two chapters addressed the rationale of the study as well as the theoretical 
and empirical foundations. This chapter serves to address the methodology used in carrying out 
the study, which includes a discussion of the research context, participants, instruments used in 
data collection, procedures, and data analysis. 
Restatement of Purpose and Research Questions 
The purpose of the study was to implement an iterative design research experiment on a 
flipped classroom during the course of five units involving transcendental and polynomial 
functions. During the course of the design study, the following research question was explored: 
What might be a promising series of instructional sequences that an instructor could implement 
in a flipped classroom while teaching the big ideas of transcendental and polynomial functions? 
General Research Perspective 
The procedures most appropriate in exploring the purpose and research question of this 
experiment were based in the design research methodology (Kelly et al., 2008). The technique 
has evolved over time in educational research to develop instructional strategies, curricular 
products, and software tools (Middleton et al., 2008). In this section, the design research 
methodology will be introduced, engineering and education design research will be described, 
historical perspectives addressed, and the rationale of the methodology will be examined. 
Design Research 
In education, design research is directed at “developing, testing, implementing, and 
diffusing innovative practices to move the socially constructed forms of teaching and learning 
from malfunction to function or from function to excellence” (Kelly et al., 2008, p. 3). Design 
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research in education seeks to reengineer learning environments such that they are more effective 
for both students and teachers (Kelly et al., 2008). Lamberg and Middleton describe design 
research as the process of engineering forms of learning in a system, such as a classroom, and 
examining the nature of that learning as it undergoes iterative cycles (Lamberg & Middleton, 
2009). 
Design research sets itself apart from laboratory research in that it contains “multiple 
dependent variables requiring flexible design revision” (Lamberg & Middleton, 2009, p. 233). 
Recognizing and attending to context may be the biggest difference between research in the hard 
sciences versus the education sciences (Berliner, 2002). The engineering research design process 
will subsequently be reviewed for its applicability to the proposed educational research design 
experiment as well as to emphasize the interaction between process and product. The “classic” 
educational research model will be described, followed by how the design experiment has 
complemented that model. Finally, the Compleat research design model will be outlined.  
Education and Engineering Design Research 
Education research is commonly associated with an engineering process (Cobb et al., 
2003). Engineering is the process of designing and developing products that operate in systems 
(Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008b), or “design under constraint” as the National Academy of 
Engineering describes it (2004, p. 7). Both education and engineering design research share the 
similar interactions of evaluative process and product exploration. In addition, there are three 
main parallels between engineering and education design research including bounded systems, 
constraints, and iterative development.  
Both engineering and educational design research processes occur within a system where 
a product is initially developed and users evaluate the product within a bounded system. New 
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designs are created after data is gathered during the experimental iterative process. Engineering a 
digital music player is an example of an initial design that is evaluated within a system 
(Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008b). The initial player performs a series of functions that may then be 
probed by users in different contexts such as at home, in a vehicle, at the gym, or at work. As 
data is gathered, the product revision occurs to effectively meet the needs of the users. In 
education, curricula may be examined using the design research methodology. The curriculum 
would be initially developed and then implemented in different systems or classrooms. As data is 
gathered in different contexts with changing standards and assessments involving a variety of 
users, the curriculum will need revision in order to continue implementation. Creating 
supplemental materials to aid users in implementation of the product could also be part of the 
revisions. 
The second parallel between engineering and education is the design research will 
involve constraints—either by choice or circumstance. Scientists will undoubtedly encounter 
design constraints such as financial, material, technical, and political. The constraints may also 
involve the users and consumers of a product who, with different expectations and 
understandings, may not use the product as was intended by the engineer (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 
2008b). Design research is conducted in a unique context involving the purposes and conditions 
of the experimentation and development. 
Thirdly, engineering and education design research seek improvement via iterative 
development. Design, testing, and revision are the foundations to research design and the 
iterative process occurs naturally during that cycle. The product designer will create an idea 
which is then reviewed and tested. Adjustments are made and the idea is applied to practice. In a 
complex system such as a classroom, when modifications are made to the design, 
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unpredictability and change are likely to occur in the system (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008b). A 
design is developed, and the cyclical iterations continue. 
Engineering and Education Design Research Characteristics 
Reflection during the iterative cycle is a critical component for quality research design 
experiments. The designer should assess the extent to which the design effectively meets the 
goals and objectives for which it was constructed. With repeated iterations, the design goes 
through a refining process, ideally improving upon the base design. During iteration in design 
research, the product design is not only seeking improvement, but also the context and system 
where the design is under consideration (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008b). 
Both engineering and education design research seek solutions to human problems under 
human constraints. Solutions to those problems emerge as products are designed and developed 
over time. With iterative improvement over time, the last iteration may not be the final and best 
iteration (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008a). Systems and conditions are likely to change over time—
necessitating redevelopment, redesign and different standards under which the product quality 
may be further evaluated. 
During the course of the experiments, the product will have strengths and weaknesses, 
but design research goes beyond a simple labeling of the product as “good” or “bad.” During the 
process, the product works within a system based on previous products and iterations. As the 
products are working within varying complex systems, addressing when the product was 
effective or ineffective and under what conditions is vital to its development (Hjalmarson & 
Lesh, 2008b). The data gathering proves vital to not only the product development in education, 
but future developments about teaching and learning as well.  
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 Design research has provided effective approaches for researching product development 
and processes within operating systems. Education research, like engineering, is 
interdisciplinary—seeking to apply knowledge from other fields to a constrained complex 
system involving interacting parts (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008a). Design research is characterized 
as being product-driven and it seeks solutions to problems (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008b). 
 As previously mentioned, one of the hallmarks of design research is that it is product-
driven. A problem will be posed by a person, group, or entity and the product will supply a 
solution. A new design is oftentimes engineered based on prior designs that are evaluated by the 
researcher as they seek to build on prior knowledge and experience. Solutions to problems are 
proposed through the development of products within the constraints and affordances of the 
system (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008b). 
 Design research seeks to “change the environment in which it is used” (Hjalmarson & 
Lesh, 2008b, p. 98). In other words, design research seeks solutions to problems. In revisiting the 
example of the digital music player—the design may seek to allow use in any location or 
environment, rather than just one location. When the new design is available, new needs will 
develop from the system such as connectivity with other devices, streaming, and copyright 
infringement. Educational innovations are similar—when a new design is introduced, new needs 
will arise with next contexts and situations (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008b). A new curriculum for 
example, may require a new set of tasks or assessments for those skills and abilities. 
Design research is a methodology that naturally connects research to practice as it 
facilitates work with practitioners, examines the effectiveness of products, and notates the 
processes involved during the experiment (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008a). Design research is 
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characteristically described as product-driven and seeking solutions to problems—both 
considered strengths of the research field. 
Historical Perspectives and Evolution 
Historically, the foundations of design research have drawn from multiple methodologies 
and theoretical perspectives (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008b). Constructivism is a theoretical 
foundation and framework for the flipped model of instruction as described in the literature 
review. Mathematics education research underwent a transformation in the 1970’s and teaching 
experiments began to emerge as a more appropriate model in the teaching and learning context 
(Steffe & Thompson, 2000). As the teaching experiment methodology has evolved into design 
research (Kelly et al., 2008), an examination of that reconceptualization follows herein. 
The constructivist teaching experiment (Cobb & Steffe, 1983; Steffe, 1991; Steffe & 
Thompson, 2000; Thompson, 1979) is a technique that was designed to examine how students 
learn mathematics in the context of teaching. Thorough explorations and explanations of 
students’ mathematical activity are sought within the design” (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). It is a 
research methodology that can be used to formulate interpretations and models of students’ 
mathematical understandings (Potari, 2000). In the constructivist teaching experiment, the 
researcher experiences firsthand a series of teaching episodes. The teaching experiment is the 
exploratory tool used to interact with the student(s) in order to probe and test various theories 
about how the student is constructing mathematical knowledge. Teaching experiments are an 
appropriate methodological choice when the researcher seeks to experience the mathematical 
learning of the students firsthand. This technique is experimental, cyclical, and retrospective—
which provides direct and natural relevance to both researchers and practitioners (Steffe & 
Thompson, 2000). 
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The primary source of qualitative data is the observational data emanating from the 
teaching episodes conducted throughout the study (Cobb & Steffe, 1983).  After careful analysis, 
the researcher builds a model of how the students’ have constructed their mathematical 
knowledge (Steffe, 1991). The idea that students are self-organizing, self-regulating, and able to 
make independent contributions should be established prior to the experiment. If students were 
not able to make independent contributions, there would be no scientific reason to create the 
models of students’ constructions (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). 
The revolution of the practice of the teaching experiment in mathematics education began 
to emerge in the 1970’s for a couple of reasons—the first being that models were developed in 
outside fields such as psychology, philosophy, genetic epistemology, anthropology, artificial 
intelligence, linguistics, and sociology for different purposes. Although efforts were initially 
made to apply the models in the field, mathematics educators recognized the difficulty in 
applying all models in the context of teaching and learning. Researchers felt they needed to learn 
how to use their own mathematical knowledge and perspective in interaction with students as 
experienced educators (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). 
The second reason that teaching experiments developed in mathematics education was 
because of the disparity that existed between research and the practice of teaching. Classical 
experimental design “inhibited efforts to investigate students’ sense-making constructs” (Steffe 
& Thompson, 2000, p. 271). Psychometrics, with its manipulation of tasks, items, dimensions, 
and other variables, sought to control students’ environments and discover the reality of their 
knowledge. In the classical experimental design, the constructive processes of the students were 
not addressed. The experimental methodologies in the 1970’s and earlier were found to be 
deficient in addressing students’ mathematical experience in the context of teaching. As 
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researchers began to delve into investigations of students’ mathematical activity as a result of 
teaching, the constructivist teaching experiment methodology continued to evolve as a 
foundational way of operating and organizing research (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). 
The original constructivist teaching experiment methodology was an extension of 
Piaget’s clinical interview methodologies (Cobb, Wood, & Yackel, 1990). The research settings 
were initially one-on-one with the researcher and child. The methodology soon adapted to 
classroom settings as well. Cobb, as one of the original authors of the methodology, conducted 
an experiment focusing on second graders’ construction of mathematical knowledge in a 
classroom instructional setting (Cobb et al., 1990). 
Steffe, also an originator of the design, has written that it was never a standardized 
methodology and will continue to evolve as the research necessitates. One of the strengths of 
qualitative research is the flexibility it affords (Marshall & Rossman, 2011). The constructivist 
teaching experiment, with its explorations and explanations, is an investigative and iterative 
process that allows some versatility when executed (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). 
The recursive cycle that occurs during a teaching experiment includes the hypothesis 
formulation, experimental testing, and reconstruction of the hypothesis. The researcher will 
begin with some theoretical assumptions based on previous research or experience and the 
testing will occur during the course of the experimental lessons where the researcher gathers data 
(Steffe & Thompson, 2000). The data will be used to either lend supportive evidence or 
invalidate the original theoretical assumptions. Typically, reconstructions of the hypotheses will 
occur as the cycle ideally solidifies a model of the students’ mental constructions. 
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Role of the Researcher 
In the constructivist teaching experiment, it is essential that the researcher also acts as the 
teacher. According to Cobb and Steffe, there are three reasons for this: (1) Theoretical analysis is 
not always completely sufficient in understanding a student’s mathematical reality; (2) Student 
construction of mathematical knowledge is highly dependent on their interaction with adults; and 
(3) Context also plays a role in students’ construction of mathematical knowledge (1983).   
Ideally, an educational researcher seeking to formulate explanations of students’ mental 
constructions does so firsthand (Cobb & Steffe, 1983). When the field of mathematics education 
began to develop, one of the problems with early research was the apparent disconnect between 
research and practice (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). The recent perspective is that there is a 
reflexive relationship between practice and theory. Theory emerges from practice and guides it, 
providing “a rationale for transformational research that has as its goal the development and 
investigation of theoretically grounded innovations in instructional settings” (Cobb, 2000a, p. 
308). The constructivist teaching experiment showcases the reflexive relationship between 
theory and practice. 
By being directly involved with the exploratory tool of the teaching experiment, the 
teacher/researcher must make critical decisions. The questions to initiate, situations to create, and 
the type of learning to spur are all byproducts of the students’ language and interactions during 
the course of the experiment (Cobb & Steffe, 1983). Without direct involvement, the researcher 
is likely to have additional error in the model. Put simply, without firsthand experience 
observing, the researcher runs a great risk of creating distorted models. 
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Teaching Experiments as a Preliminary Study 
The constructivist teaching experiments are what Schoenfield (2007) calls phase one 
studies in educational research and development. Phase one studies or preliminary phase studies 
set out to: (a) Develop theories about the process of learning and the means to support it; (b) Are 
test beds for innovative methodologies; (c) Are iterative by design; and (d) Test those theories in 
the applicable environment (Schoenfield, 2007). Scientific inquiry is driven by explanation and 
understanding from phase one studies. Prediction and control are the byproducts from those 
efforts (Cobb & Jackson, 2008).  
Phase two studies proceed to revisions, improvements, identification of relevant 
variables, and development of relevant instrumentation. Educational research and development 
in phase three studies would then seek to expand and replicate studies from phase two. 
Comparative studies on a large scale using random assignments and treatments, with proper 
phase two foundational work, may then provide additional useful information for policy makers 
(Schoenfield, 2007).  
Phase three large-scale randomized trials are not the only source of first-rate research in 
mathematics education (Hill & Shih, 2009). Steffe and Cobb, for example, wrote a phase one 
study of an explanatory teaching experiment whose main purpose was to create a working model 
that accounted for the changes in the initial counting schemes of children (Steffe & Cobb, 1988). 
This study, along with the follow-up studies, had a profound impact on education professionals’ 
perspectives concerning children’s learning of counting constructions. 
Exploring the implications that the new model has on student learning and perceptions 
requires an emphasis on understanding from the participants’ point of view.  This design gives 
the flexibility necessary to investigate and draw out differing perceived learning experiences by 
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the students (Steffe & Thompson, 2000).  Other methodologies that may assist in the research 
and development process, while staying within the realms of the experiment, may be adopted as 
necessary. In the flipped learning model, students are mathematizing in the classroom as they 
engage content and problem solve. According to Steffe, the foundation of the teaching 
experiment is interactive mathematical communication (Steffe, 1991). The inverted classroom 
gives students the opportunity to interact with the content in a supportive learning environment. 
Social interaction plays a significant role in cognitive construction (von Glasersfeld, 1990).  
Observing students in a natural learning environment, such as the classroom, is essential to 
understanding how the mathematical constructs and operative schemes develop within the 
flipped model. 
The central purpose of the teaching experiment is for researchers to participate and 
experience firsthand the students’ mathematical learning and reasoning. In order to examine an 
alternative to formal presentations, which can be inadequate in promoting insightful learning, 
“one must study the genesis and evolution of a mathematical idea, place the mathematical 
content in contextual problems which highlight its mathematical function, and document the 
pathway students traverse in gaining insight into the idea” (Confrey, 1991a). Without playing the 
additional role as teacher, the researcher may have added error in their models due to a 
secondhand experience (Cobb & Steffe, 1983). The theoretical foundations of the researcher will 
help to guide their teaching experience, thus showcasing the crucial relationship between theory 
and practice (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). 
 During the teaching experiment, there is a periodic or recursive cycle between hypothesis 
formulation, experimental testing, and reconstruction of the hypothesis. In exploring a promising 
series of instructional tasks in the flipped classroom design experiment exploring transcendental 
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and polynomial function ideas, the recursive cycle and adjoining pensive analysis will address 
the research question and provide firsthand accounts of students’ mathematical learning and 
reasoning in an authentic environment. The constructivist teaching experiment hinges on 
retrospective analyses (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). This is a critical and labor-intensive feature 
of the methodology that exemplifies why teaching experiments are scientific. Maturana 
explained that “as scientists, we want to provide explanations for the phenomena we observe. 
That is, we want to propose conceptual or concrete systems that can be deemed intentionally 
isomorphic to the systems that generate the observed phenomena” (Maturana, 1978, p. 29). 
 The relevance that the constructivist teaching experiment has to both researchers and 
practitioners was one of the primary reasons researchers witnessed such growth in using the 
methodology from the 1980’s revolution in mathematics education practice to our current state 
(Steffe & Thompson, 2000). The teaching experiment is an empirical approach seeking firsthand 
learning experiences with the students. It is not only experimental, but also cyclical, and 
retrospective in the teaching and learning context.  
Within the last decade, “teaching experiments have been reconceptualized within the 
more general framework of design research” (Kelly et al., 2008, p. 8). The foundations of the 
teaching experiment are the same as have been heretofore described. This study may be 
considered a teaching experiment but is more appropriately reclassified as a design experiment 
when one considers the recent reconceptualization of the teaching experiments within the 
mathematics education community.  
The Compleat Design Experiment 
The purpose of this study was to implement an iterative design research experiment on a 
flipped mathematics classroom for the duration of five curricular units intended to develop an 
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algebraic, analytic, and graphical approach to the concepts and procedures of transcendental and 
polynomial functions. Specifically, this design research study focused on the following research 
question: What might be a promising series of instructional sequences that an instructor could 
implement in a flipped classroom while teaching the big ideas of transcendental and polynomial 
functions? 
The Compleat design experimental research model was most appropriate for investigating 
the research question of the study as this study required the use of a natural system or 
environment where iterations are necessary in order to rigorously study the changes to the 
product from the interventions. Design research in education “involves engineering particular 
forms of learning in a natural environment, such as a classroom, and systematically studying how 
that learning takes place in iterative cycles” (Lamberg & Middleton, 2009, p. 233). The 
following sections give an explanation of the basic scientific educational research model 
followed by an evolutionary description of the appropriateness of the Compleat design model to 
this study. 
Basic Scientific Educational Research Model 
 The “classic” scientific educational research model comprises four phases (see Figure 1). 
In the first phase, researchers seek to establish the “researchable hypothesis or question and a 
grounded theoretical model from which to develop an artifact that can be tested” (p. 27). This 
phase necessitates a systematic review of the literature, an examination of current developments, 
and possibly an analysis of existing data sets when applicable. Existing data may include not 
only secondary quantitative data sets, but qualitative as well. When relevant, a systematic 
approach of the applicable literature may incorporate ideologies, experiences, and biographies in 
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order to fully establish the research hypothesis and grounded theoretical framework (Middleton 
et al., 2008). 
 The second phase of the classic research model is to develop a testable artifact or 
intervention. In this phase, the artifact or intervention must be created such that it can be 
evaluated with fixed criteria such as pupil satisfaction, performance, pupil assessment, speed of 
delivery, and engagement. Formulating a testable artifact and clear objectives prior to the testing 
phase is essential in order to answer the questions of why the research is being conducted and 
what is hoped to be achieved through the study (Middleton et al., 2008). 
 Testing of the model commences in the third phase of the basic scientific model in 
educational research. Causal relationships and effects of the intervention will be analyzed and 
identified during this, the experimental stage. In order to establish the statistical effect of an 
intervention, ideally a control group and a treatment group are randomly selected in order to 
reduce error in the results. The results of the trial would indicate whether the intervention 
produced compelling evidence that it was more effective than a prior practice (Middleton et al., 
2008). Multilevel and other modeling may also be appropriate when the data is nested, which is 
not uncommon in educational research. Individuals clustered within groups are nested data—
such as students nested within a school. Researchers have often found a clustering effect as 
individuals within groups exemplified similar outcome variables (Garson, 2013). Hierarchical 
linear and other multilevel modeling has emerged and added additional levels to the implications 
of the variables on the effects and causal relationships. 
 The fourth and final phase of the basic scientific educational research model is to collect 
the results and disperse the findings to the educational community. Practitioners and policy-
makers ideally are given sufficient findings by the research so as to determine the effectiveness 
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of the artifact in order to consider implementation of the new system. The research in this phase 
should also address transferability into other systems or contexts, how the advances furthered the 
current research foundations, and possible future avenues of research and development 
(Middleton et al., 2008). 
 
 
Figure 8. Basic Model of Scientific Research in Education. Adapted from The Compleat Design 
Experiment (p. 28), by J. Middleton, S. Gorard, C. Taylor, and B. Bannan-Ritland, 2008, New 
York, NY: Routledge. Copyright 2008 by Routledge. 
 
Randomized Controlled Trials and the Design Experiment 
 The ideal approach, or “gold standard,” for assessing the effectiveness of interventions in 
medicine, education, and other fields is through the randomized controlled trial (RCT) (Shadish, 
Cook, & Campbell, 2002). Through random allocation of the participants to treatment groups, 
the impact of the intervention(s) can be assessed and quantified (Shadish et al., 2002). Basic 
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well-defined interventions such as a drug treatment are the best candidates for RCT applications. 
One of the limitations with RCT, especially in education, is they can be atheoretical. With a 
simple intervention study having a focus on what works, not why, transportability becomes 
limited due to the lack of theory. By lacking theoretical principles, a successful intervention 
lacks support for effectiveness in different educational settings. Unsuccessful interventions 
lacking theoretical foundations produce no contribution to the academic and professional 
communities—besides a strong statement relating the ineffectiveness of the approach (Middleton 
et al., 2008).  
Descriptive approaches to research, such as those from the ethnographic and narrative 
genres, provide ideas related to the improvement of learning along with detailed descriptions 
modeling the processes of learning. By themselves, these descriptive approaches do not answer 
the likelihood that the suggested intervention will work. The four-phase, classic research model 
is what has traditionally been employed for that purpose (Middleton et al., 2008). 
 In RCT experiments, the interventions are typically standardized and administered 
systematically to all participants. Educational interventions are not so simple due to the potential 
differences in the quality of delivery. Opportunities and ability to run trials with perfectly 
standardized and ideal conditions is rare in education (Middleton et al., 2008). Some 
interventions in education have been found to be effective in pilot trials, yet implementation into 
practice has failed without explanation (Nutbeam, Macaskill, Smith, Simpson, & Catford, 1993). 
For these reasons, it is logical to apply the intervention in a realistic and authentic environment. 
By using a trial design approach along with video recording and analysis, it “ensures that an 
unbiased estimate of the average effect of the intervention is obtained, while the qualitative 
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research provides useful further information on the external factors that support or attenuate this 
effect” (Moore, 2002, p. 5). 
Design Experiments and Three “New” Phases 
 Although conducting RCT’s of simple interventions may be more straightforward, by 
streamlining it in order to make the intervention work in trial, the intervention may lose practical 
and theoretical value. RCT’s are often expensive with large and often educationally impractical 
demands placed on researchers and their subjects (Schoenfield, 2007). Running a full-scale study 
without prior trials and pointed evidence as to the intervention’s effectiveness seems irrational. 
As a result, researchers are now calling for completion of three new phases prior to a RCT, the 
three new phases are what has been coined the design experiment (see Figure 2) (Middleton et 
al., 2008).  
The first two phases of the classic research model, identifying the research problem and 
designing a testable solution, remain untouched. In the first original phase, researchers will 
create the initial design of the intervention based on theoretical foundations. A clear explanation 
of the purpose related to the design will be addressed. The second original phase, designing the 
intervention, will draw on prior research and any other available data in order to identify the 
current effectiveness of the intervention, weaknesses, and possible routes to improvement 
(Middleton et al., 2008). 
The third “new” phase, labeled feasibility study, is the beginning of the design 
experiment. By this stage, the product has been developed sufficiently to test in a feasibility 
study for both providers and consumers. The “providers” are the teachers or health care 
professionals, while the “consumers” are the students or patients. Some of the objectives of the 
feasibility pilot study might include testing trial procedures or providing formative data in order 
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to proceed into the next phase, the teaching experiment. It is possible that the outcomes of the 
feasibility study will suggest that the researchers either return to the original phases or possibly 
end the research altogether (Middleton et al., 2008). 
The fourth phase, prototyping and trials, is where the iterations of the design take place. 
These iterations are often done in controlled environments, such as a laboratory, but may also 
occur in a natural environment. Following each iteration, modifications are subsequently made to 
the original prototype in order to prepare for the field study. Generally, the fourth phase involves 
this continual process of executing repeated small-scale pilot experiments in order to generate 
alterations to the initial prototype. When the iterations and subsequent modifications to the 
prototype have become “robust” it is time to begin the fifth phase or field study phase 
(Middleton et al., 2008). 
The fifth phase, or field study phase, is when the prototype from the prior phase is 
applied in a natural environment. During this stage, the model is applied and tested for 
evaluation by the providers (i.e. health professionals and teachers) and consumers (i.e. students 
and patients). This field study phase grants the opportunity to test procedures as well as test pilot 
outcome results. The iterative process may continue throughout this stage as the design is 
enhanced in order to lead into the construction of a model, where the applications may be to 
different systems or environments. During this phase, recording and documentation is more 
intentional and deliberate in developing an effective product for further research (Middleton et 
al., 2008). 
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Figure 9. Three “new” phases in the design experiment—phases three to five of the Compleat 
Research Process. Adapted from The Compleat Design Experiment (p. 30), by J. Middleton, S. 
Gorard, C. Taylor, and B. Bannan-Ritland, 2008, New York, NY: Routledge. Copyright 2008 by 
Routledge.  
 
The Final Phases 
Having field tested the design and when the prior phase objectives have been 
accomplished, it is time to move into the sixth phase of the Compleat research process. The third 
step in the original or classic research model is equivalent to this sixth step, which is entitled the 
“definitive testing phase,” as shown in the following figure (Middleton et al., 2008). In this 
experimental stage, causal relationships and effects from the intervention are analyzed as 
researchers may seek evidence as to whether the intervention is more effective than a prior 
practice. 
 The seventh and final step in the Compleat design cycle is dissemination and impact. 
This phase is equivalent to the classic research model’s fourth phase. The researchers’ 
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responsibility is to collect the results and circulate their findings to their professional community. 
The evidence addressing the effectiveness of the intervention should be communicated to the 
policymakers and practitioners such that decisions surrounding the model may be made. 
Transferability of the model into different contexts, future avenues of research, and contributions 
to the professional community should also be conveyed (Middleton et al., 2008). 
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Figure 10. The Compleat Design Cycle. Adapted from The Compleat Design Experiment (p. 32), 
by J. Middleton, S. Gorard, C. Taylor, and B. Bannan-Ritland, 2008, New York, NY: Routledge. 
Copyright 2008 by Routledge.  
 
The Research Context 
This study was conducted at a college in the western region of the United States, referred 
to as Sky View College (a pseudonym). Sky View College (SVC) is an open-access institution 
for students with a high school diploma, its equivalent (GED), or are a qualified international 
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student (SVC Institutional Research, 2015). Sky View College is a public institution that serves a 
diverse student body of over 36,000 and offers 160 degrees and certificates in over 70 academic 
programs. The college is primarily a two-year institution, but also offers some bachelor’s degree 
programs (SVC Institutional Research, 2015). SVC is authorized by the Northwest Commission 
of Colleges and Universities (NWCCU) to award associate and bachelor’s degrees, which also 
gives students access to federal funds for financial aid. Sky View College maintains eight 
campuses in the area, three of which are considered “main” campuses.  
SVC serves a diverse student body of over 37,000 students. 56% of the student body is 
female and 44% male. 57% of the student body are between the ages of 18-24, while 43% are 25 
or older. 25% of the student body are considered full-time students taking twelve or more credits. 
61% of the students take daytime classes, 17% take evening classes, and 22% unspecified or 
online. Students taking both day and evening classes were counted in the time period for which 
they were taking the most classes. Evening classes are considered to be 5pm or later. 91% of the 
student body are residents of the state (SVC Institutional Research, 2015). SVC employs 333 
full-time faculty members, 170 full-time instructors, and 923 part-time instructors (Year Seven 
Self-Evaluation Report, 2015). 
The Research Participants 
There were thirty-five participants in one section of the first semester of precalculus that 
were asked to voluntarily participate in the study. SVC typically offers approximately thirty 
precalculus I courses per semester. The prerequisites for the course include either passing 
intermediate algebra with a C or higher or meeting the placement exam cutoff scores via ACT, 
SAT, ALEKS, or Accuplacer. The instructor of the course was a research team member and 
coordinator of the study.  
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The demographics at Sky View College are comparable to that of the larger school 
district in the surrounding area. Tables 1 and 2 below compare SVC’s enrollment, special 
populations, and demographics to the Beaver Mountain School District (BMSD) (Washington 
report card, 2013) and that of the nation as a whole (American Association of Community 
Colleges 2016 Fast Facts, 2016).  The precalculus section did not vary significantly from the 
school’s demographics. 
Table 1  
 
Enrollment  
 
Population Male Female 
SVC 44.2% 55.8% 
BMSD 51.44% 48.56% 
U.S. Community Colleges 43% 57% 
 
Table 2 
 
Demographics 
 
Population Asian/Pacific 
Islander 
Black Hispanic White Multiethnic or 
Unknown 
SVC 12.1% 11.7% 26.7% 36.1% 13.4% 
BMSD 6.67% 12.08% 43.85% 29.43% 7.97% 
U.S. Community 
Colleges 
6% 14% 22% 49% 9% 
 
Data Collection 
Data was gathered and used to examine the mathematical practices that emerged as 
students interacted with the instructional sequence within each design and how it differed from 
the hypothetical learning trajectory in order to explore the series of instructional sequences 
implemented in the iterative design research experiment while teaching the big ideas of 
transcendental and polynomial functions within a flipped classroom. Data sources for the design 
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experiment were generated from the participants’ words and actions as recorded with a video 
camera. Student documents in the form of classwork, assignments, and assessments were also 
gathered and used as sources of data to inform the study. The instructor recorded personal notes 
after the classroom experiences for use in the study. 
Observation   
Participant observation was one of the approaches to data gathering in this design.  In this 
design, the researcher is both a participant in the environment and an observer.  The researcher 
observes both formally and informally. As an active participant playing the role of instructor 
during the experiment, audio and video devices were utilized to record the lessons during the 
iterations. Observational data was taken via a video camera focused on the front of the classroom 
capturing the whiteboard and lectern. The instructor was videotaped as well as students who 
came to the board to work problems and explain their reasoning. Students were reminded that the 
focus of the project is on the design experiment and instructional sequences as conducted within, 
not the students. At the beginning of each class, the instructor reminded the students that whether 
they volunteered for the study or not (as the instructor did not know), they could ask to have the 
video recording paused when or if they were at the board displaying their work or their group’s 
work. 
With respect to data collection and as noted in the IRB proposals (Appendix B), the focus 
of this study in implementing the design experiment and answering the research question was not 
on the student, but rather the hypothetical learning trajectory and the teacher. Without student 
participation, though, it would have been impossible to collect data and run the design 
experiment. The curriculum and instruction used were accepted as normal by the mathematics 
department at SVC and would have occurred regardless of the research. 
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Documents   
Documentation in the design research process is the “archiving and indexing of 
artifacts…that serves as a way of gathering evidence for the effects of design changes, and serves 
to inform re-design if changes to a prototype prove ineffective” (Kelly et al., 2008, p. 13). 
Documenting the progress during the design experiment communicates what factors hindered or 
strengthened the effectiveness of the design as well as giving foundation to a science of design. 
In this study, student documents were collected throughout the process in the form of 
classwork, assignments, and assessments. The documents were digitized by the instructor and 
returned to the students the following class period such that feedback occurred in the typical 
manner. Documentation also occurred in the form of teacher observation and reflection after the 
class session occurred. Data was gathered to address the research question by examining the 
mathematical practices that emerged as students interacted with the instructional sequence within 
each design and how it differed from the hypothetical learning trajectory. 
Procedures of the Design Experiment 
 The purpose of this study was to implement an iterative design research experiment on a 
flipped mathematics classroom for the duration of five curricular units intended to develop an 
algebraic, analytic, and graphical approach to the concepts and procedures of polynomial and 
transcendental functions. The sixteen-week experiment involved four prototypes—each field 
tested, analyzed and modified prior to their trial. The design experiment focused on the 
instructional sequences implemented within each iteration and the students’ actual learning 
trajectory as compared to the hypothetical learning trajectory. 
One section of approximately thirty-five students enrolled in a precalculus course at SVC 
was asked to voluntarily participate in the study. The instructor was a research team member and 
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coordinator of the study. The principal investigator, who is not in a position of influence, power, 
or authority over the students or their grades, consented the students and answered any further 
questions surrounding the study. The consent forms and data were not accessed until the end of 
the professor-student relationship, which was two weeks from the end of finals week when 
grades were finalized and non-negotiable from either party. Students were able to withdraw at 
any time up until the day of the final exam by contacting the principal investigator as described 
in the consent forms (Appendix C). Had a student withdrawn, all forms of their data would have 
then been removed and eliminated from the data analysis including any written documents 
and/or video sections that they were part of. 
This design experiment followed the Compleat design research process (Middleton et al., 
2008). The first phase of the model, identifying the research problem, has been addressed in 
Chapter Two of the literature review. During the second phase, an initial design of the flipped 
model was created based on available empirical research. The “hypothetical learning trajectory” 
(Simon, 1995) was designed in order to provide an empirically based model of pedagogical 
thinking (Simon, 2014). A hypothetical learning trajectory (HLT) is “a theoretical model for the 
design of mathematics instruction” (Simon, 2014). It is a prediction of “the path by which 
learning might proceed” (Simon, 1995, p. 135). The HLT consists of a learning goal, a set of 
learning tasks and a hypothesized learning process. The goal of the HLT was to provide an 
empirically based model. The purpose of this phase was to conjecture the original or base design 
as well as the pathway of learning (HLT) in order to proceed into phase three, testing. 
 During the third phase, the design experiment commenced with initial testing of the 
model in a feasibility study. This phase included a formative evaluation of the intervention to 
identify how it was working and how it could be improved. This phase added to and enhanced 
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the previous analysis and use of secondary data (phase one) seeking to improve upon a model 
acceptable for full implementation. Acceptability was evaluated on behalf of the providers 
(teachers) and consumers (students). The results of this phase determined whether the 
intervention should proceed further or return to phases one and two, the research problem and 
development (Middleton et al., 2008). 
 The fourth phase of this design research experiment, prototyping and trials, began the 
iterative process of testing and modification to the flipped classroom intervention through 
piloting, analyzing, and designing subsequent editions of the original prototype. Having 
conjectured the original design of the flipped model and the pathway of learning (HLT), the data 
was collected by documenting the mathematical learning within the system, followed by 
reflection and modification to the design. As the sophistication and robustness of the framework 
advanced, the sequence entered the fifth and final phase of this design experiment, the field study 
(Middleton et al., 2008). 
 The fifth phase of this design experiment was the field study. During the field study, the 
intervention is tested in full for acceptability by both pupils and teachers. One of the goals of this 
phase was to create a rich design of the model to aid in implementation and transportability in 
different contexts. After establishing a robust and specific model, the design research experiment 
ended with a discussion of the findings and impact. Future researchers are shouldered with 
phases six and seven. Phase six involves large-scale definitive testing that seeks causal 
relationships and effects from the intervention and phase seven, dissemination, is likely to occur 
with the assistance of a publishing company (Middleton et al., 2008). 
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Data Analysis and Interpretation 
 The data analysis was constructed from a triangulation of relevant data from whole-group 
and small-group discussions, student constructions in the form of written documents, and the 
instructor’s personal reflective notes. During the Compleat design research process (Middleton et 
al., 2008), each iteration of the design was analyzed in order to make progressive modifications 
leading to the final design and field study. The hypothetical learning trajectory served as the 
empirical basis upon which reflections would occur and meaningful modifications made to the 
design of the flipped model. During phase two, the initial design of the flipped model was 
created and the HLT was designed for the first prototype to be field tested (phase three) during 
the instructional unit on functions and their graphs. The data from this experiment came from the 
student documents, observations of the videos from the classroom lessons, and reflective notes. 
 The experiment occurred over the course of a sixteen-week semester. The initial design 
began testing during the instructional unit on functions and their graphs. After the three-week 
testing period, the data was analyzed the following week, and the model adjusted in order to test 
the next modified design. This pattern of testing, analysis, and modification was repeated four 
times with the final being the nth iteration of the design for final field testing, or phase five of the 
Compleat design research process. 
The Hypothetical Learning Trajectory 
 The hypothetical learning trajectory laid the groundwork for the initial design of the 
flipped classroom. The HLT was the theoretical foundational model by which later modifications 
were then implemented based on the data and actual learning trajectories emanating from the 
experiment. Ideally, there is a close match between the hypothetical learning trajectories and the 
actual learning trajectories (Leikin & Dinur, 2003), indicating progress and evidence that the 
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learning tasks promoted development in students’ knowledge toward the learning goals 
(Stylianides & Stylianides, 2009) 
Before a hypothetical learning trajectory can be created, the teacher must have an 
understanding of the incoming students’ mathematical conceptions (Simon & Tzur, 2004). The 
instructor was aware that prior to this course, students must have met the prerequisites for the 
course which include either passing intermediate algebra with a C or higher or meeting the 
placement exam cutoff scores via ACT, SAT, ALEKS, or Accuplacer. The instructor also has 
many years of experience teaching the course content in both high school and college settings. 
There is typically a broad spectrum of student background knowledge coming into the course 
considering some students tested into the course having already taken a precalculus and/or 
calculus course at varying high schools, others have qualified via remedial coursework, and 
some may be repeating the course. The group involved in the study proved no different. 
Video Instruction 
 As a design experiment incorporating the flipped instructional model, students would 
prepare for class by watching some video instruction in order to bring some foundational 
knowledge into the classroom prior to application and discussion. For example, in the first 
instructional sequence that is presented, Function Notation, students watched a lecture on 
functions and the graph of a function. It was conjectured that as the students take notes on the 
video, their background knowledge and knowledge construction will lead to sufficient 
understanding of functions in order to identify a function in table form, as a set of ordered pairs, 
as an equation, and in graphical form. As the lecture was recapped by the instructor, students 
would be assessed on their understanding of functions as different relations are presented. 
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 Students were instructed during the video on how to find the value of a function. The 
function, 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = −3𝑥𝑥2 + 2𝑥𝑥 was shown and the instructor modeled finding 𝑓𝑓(3),𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) +
𝑓𝑓(3), 3𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥),𝑓𝑓(−𝑥𝑥),−𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥),𝑓𝑓(3𝑥𝑥),𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥 + 3), and finally the difference quotient, 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥+ℎ)−𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)
ℎ
. It 
is not uncommon for students to interpret 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) as 𝑓𝑓 times 𝑥𝑥 since they have often seen numerical 
expressions like 9 times 3 also expressed as 9(3) (Common Core Standards Writing Team, 
2013a). Students also often misinterpret 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥 + 3) to be 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) + 𝑓𝑓(3), a false generalization of 
the distributive property (Common Core Standards Writing Team, 2013a). It was anticipated and 
conjectured that the difference quotient and other abstract variations to simple substitution with 
numeric inputs will cause incorrect substitutions; necessitating student reflections of their 
understanding in class concerning input and output in function notation. 
Function Notation Instructional Sequence 
 The first unit examined in the design experiment involved Functions and Their Graphs. 
Although there were varying levels of understanding between students, it was assumed that prior 
to teaching the unit on functions and their graphs, students would have a basic understanding of 
the following applicable background content: (a) The basic concept of a function; (b) function 
notation; (c) inputting values into an equation in order to find the output; (d) identifying the 
domain given a table of values; (e) how to combine like terms; and (f) finding the product of 
polynomials (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief State 
School Officers, 2010). The focal instructional sequence involved three tasks, function notation, 
profit function, and granny shots. Table 3 summarizes the major features of the tasks and 
elements in the functions and graphs instructional sequence at the end of the section. 
Function notation. The learning goals for this section of the instructional sequence 
included: (a) Determine whether a relation represents a function; (b) find the value of a function; 
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(c) find the domain of a function defined by an equation; (d) form the sum, difference, product, 
and quotient of two functions; (e) identify the graph of a function; and (f) obtain information 
from or about the graph of a function. The learning goals are mandated for the course, although 
the instructor was given the flexibility to meet those objectives.  
In class, students were presented with the function 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = −3𝑥𝑥 + 1, as shown in the 
figure below. According to the conjecture, students were likely to be successful finding 𝑓𝑓(2),
𝑓𝑓(2𝑥𝑥), 4𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥), and possibly 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥 + 3), but the addition of another variable along with a rational 
expression in the difference quotient, 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥+ℎ)−𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥)
ℎ
 would likely cause difficulty and discussion 
among students. Per the initial conjecture that additions to the input for function notation, either 
as quantities or added variables, will cause incorrect substitutions, the second learning task 
would seek to investigate student constructions when a basic input and output is presented, yet an 
added variable exists to solve for. The learning task in reference asked students: If 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 2𝑥𝑥−𝐵𝐵
3𝑥𝑥+4
 
and 𝑓𝑓(2) = 1
2
, what is the value of 𝐵𝐵? It is anticipated that students that successfully make the 
substitutions with 𝑥𝑥 = 2, but may miss making the substitution for 𝑓𝑓(2), thus hindering their 
ability to solve for 𝐵𝐵. 
 
 
Figure 11. Function notation. 
Profit function. The profit function learning task applied the concepts learned 
throughout the function notation discussions in a real-world situation. Part of the theoretical 
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argument for the flipped classroom design was that by moving the exposure to the new material 
outside the classroom, students would have more class time to do the more difficult constructions 
of knowledge through problem-solving and application (Brame, 2013). In order to promote 
fluency with function notation, students should interpret function notation in different contexts 
(Common Core Standards Writing Team, 2013a). The profit function gave students a 
construction opportunity to apply function notation to a real-world scenario. The task reads as 
follows: Suppose that the revenue, 𝑅𝑅, in dollars, from selling 𝑥𝑥 cell phones is 𝑅𝑅(𝑥𝑥) = −1.2𝑥𝑥2 +220𝑥𝑥. The cost 𝐶𝐶, in dollars, of selling 𝑥𝑥 cell phones is 𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑥) = 0.05𝑥𝑥3 − 2𝑥𝑥2 + 65𝑥𝑥 + 500. (A) 
Find the profit function, 𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑅𝑅(𝑥𝑥) − 𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑥). (B) Find the profit if 𝑥𝑥 = 15 hundred cell phones 
are sold. (C) Interpret 𝑃𝑃(15). Considering the video lesson and tasks up to this point, it is 
anticipated that students will feel confident with the initial part of this problem, although errors 
are anticipated for students not distributing through the 𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑥) function in part (A). Table 3 
summarizes the major features of the tasks in the “functions and graphs” instructional sequence 
and the corresponding “major elements of the classroom community’s hypothetical learning 
trajectory” (Stylianides & Stylianides, 2009). 
 
Figure 12. Profit function. 
Granny shots. In the granny shots problem (Sullivan, 2012), function notation was 
applied in another real-world context for students to engage with as they increase fluency with 
functions and their corresponding graphs. The problem discusses the last player to use an 
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underhand foul shot (or “granny” shot) and his belief that current NBA players could improve 
their free-throw percentage by trying the same approach. The lower release point necessitates a 
larger angle and the path of the ball is modeled by the function, ℎ(𝑥𝑥) = −136𝑥𝑥2
𝑣𝑣2
+ 2.7𝑥𝑥 + 3.5, 
where ℎ is the height of the ball above the floor, 𝑥𝑥 is the forward distance of the ball in front of 
the foul line, and 𝑣𝑣 is the initial velocity with which the ball is shot in feet per second. Students 
were given the information that the center of the hoop is 10 feet above the floor and 15 feet in 
front of the foul line. Students must (a) determine the initial velocity with which the ball must be 
shot in order for the ball to go through the hoop; (b) write the function for the path of the ball 
using the velocity from part (a); (c) determine the height of the ball after it has traveled 9 feet in 
front of the foul line; and (d) find additional points and graph the path of the basketball. Part (a) 
required that students use the information given in verbal form and make the proper connections 
and substitutions in the mathematical model to solve for the initial velocity. It was anticipated 
that some students would make a visual representation for the path of the basketball prior to the 
requirement found in part (d) in order to make connections and reason with the abstracts given in 
the verbal and mathematical statement such as the height and forward distance. 
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Figure 13.  The granny shots problem. 
Piecewise-defined functions matching. The classroom activity selected for working 
with piecewise-defined functions was a matching activity where students matched the given 
piecewise-defined function (A1-A6) with its accompanying graph (B1-B6), table of values (C1-
C6), and domain/range (D1-D6). The purpose of the activity was to develop students’ 
recognition of piecewise-defined functions and their notation, as well as make connections 
visually, numerically, and analytically with the functions’ domain and range. Ideally, the activity 
would promote depth of understanding, fluency with piecewise-defined functions, and students 
would become more effective learners with functions. Effective students would then be able to 
develop “ways of thinking that are general [which allow] them to approach any type of function, 
work with it, and understand how it behaves, rather than see each function as a completely 
different animal in the bestiary” (Common Core Standards Writing Team, 2013a, p.7).  
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A1 
 
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 
 
�
2|𝑥𝑥 + 2| − 1, 𝑥𝑥 ≤ −1
𝑥𝑥 − 1,             𝑥𝑥 > −1  
A2 
 
 
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = �2|𝑥𝑥 − 2| − 1, 𝑥𝑥 > 1
−𝑥𝑥 − 1,          𝑥𝑥 ≤ 1 
A3 
 
 
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = �−2𝑥𝑥 + 2, 𝑥𝑥 > −1
−2,           𝑥𝑥 ≤ −1 
 
A4 
 
 
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = � |𝑥𝑥 + 1|, 𝑥𝑥 < 1
−2𝑥𝑥 + 2, 𝑥𝑥 ≥ 1 
 
 
A5 
 
 
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = � |𝑥𝑥 + 1|, 𝑥𝑥 ≤ 1
−2𝑥𝑥 + 2, 𝑥𝑥 > 1 
 
A6 
 
 
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = � 2, 𝑥𝑥 > 1
−2, 𝑥𝑥 ≤ −1 
 
B1 
 
 
 
B2 
 
B3 
 
B4 
 
B5 
 
B6 
 
C1 
 
𝑥𝑥 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) 
-1 0 
C2 
 
𝑥𝑥 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) 
-1 0 
C3 
 
𝑥𝑥 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) 
-1 -2 
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0 1 
1 2 
 
 
0 1 
1 0 
 
0 Undefined 
1 Undefined 
 
C4 
 
𝑥𝑥 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) 
-1 1 
0 -1 
1 0 
 
 
C5 
 
𝑥𝑥 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) 
-1 0 
0 -1 
1 -2 
 
C6 
 
𝑥𝑥 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) 
-1 -2 
0 2 
1 0 
 
D1 
 
D: {𝑥𝑥|−∞ < 𝑥𝑥 < ∞} 
R: {𝑦𝑦|𝑦𝑦 ≥ −2} 
 
D2 
 
D: {𝑥𝑥|𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥ℝ} 
R: {𝑦𝑦|𝑦𝑦𝑥𝑥ℝ} 
 
D3 
 
D: (−∞,∞) 
R: (−∞,∞) 
D4 
 
D: (−∞,∞) 
R: (−2,∞) 
D5 
 
D: (−∞,−1]⋃(1,∞) 
R: [-2]⋃[2] 
 
D6 
 
D: {𝑥𝑥|−∞ < 𝑥𝑥 < ∞} 
R: {𝑦𝑦|𝑦𝑦 < 4} 
 
 
Figure 14. Piecewise-defined functions matching activity. 
 
Table 3 
 
Major Features of the Tasks and Elements in the Functions and Graphs Instructional 
Sequence 
 
 
Task 
 
Major task features 
Major elements of the classroom community’s 
hypothetical learning trajectory 
Function 
Notation 
Multiple functional values are 
analyzed and evaluated from 
graphs, mappings, and 
equations. 
Extends function 
understanding to the difference 
quotient used in calculus. 
Students negotiate their understanding of 
function notation and possible fallacies with 
respect to 𝑓𝑓(3) as compared to 𝑓𝑓 ∗3, 3𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥),𝑓𝑓(3𝑥𝑥),𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥 + 3) and so on. 
Students extend function value understanding to 
making proper functional substitutions and 
solving for an abstract variable. 
Profit 
Function 
Form the sum, difference, 
product, and quotient of two 
functions. 
Students negotiate revenue and cost for selling 
𝑥𝑥 cell phones, how to express it, and work with 
the operations within functions. 
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Use function notation to create 
a profit function for a business 
model. 
Students find the profit function in terms of 𝑥𝑥. 
Students interpret the meaning of 𝑃𝑃(15) in the 
context of the business application. 
Granny 
Shots 
Determine the initial velocity 
with which the ball must be 
shot to satisfy the parameters 
of the model and make a 
basket. 
Create a function for the path 
of the ball using the discovered 
velocity 
Evaluate the height of the ball 
after traveling 9 feet from the 
foul line. 
Graph the path of the 
basketball. 
Students work out the unknown and given 
variables in order to solve for the required 
initial velocity. 
Building upon their conjecture, students create 
a function modeling the successful path of the 
ball from the shot into the hoop. 
Students apply function notation and operations 
to their model. 
Students create a visual model of their algebraic 
model. 
Piecewise-
defined 
Functions 
Matching 
Identify the graph, table of 
values, domain, and range of 
each piecewise-defined 
function. 
Students initially compare similarities and 
differences between the functions and how the 
conditions affect each of them. 
Students explore and use the given conditions 
to create unique tables of values in order to 
graph the functions. 
Students encounter conflicting views while 
matching graphs with their respective domain 
and range given the parameters of the functions. 
 
Linear and Quadratic Functions Instructional Sequence 
Unit three involved the study of linear and quadratic functions including their properties, 
building linear and quadratic models from data, building models from verbal descriptions, and 
inequalities involving quadratic functions. The instructional sequence involved a series of tasks 
as described in Table 4 with the task features and major elements of the classroom community’s 
hypothetical learning trajectory. Prior to the initial task, students gained foundational skills in 
linear functions and their properties, including graphing, finding and evaluating the average rate 
of change, increasing/decreasing/constant behavior of functions, and building models from 
verbal descriptions. Table 4 at the end of the section summarizes the major features of the tasks 
and elements in the linear and quadratic functions instructional sequence. 
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Video games and grade-point average. The Video Games and Grade-Point Average 
(GPA) task sought to challenge student thinking by having them explore building a linear model 
from a verbal description and data in a real-life application. Additionally, the exercise used 
technology as an instrument to help students visualize the behavior of the model, interpret the 
meaning of the slope, independent variable, dependent variable, and make predictions using both 
the actual data as well as the predictive model. Desmos (Desmos, 2016) was selected as the 
graphing utility of choice due to the quality of the instrument as well as the cost to the student 
(free), making it easily accessible to the student population.  
 It was anticipated that when students explored the Video Games and GPA problem, 
students would likely successfully explain why the number of hours spent playing video games is 
the independent variable and the GPA is the dependent variable. Having previously been led 
through the procedure with an alternate example by the instructor, the students would likely 
follow the same step-process to create the scatter diagram and the regression model for this task. 
Although individual learning trajectories might vary, it was forecasted that the classroom 
community would struggle in making the connection between the slope and its meaning in the 
context of the problem. A variety of reasons were put forth as explanations for the cognitive 
distress: (a) The rate of change is a rational number expressed in decimal form by the technology 
when it creates the model; (b) although students are assumed to have background knowledge 
surrounding slope as the vertical change (Δ𝑦𝑦) over the horizontal change (Δ𝑥𝑥), oftentimes 
students struggle with a real-life application for slope when deciphering what is the vertical 
change and what is the horizontal change; and (c) when the slope is negative (𝑚𝑚 < 0), students 
may gloss over the interpretation of the value as causing decrease in the dependent variable value 
for an increase in the independent variable (or possibly vice-versa, depending on the 
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application). For example, it was anticipated that students may correctly identify the slope in the 
model, 𝐺𝐺(ℎ) = −0.0942ℎ + 3.2763 as −0.0942, but making that connection to the meaning 
that the cumulative grade-point averages decreases by 0.09 on average for each hour of playing 
video games would be difficult for the community. 
 
 
Figure 15. Videogames and grade-point average. 
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Quadratic properties. The final task examined in the Linear and Quadratic Functions 
instructional sequence was the Quadratic Properties task shown below. In this task, the students 
were asked to consider the givens, the axis of symmetry (𝑥𝑥 = −2) and a zero (given in function 
notation, 𝑓𝑓(1) = 0) in order to find the values of 𝑘𝑘 when 𝑓𝑓(𝑘𝑘) = 0. It was anticipated that 
students would need a hint to consider closely the givens and what they mean considering the 
behavior of quadratics around the axis of symmetry. In part (b) of the task, students would likely 
find the value of 𝑐𝑐 with the y-intercept given, but would encounter some hardship in applying the 
zeros with substitution in order to find both 𝑎𝑎 and 𝑏𝑏. Some instructor-led hints and directives 
were expected and prepared for prior to students finding the domain and range of the function as 
asked in the final portion of the task. 
 
 
Figure 16. Quadratic properties. 
Maximizing revenue. One of the ways that the students would achieve the objective to 
build quadratic models from verbal descriptions (Sullivan, 2016) was through the “maximizing 
revenue” task as shown in the figure below. The learning trajectory in this task initially walked 
students through creating the revenue function as a function of the quantity sold using the 
demand equation. A substitution is required, but anticipated to be missed by some students in 
their creation. The domain portion of the task required students to apply the domain in the 
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context of the problem (causing restrictions), rather than for a general quadratic equation, whose 
domain is {𝑥𝑥|𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥ℝ}. Likely, the majority of students would experience some discomfort while 
working to make the connection of maximizing revenue with the axis of symmetry and vertex of 
the quadratic revenue function. In part (e) of the task, the students were asked what price the 
company should charge to maximize revenue. It was assumed that students would approach the 
question by using either the demand equation and/or the 𝑅𝑅 = 𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 equation. 
 
 
Figure 17. Maximizing revenue. 
 
Table 4  
 
Major Features of the Tasks and Elements in the Linear and Quadratic Functions 
Instructional Sequence 
 
 
Task 
 
Major task features 
Major elements of the classroom community’s 
hypothetical learning trajectory 
Video 
Games and 
GPA 
Use technology to graph the 
scatter diagram and create the 
linear regression model for the 
relation. 
Express the model in function 
notation and interpret the 
meaning of the slope in 
context. 
Use the regression model to 
interpolate for both the 
Students use the technology to visualize and 
make connections between the displayed 
scatter diagram with the independent and 
dependent variables. 
Students follow the algorithm with the 
graphing utility to create and express the linear 
regression model in function notation.  
Students find cognitive distress in making the 
connection from the average rate of change in 
their regression model to its’ meaning in the 
context of the problem. 
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independent and dependent 
variables. 
Maximizing 
Revenue 
Create the revenue function as 
a function of the quantity sold 
given the price as a function of 
quantity demand equation. 
Identify the domain of the 
revenue function. 
Apply the revenue function for 
a given amount of units sold. 
Identify the quantity that will 
maximize revenue, the 
maximum revenue, and the 
price that should be charged to 
maximize revenue. 
Students use the hint to create the revenue 
function, but struggle to make the substitution 
in order to satisfy expressing “𝑅𝑅 as a function 
of 𝑥𝑥.”  
The community is likely to express the domain 
for the general quadratic equation from part (a) 
rather than making the connection to the 
context. 
Students will substitute the input value into the 
revenue function, although function notation 
may need to be emphasized. 
It is anticipated that hints surrounding the 
meaning of the axis of symmetry for 
quadratics may need to be used for part (d). 
Students will likely approach the price to 
charge question by using the demand equation 
and/or the 𝑅𝑅 = 𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 equation. 
Quadratic 
Properties 
Given the general quadratic 
equation, 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑏𝑏𝑥𝑥 +
𝑐𝑐, the axis of symmetry, and 
one zero, find the values of 𝑘𝑘 
such that 𝑓𝑓(𝑘𝑘) = 0. 
Given the y-intercept, find the 
values of 𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏, and 𝑐𝑐. 
Find the domain and range of 
the function. 
In order to find the zeros, it is likely that 
students may need a hint to look closely at the 
given information in coordination with the 
behavior of quadratics surrounding the axis of 
symmetry. 
Students will find the value of 𝑐𝑐 as long as 
they apply the y-intercept to the function. 
Students may again need prompting by the 
instructor to use both zeros and substitution 
from part (a) in order to find the values of both 
𝑎𝑎 and 𝑏𝑏. 
The domain and range will be stated by the 
students. 
 
Polynomial and Rational Functions Instructional Sequence 
 In the Polynomial and Rational Functions Instructional Sequence, polynomial functions 
of degree three and higher were closely examined as well as rational functions. Polynomial and 
rational functions were investigated via building models, inspecting properties, graphing, solving 
and graphing inequalities, and finding both real and complex zeros of polynomial functions. The 
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instructional sequence involved a series of tasks as described in Table 5 with the task features 
and major elements of the classroom community’s hypothetical learning trajectory. 
Polynomial functions and behavior. In the first task of this instructional sequence, 
students were given a graph with its’ domain and zeros and a verbal description that one of the 
zeros is tangent to the x-axis (see below). The students were then asked to: (1) Determine 
whether the function could be a third degree polynomial and explain; (2) Determine whether the 
leading coefficient of the polynomial function 𝑔𝑔 is positive or negative and explain; and (3) find 
an equation for 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) in standard form given that 𝑔𝑔(−2) = 6. 
 With the first portion of the learning task, it was predicted that some students would 
argue using their understanding of the end behavior of a polynomial and the other students would 
argue using the real zeros as shown in the graph to make their case as to whether or not the 
function could be a third-degree polynomial. Both approaches have their merit and were viewed 
to mostly be straightforward as they discussed their findings amongst themselves and with the 
class. Part (b) seeks more understanding and explanation from the student about end behavior of 
polynomials and should be a smooth transition from part (a). Undoubtedly, the most rigorous 
portion of this task was in asking the student to find an equation in standard form from the given 
information and the value. As students would have difficulty with creating the function, an 
instructor-led hint was anticipated in order to keep the cognitive struggle productive. 
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Figure 18. Polynomial functions and behaviors. 
Rational functions and drug concentration. Part of the instructional sequence on 
rational functions included the learning task (see Figure #) in which students initially created a 
function given the function’s roots (and behavior at those locations), two vertical asymptotes, 
and a horizontal asymptote. Students were then posed with a rational function that models the 
drug concentration in a patient’s bloodstream 𝑡𝑡 minutes after injection. The task then follows up 
with students evaluating the horizontal asymptote and explaining that that means in context, 
graphing the function, and find the time at which the maximum concentration of the drug occurs. 
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 The community of learners were likely forecasted to have some discussion as to how to 
apply the zeros initially, what it means when the graph “touches” the x-axis, and how to express 
that in the function. Considering their likely familiarity with the impact of zeros on functions up 
to this point, it was anticipated that they would be able to apply the roots properly in creating the 
numerator of the function. The vertical asymptotes and horizontal asymptote information may 
invoke a variety of responses for the students resulting functions. 
 In anticipating the learning trajectory of the drug concentration portion of the task, it was 
likely many students would look to the graphical portion in order to seek solutions to parts (a) 
and/ or (c) as many learners seek a visual or spatial representation in order to construct their 
knowledge of the content (Litzinger, Lee, Wise, & Felder, 2007; Mayer & Massa, 2003). 
Technology use was encouraged and would likely assist students looking for the time at which 
the drug concentration in the bloodstream was at its’ peak. 
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Figure 19. Rational functions and drug concentration. 
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Table 5 
 
Major Features of the Tasks and Elements in the Polynomial and Rational Functions 
Instructional Sequence 
 
 
Task 
 
Major task features 
Major elements of the classroom 
community’s hypothetical learning trajectory 
Polynomial 
Functions and 
Behavior 
Given the graph, students are 
tasked with determining 
whether it could be a third 
degree polynomial and 
explain their reasoning. 
Students are asked to 
determine whether the 
function’s leading coefficient 
is positive or negative and 
explain. 
Given a functional value and 
the graph showing behavior, 
students are tasked with 
finding the function and 
expressing it in standard form. 
Students will use end behavior of polynomial 
functions to determine whether the function 
could be a third degree polynomial. Some 
students may also make an argument 
considering the real zeros. 
Students will again make an argument as to 
the signed value of the leading coefficient of 
𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) based on end behavior. 
Students experience cognitive struggle as 
they seek to make connections with the zeros 
and building the polynomial. It is anticipated 
that this portion of the task, including solving 
for 𝑎𝑎 using 𝑔𝑔(−2) = 6 will need some 
prompting from the instructor. 
Rational 
Functions and 
Drug 
Concentration 
Create a rational function 
given the rational function’s 
behavior at each of the roots 
and asymptotes. 
Given a function modeling 
the concentration of a drug in 
a person’s body after time 𝑡𝑡, 
students are asked to explain 
what happens to the 
concentration as 𝑡𝑡 → ∞. 
After graphing the rational 
function, students are tasked 
with finding the time at which 
the concentration of the drug 
is the highest. 
Students will initially use the zeros and their 
multiplicity to create the numerator, while 
considering the vertical asymptotes for the 
denominator. Answers will vary as students 
also consider how the horizontal asymptote 
will play into the function creation. 
Students are likely to skip to point-plotting 
the graph for the second part prior to 
answering either the first or third portions of 
the task in order to visualize the relationship 
between 𝑡𝑡 and 𝐶𝐶(𝑡𝑡). 
With a graph, students are more likely to 
answer and explain what happens to the 
concentration as 𝑡𝑡 → ∞ as well as evaluate 
the time at which the concentration is the 
highest. Technology is encouraged. 
 
Transcendental Functions Instructional Sequence 
 In the final instructional sequence, the transcendental functions of the exponential and 
logarithmic families were featured. Students would work to create, evaluate, find the domain of, 
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and graph the composite, one-to-one, inverse, exponential, and logarithmic functions. 
Additionally, students would use the properties of the transcendental functions to expand and 
condense expressions, solve equations, and create models. The instructional sequence involved a 
series of tasks as described in Table 6 with the task features and major elements of the classroom 
community’s hypothetical learning trajectory. 
Exponential decay and car values. In the initial task examined in the transcendental 
functions instructional sequence, students were asked to find an exponential decay function, 
𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡), for the value of an automobile in terms of time, 𝑡𝑡, interpret the meaning of 𝑟𝑟 in the 
function, graph the function using the table of values, and extrapolate the expected value of the 
car for the year 2020. This task was chosen because it involves the use of both exponential and 
logarithmic functions, it asks students to interpret the meaning behind the variables, students 
create a visual model, and it has natural application to their everyday living.  
It was anticipated that when initially posed with the problem, students would successfully 
substitute the values in part (a) in order to solve for the rate of decay since the general form for 
the exponential decay function is given. Although applying their college algebra skills to solve 
for the decay rate may be more difficult, it was likely that students would struggle with what 
values were necessary for the 𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡) functional model. Ideally, students would refer back to their 
understanding of function notation to realize that the value of the car should be based on time, 𝑡𝑡. 
Once the model was constructed, students would interpret the meaning of 𝑟𝑟, and graph the 
model. Having created the table of values for the graph, students would quickly substitute the 
proper years in for 𝑡𝑡 in order to predict the value of the car in the year 2020. 
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Figure 20. Exponential decay and car values. 
Logarithms, earthquakes, and telescopes. The Logarithms, Earthquakes, and 
Telescopes learning task was chosen for students to not only see logarithmic application in the 
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real-world, but also to apply the properties of logarithms in solving for variables algebraically. 
Furthermore, the task uses technology to assist in knowledge construction, modeling, and 
solving. The earthquake portion of the learning task asks students to find the amount of energy 
released by the 1906 San Francisco earthquake and to use the properties of exponentials and 
logarithms to rewrite the equation as a function of 𝑀𝑀. In the telescopes question, students are to 
use their exponential, logarithmic, and algebraic properties to find the lens diameter for which 
the two limiting magnitudes would be the same. After finding the diameter, students were to find 
the corresponding limiting magnitude and graph the two functions with technology in the 
specified window and use technology to find the intersection. 
In the Logarithms and Earthquakes portion of the learning task, students were expected to 
find the amount of energy without much difficulty, having applied the properties of exponentials 
and logarithms in prior learning tasks. Students that were able to successfully find the amount of 
energy for the San Francisco earthquake, should transition smoothly into solving for Energy, 𝐸𝐸, 
in terms of magnitude considering the parallel algebraic approaches involving the use of 
algebraic properties and changing it to exponential form (or running the inverse of the common 
logarithm on each side of the equation). 
During the second portion of the exercise involving a logarithmic model application to 
telescopes, it was anticipated that students would find the telescopes’ diameter for which the 
magnitudes would be the same as well as the corresponding magnitude for that diameter. 
Although instruction occurred previously surrounding the use of graphing utilities in similar 
contexts, students would most likely struggle in viewing the logarithms in the proper window as 
well as finding their intersection with the technology. Common errors anticipated include the 
incorrect variable use for the input, not changing the window, not changing the steps when 
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changing the viewing window, and not making the connection between the intersection and the 
prior algebraic solutions as they seek the intersection with the technology.  
 
 
Figure 21. Logarithms, earthquakes, and telescopes. 
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Table 6  
 
Major Features of the Tasks and Elements in the Exponential and Logarithmic Functions 
Instructional Sequence 
 
 
Task 
 
Major task features 
Major elements of the classroom community’s 
hypothetical learning trajectory 
Exponential 
Decay and 
Car Values 
Find an exponential decay 
function, 𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡), for the value 
of an automobile in terms of 
time, 𝑡𝑡. 
Interpret the meaning of 𝑟𝑟 in 
the function. 
Graph the function using the 
table of values. 
Extrapolate the expected value 
in the year 2020. 
Students will substitute the proper values to 
solve for 𝑟𝑟, but find difficulty in applying 
logarithms to find the value to create the 
function, 𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡). 
Although the meaning of 𝑟𝑟 in the model seems 
straightforward, students are likely to struggle 
with what values are needed to create the 
value function in terms of time, 𝑡𝑡. 
With the model created, the table of values, 
graphing, and extrapolation for the year 2020 
should be a smooth process for many. 
Logarithm, 
Earthquakes, 
and 
Telescopes 
Based on the Richter scale 
reading, find the amount of 
energy released by the San 
Francisco earthquake. 
Use the applicable properties 
to solve for energy, 𝐸𝐸. 
Find the lens diameter for 
which the formulas have the 
same limiting magnitude. 
Find the limiting magnitude 
which corresponds to the 
found diameter. 
Graph the two formulas and 
find their intersection with a 
graphing utility. 
Students, with anticipated group discourse, 
should find the amount of energy for the San 
Francisco earthquake and transition into 
solving for Energy, 𝐸𝐸, using algebraic 
properties and changing the equation to 
exponential form (or executing the inverse of 
the logarithm). 
Students will find the diameter for which the 
telescopes’ magnitudes would be the same, 
leading into the value of the magnitude for 
which that condition is met. Anticipated errors 
with using technology for the final portion of 
the task include the incorrect variable use for 
the input, not changing the window, not 
changing the steps when changing the viewing 
window, and not making the connection 
between the intersection and the prior 
algebraic solutions as they seek the 
intersection with the technology. 
 
Analysis and Collective Activity 
In order to address the question of this design study, the “collective activity” of the 
flipped mathematics class needed to be documented and analyzed. The “collective activity” of a 
mathematics class refers to the “normative ways of reasoning that develop as learners solve 
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problems, explain their thinking, represent their ideas, etc.” (Rasmussen & Stephan, 2008, p. 
195). This design experiment used Rasmussen & Stephan’s methodology of documenting 
collective activity (2008). 
 Methodologies related to the documentation of the individual learner are plentiful, yet 
methodologies that document the intellectual activity of classroom cultures are difficult to find 
according to Rasmussen & Stephan (2008). Documenting the collective activity of the class, 
rather than the individual variation, is important to design researchers for two reasons: (1) It 
offers an empirically grounded basis to revise instructional environments and interventions; and 
(2) It is an instrument for “comparing the quality of students’ learning opportunities across 
different enactments of the same intervention” (Rasmussen & Stephan, 2008, p. 196). 
 Rasmussen and Stephan’s (2008) methodology of documenting collective activity is 
based in social learning theories that complement the theoretical foundations of the in-class 
learning experience of the flipped model, which were discussed in the prior chapter. Symbolic 
interactionism has been one of the foundational lenses by which Rasmussen and Stephan’s 
methodology was inspired (Blumer, 1969). In symbolic interactionism, interaction between and 
among people is central to the creation of meaning (Blumer, 1969). This perspective views 
learning as the “conceptual shifts that occur as a person participates in and contributes to the 
meaning that is negotiated in a series of interactions with other individuals” (Rasmussen & 
Stephan, 2008, p. 196). Central to Rasmussen and Stephan’s view of learning is that it is created 
in argumentations as individuals engage language, tools, symbols, and gestures. 
 Toulmin (1969) created a model describing the structure and function of an individual’s 
argument (Rasmussen & Stephan, 2008). Toulmin’s argumentation scheme is the central analytic 
tool for Rasmussen and Stephan’s three phase approach to documenting collective activity 
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(Rasmussen & Stephan, 2008). The centrality of an argument, according to Toulmin, contained 
the data, the claim, and the warrant (1969) as shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22. Toulmin’s Model of Argumentation. Adapted from A Methodology for Documenting 
Collective Activity (p. 197), by C. Rasmussen and M. Stephan, 2008, New York, NY: Routledge. 
Copyright 2008 by Routledge.  
 
In argumentation, a claim is presented by the speaker and evidence or data is then 
presented to support that claim. The data presented is often made up of facts or procedures that 
lead to the conclusion. Rasmussen and Stephan (2008) present an example with students finding 
the area of a 4 x 7 rectangle. When presented with the problem, Jason makes a claim that the 
answer is 28. The teacher pushes Jason to expound on his solution and he responds that he 
simply “multiplied the length times the width,” which would be his evidence or data. Although 
his approach may be clear to Jason and the instructor, others in the class may not understand his 
 
Backing 
Explain why the 
warrant has authority 
Warrant 
Explain how the data 
lead to the claim 
Claim 
Conclusion 
Data 
Evidence 
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data about multiplying length times width. At this point, a student or teacher may ask Jason to 
clarify his evidence by presenting some sort of bridge between the claim and data, referred to as 
the warrant (Rasmussen & Stephan, 2008). 
 The warrant is oftentimes algorithmic as the presenter may respond with the procedures 
that they followed to arrive at their claim (Rasmussen & Stephan, 2008). Jason may respond that 
he arrived with 28 because “you multiply length times width to find an area, so 4 x 7 is 28” 
(Rasmussen & Stephan, 2008, p. 198). Although many may understand how he arrived at the 
answer, they may question the validity of Jason’s argument by asking why he multiplied 4 x 7. 
Jason may provide authority to his argument by drawing unit squares inside the rectangle and 
saying, “You see, you have 4 rows of 7 squares. That’s why you can multiply 4 by 7 to get the 
answer” (Rasmussen & Stephan, 2008). 
Having addressed the theoretical underpinnings of the methodology, the phases of the 
approach will be outlined. Phase one involves gathering data from sources during the design 
experiment such as video recordings of the classroom sessions, interviews, field notes, reflective 
journals, and documents (Rasmussen & Stephan, 2008). The whole-class discussions are then 
reviewed in the video and claims are then noted in order to create an “argumentation scheme” 
(Toulmin, 1969) for each claim (Rasmussen & Stephan, 2008). 
 The second phase involves taking the argumentation log, using it as data, and analyzing 
the sessions, seeking mathematical ideas presented as arguments that have become part of the 
group’s “normative ways of reasoning” (Rasmussen & Stephan, 2008, p. 200).  Rasmussen and 
Stephan developed two criteria for when mathematical ideas function as if shared: 
1. When the backings and/or warrants for an argumentation no longer appear in 
students’ explanations (i.e., they become implied rather than stated or called for 
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explicitly, no member of the community challenges the argumentation, and/or if the 
argumentation is contested and the student’s challenge is rejected), we consider that 
the mathematical idea expressed in the core of the argument stands as self-evident. 
2. When any of the four parts of an argument (the data, warrant, claim, or backing) 
shifts position (i.e., function) within subsequent arguments and is unchallenged (or, if 
contested, challenges are rejected), the mathematical idea functions as if it were 
shared. For example, when students use a previously justified claim as unchallenged 
justification (the data, warrant, or backing) for future arguments, we would conclude 
that the mathematical idea expressed in the claim has become a part of the group’s 
normative ways of reasoning (2008, p. 200). 
 A “mathematical ideas” chart is then developed with three columns including: (1) ideas 
that function as-if-shared; (2) mathematical ideas that were discussed but need to “keep an eye 
on” to see if they will function as-if-shared in subsequent sessions; and (3) additional comments 
that include connections to related strands of literature, including both practical and theoretical 
(Rasmussen & Stephan, 2008). Table 7 below is an example from Rasmussen and Stephan 
(2008). 
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Table 7  
 
A Mathematical Ideas Chart 
 
Ideas that function as-if-
shared 
Ideas to keep-an-eye-on Additional comments 
The slopes are the same 
horizontally for 
autonomous differential 
equations (shifts from 
conclusion to data) 
The graphs are merely 
horizontal shifts of one 
another for autonomous 
differential equations 
The rate of change is based on an 
equation, not on a real-world 
setting; relate basis of claims to 
Realistic Mathematics Education 
(RME) heuristics 
No real-world backing is 
given 
Using the rate of change 
equation as data to show 
that slopes are invariant 
Making predictions about 
solutions functions as if it is a 
shared goal (sociomathematical 
norm?) 
Isomorphism between graphic and 
analytic techniques 
 
 Table7 is an example of taking the argumentation logs as data and summarizing, at that 
point, the mathematical ideas in the appropriate columns. With each session, the ideas are 
examined with the previous charts, to see when the columns move from the second or third 
column to the first or second column. By constantly comparing the argumentations, evidence 
supporting or opposing the regularity of ideas functioning as-if-shared may emerge (Rasmussen 
& Stephan, 2008). 
 Phase three involves taking the list of ideas from the “as-if-shared” column from the 
charts in phase two, and organizing them around the mathematical activity in which the 
individuals were engaged when the ideas emerged and were established. A “classroom 
mathematical practice” is this level of general mathematical activity, “a collection of as-if-shared 
ideas that are integral to the development of a more general mathematical activity” (Rasmussen 
& Stephan, 2008, p. 201). This three-phase approach by Rasmussen and Stephan will be used to 
document the evolving classroom mathematical practices and activity of the flipped classroom. 
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Ethical Considerations 
The author acknowledges the importance of adhering to all laws, regulations, and 
recommendations for studies involving the use of human subjects, especially vulnerable 
populations such as adolescents. Approval was sought and given from the Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) at both the University of Nevada, Las Vegas as well as Sky View College.   
Concerns of age and power differences were mitigated as much as possible during the 
data collection process. Prior to the study and throughout, the researcher emphasized the primary 
purpose was to protect the participants throughout the study. The participants’ thoughts, words, 
feelings, and actions remained confidential throughout the process.  The researcher/teacher also 
emphasized that their opinions had no influence on the grade that the student earned nor would it 
affect the student-teacher relationship. The researcher also reiterated the need for open and 
sincere remarks and opinions. 
Participants were informed of their rights and that participation was purely voluntary. 
Participants signed consent forms acknowledging their voluntary participation, risks/benefits, 
confidentiality, and understanding of the purpose of the study. The participants’ identities were 
masked with pseudonyms and/or identifiers during data analysis.  The college where the study 
took place was only identified with a geographic location and description. All data was secured 
in an office space and will be destroyed after five years in accordance with the IRB. Electronic 
data was stored solely on a portable data storage device. The data was password protected, 
accessible only by the principal and co-principal investigators. 
Limitations 
Unfortunately, there are no perfect designs in research (Patton, 2002) nor one exact way 
to plan and execute a design research study either. There is an abundance of possibilities, 
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“methodological paradigms [and] theoretical recipes by which to proceed” (Ejersbo et al., 2008, 
p. 159). It is difficult to narrow the research sufficiently in order to make it both meaningful and 
manageable. While the methodological approach to the study was appropriate, considering the 
purpose and research questions, the author recognizes the strengths needed to pursue the 
purposes of the study while simultaneously having conceded the limitations that the design 
naturally brings. 
Replication 
Due to the unique settings of design experimentation, design researchers have 
emphasized the importance of developing “thick descriptions” during the process (Cobb & 
Gravemeijer, 2008). This “uniqueness” gives rise to repeatability concerns. Design experiments 
are not meant to be replicated. Like teaching experiments, it is unlikely that different researchers 
studying this same data set would develop similar theoretical constructs (Cobb, 2000a). The 
methodologist Schoenfeld stated that “every person is different; every classroom is different. 
How can one possibly speak of replication in education?” (2007, p. 87).  
Although replication of a study with the exact product and system is nearly impossible, 
designs and innovations should seek to complement learning in alternative contexts. Design 
experiments seek to inform practitioners and researchers during the process in order that they 
may alter the design to their own system by distinguishing between the essential and conditional 
components of the design (Cobb & Gravemeijer, 2008). The adaptation and modification of the 
product in design research is expected in both application and future research. 
Generalization 
In design research, generalizability implies that practitioners and/or researchers are able 
to use the product(s) from a design experiment to assist and inform their applications in other 
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settings (Cobb & Gravemeijer, 2008). Design experiments, like teaching experiments, do not 
“generalize” in the traditional sense that the claims of the sample will be true about the 
pertaining population (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). Generalizability in a design experiment has 
different connotations more akin to number and quantity. Steffe and Thompson remark, “The 
issue is not that number and quantity are ideas that are generalizable. Rather, the pertinent issue 
is that they are concepts that prove useful in settings other than those in which they are built” 
(2000, p. 300). 
This design experiment sought to be exploratory and explanatory during the iterative 
process of studying the flipped instructional model in order to improve upon the effectiveness of 
the base model. Ideally, researchers will use and build upon the models and concepts described 
in this study. What is generalized is a “way of interpreting and acting that preserves the specific 
characteristics of individual cases” (Cobb, 2000a, p. 327). Conceptual generalizations may stem 
from a design or teaching experiment as researchers use aspects of the old model to reorganize 
and build superseding models (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). 
Transferability 
Transferability is left to the reader. With the study’s context, design, methodology, data 
collection, and analysis of the study in hand, the reader is shouldered with the responsibility of 
making the decisions about usefulness and transferability for their own applications (Marshall & 
Rossman, 2011). Ideally, the descriptions within the investigation are transparent, thorough, and 
accurate enough for these opportunities. 
Personal Limitations 
 The researcher additionally acknowledges the limitations brought about by the 
investigator’s own skills, knowledge, epistemologies, biases, and time constraints. Inadequacy of 
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the investigator’s skill and knowledge were tempered by the involvement of the researcher’s co-
chairs and committee throughout the proposal and dissertation stages, similar to the peer-review 
process for publications. 
Limitations due to bias are not uncommon in research. It is hoped that the researcher has 
clearly articulated to the reader the role, sense of identity, voice, perspective, assumptions, and 
sensitivities that may have played into the data management, analysis and reporting (Marshall & 
Rossman, 2011). This study sought to minimize and transcend the researcher’s personal biases 
via self-reflection, management, and rigorous research methods. 
As with many studies, the volume of data was at times overwhelming and difficult to 
organize, assess, and interpret. Perfect transparency and communication is difficult in any 
dissertation, even without page limits, but ideally the reader will find the explorative study open, 
understandable, transferable, and useful. 
Conclusion 
In conclusion, the purpose of the study was to implement an iterative design research 
experiment on a flipped classroom spanning five curricular units involving transcendental and 
polynomial functions. During the course of the design study, a promising series of instructional 
sequences that an instructor could implement in a flipped classroom while teaching the big ideas 
of transcendental and polynomial functions was explored. The Compleat design experiment 
methodology was used during the research investigation that occured in a section of precalculus 
in an urban college classroom. Ethics and limitations of the study will be further addressed. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS 
Introduction 
 The previous chapters addressed the rationale of the study, the theoretical and empirical 
foundations, and methodology. This chapter serves to address the results of the design 
experiment, including a discussion of the institutional review board authorization and consent, 
data collection, analysis, and learning trajectory as compared to the original hypothetical learning 
trajectory. Chapter 5 will ultimately review the design experiment including the limitations, 
implications of the current research to previous research, recommendations, and suggestions for 
future research. 
Restatement of Purpose and Research Questions 
The purpose of the study was to implement an iterative design research experiment on a 
flipped classroom during the course of five units involving transcendental and polynomial 
functions. During the course of the design study, the following research question was explored: 
What might be a promising series of instructional sequences that an instructor could implement 
in a flipped classroom while teaching the big ideas of transcendental and polynomial functions. 
Institutional Review Board Authorization and Consent 
 The IRB exempt letter and authorization letter from Sky View College were approved in 
August of 2017 (see Appendix A) for the design experiment to officially commence in January. 
SVC’s letter of authorization was given upon condition that UNLV’s Institutional Review Board 
also granted approval. UNLV’s exempt notice (Appendix A) granting approval of the research 
protocol proposal (Appendix B), informed consent (Appendix C), and collaborative research 
with external sites (Appendix D) was approved in October of 2017 in order to begin data 
collection in January of 2018. 
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 The research participants were the thirty-five students who were enrolled in the 
precalculus section at SVC. Since the instructor of the course is a research team member and 
coordinator of the study who is also in a position of influence or authority of the students and 
their grades, the principal investigator (PI), Dr. Travis Olson, consented the students on the 
second day of class in January of 2018. Thirty-two of the thirty-five students consented to 
participate in the study. Absent or late students were not given another opportunity to consent as 
the instructor could not consent them. The instructor was not given access until more than two 
weeks after the end of finals when the grades were finalized and the professor-student 
relationship had ended. Students were able to withdraw from the study at any time by contacting 
the PI, but no participants elected to do so. 
Data Collection 
The data collection for this design experiment occurred over the course of sixteen weeks 
during the spring semester, January-May of 2018 at Sky View College, a public open-access 
institution in the western region of the United States. Observational data was taken via a video 
camera focused on the front of the classroom capturing the whiteboard, lectern, and projection 
screen. The instructor placed a camera in the northwest corner of the classroom near the entrance 
in order to best capture the front of the class (east side) for presentations including the 
whiteboard and projection screen. The camera was turned on at approximately 4:20pm and shut 
off at approximately 5:55pm to capture the entire length of each class session unless a test was 
being administered. The course time was from 4:30-5:50pm Monday and Wednesday afternoons. 
Although the students were aware of their option to pause the recording when they were 
presenting, none elected to do so the entire semester.  
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The data came from phases three through five of the design experiment and concern the 
implementation of the planned instructional sequences. The data include the audio and video 
recordings of classroom episodes, students’ written responses to the instructional sequences as 
outlined in the hypothetical learning trajectory, students’ written responses to the constructed 
response portions of the assessments, the instructor’s journal, and students’ course evaluations. 
Each of the instructional tasks outlined in Chapter Three were given to the class and scanned 
afterwards for analysis. The constructed-response portions of the assessments were also scanned 
as part of the data collection. The homework and portions of the assessments were done in an 
online interactive and educational system that accompanied the textbook. That data was used as 
formative data to direct instruction, but not analyzed as part of the data for this design 
experiment. 
 All hardcopy data was digitized and stored in a hard drive accessible by both the PI and 
the co-PI. The hardcopy data was initially stored in the co-PI’s office under lock and key until 
two weeks after the end of the semester following data collection whereupon it was shredded. All 
data will be deleted five years from the completion of the project as outlined in the IRB. 
Data Analysis 
 Phases one and two of the design experiment occurred prior to the data collection and 
experimentation, which included identifying the research problem, addressing the limited body 
of knowledge in the subject area and establishing the need for a study addressing the research. 
During phases three through five, the iterative process of testing and modification occurred such 
that the hypothetical learning trajectory could be assessed within the design experiment. The data 
analysis was constructed from a triangulation of relevant data from whole-group and small-group 
discussions, student constructions in the form of written documents, and the teacher’s personal 
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reflective observations following the class sessions. The data was used to document the 
mathematical learning within the system as it relates to the instructional sequences of the course. 
 The tool for our data analysis was the comparison between the hypothetical learning 
trajectory (HLT) and classroom community’s actual learning trajectory (ALT) (Stylianides & 
Stylianides, 2009). The HLT was described previously in the methodology chapter. Similar to 
Stylianides & Stylianides (2009), this portrayal of the classroom community’s learning trajectory 
should be viewed as a “best-fit description based on triangulation of relevant data from whole-
group discussions, small-group discussions, and individual student constructions” (p. 333). 
Table 8  
 
Data Collection Table Phase 3 
Task Data Source Time & 
Administration 
n Analysis 
Function 
Notation 
Individual student 
constructions of the 
tasks 
Videotaped classroom 
session 
Observation and teacher 
written reflections 
Week 2-3 
 
January 24-29 
33 Identified patterns 
Grouped patterns that emerged 
“as-if-shared” 
Comparison of ALT to HLT 
using radical constructivism, 
sociocultural constructivism 
and cognitive load theory 
lenses 
Profit 
Function 
Individual student 
constructions of the 
tasks 
Videotaped classroom 
session 
Observation and teacher 
written reflections 
Week 3 
 
January 29 
33 Identified patterns 
Grouped patterns that emerged 
“as-if-shared” 
Comparison of ALT to HLT 
using radical constructivism, 
sociocultural constructivism 
and cognitive load theory 
lenses 
Granny 
Shots 
Individual student 
constructions of the 
tasks 
Videotaped classroom 
session 
Observation and teacher 
written reflections 
Week 3 
 
January 29-31 
33 Identified patterns 
Grouped patterns that emerged 
“as-if-shared” 
Comparison of ALT to HLT 
using radical constructivism, 
sociocultural constructivism 
and cognitive load theory 
lenses 
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Piecewise-
defined 
Functions 
Matching 
Individual student 
constructions of the 
tasks 
Videotaped classroom 
session 
Observation and teacher 
written reflections 
Week 4 
 
February 5 
32 Identified patterns 
Grouped patterns that emerged 
“as-if-shared” 
Comparison of ALT to HLT 
using radical constructivism, 
sociocultural constructivism 
and cognitive load theory 
lenses 
 
 While analyzing individual student constructions, trends were searched for in the student 
data lending evidence to the collective mathematical activity of the participants. The researcher 
paid particular attention to common mathematical approaches in the data as well as claims that 
went unchallenged by the class during the discussions. By treating the “as-if-shared” ideas 
emerging from the data as the best-fit description, the ALT emerged such that it could be 
compared to the original HLT. Tables 8, 9, and 10 illustrate how the instructional tasks 
correspond with the data sources, time and administration, participants, and analysis. 
Table 9  
 
Data Collection Table Phase 4 
Task Data Source Time & 
Administration 
n Analysis 
Video 
Games 
and GPA 
Individual student 
constructions of the 
tasks 
Videotaped classroom 
session 
Observation and teacher 
written reflections 
Week 5 
 
February 14 
26 Identified patterns 
Grouped patterns that emerged 
“as-if-shared” 
Comparison of ALT to HLT 
using radical constructivism, 
sociocultural constructivism, 
cognitive load theory, and 
Vygotsky’s ZPD lenses 
Maxi- 
mizing 
Revenue 
Individual student 
constructions of the 
tasks 
Videotaped classroom 
session 
Observation and teacher 
written reflections 
Week 6 
 
February 21 
26 Identified patterns 
Grouped patterns that emerged 
“as-if-shared” 
Comparison of ALT to HLT 
using radical constructivism, 
sociocultural constructivism, 
cognitive load theory, and 
Vygotsky’s ZPD lenses 
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Quadratic 
Properties 
Individual student 
constructions of the 
tasks 
Videotaped classroom 
session 
Observation and teacher 
written reflections 
Week 6 
 
February 21 
25 Identified patterns 
Grouped patterns that emerged 
“as-if-shared” 
Comparison of ALT to HLT 
using radical constructivism, 
sociocultural constructivism, 
cognitive load theory, and 
Vygotsky’s ZPD lenses 
 
Table 10 
 
Data Collection Table Phase 5 
Task Data Source Time & 
Administration 
n Analysis 
Polynomial 
Functions and 
Behavior 
Individual student 
constructions of the 
tasks 
Videotaped 
classroom session 
Observation and 
teacher written 
reflections 
Week 7 
 
February 26 
26 Identified patterns 
Grouped patterns that emerged 
“as-if-shared” 
Comparison of ALT to HLT 
using radical constructivism, 
sociocultural constructivism, 
cognitive load theory, and 
Vygotsky’s ZPD lenses 
Rational 
Functions and 
Drug 
Concentration 
Individual student 
constructions of the 
tasks 
Videotaped 
classroom session 
Observation and 
teacher written 
reflections 
Week 9 
 
March 14 
33 Identified patterns 
Grouped patterns that emerged 
“as-if-shared” 
Comparison of ALT to HLT 
using radical constructivism, 
sociocultural constructivism, 
cognitive load theory, and 
Vygotsky’s ZPD lenses 
Exponential 
Decay and 
Car Values 
Individual student 
constructions of the 
tasks 
Videotaped 
classroom session 
Observation and 
teacher written 
reflections 
Week 11 
 
April 4 
33 Identified patterns 
Grouped patterns that emerged 
“as-if-shared” 
Comparison of ALT to HLT 
using radical constructivism, 
sociocultural constructivism, 
cognitive load theory, and 
Vygotsky’s ZPD lenses 
Logarithm, 
Earthquakes, 
and 
Telescopes 
Individual student 
constructions of the 
tasks 
Videotaped 
classroom session 
Week 13 
 
April 16 
33 Identified patterns 
Grouped patterns that emerged 
“as-if-shared” 
Comparison of ALT to HLT 
using radical constructivism, 
sociocultural constructivism, 
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Observation and 
teacher written 
reflections 
cognitive load theory, and 
Vygotsky’s ZPD lenses 
 
Results 
The results stemmed from the iterations addressing the purpose of the study that took 
place during phases three through five and the research question surrounding the study that was 
analyzed as it compared to the initial hypothetical learning trajectory. The purpose of the study 
was to implement an iterative design research experiment on a flipped classroom on 
transcendental and polynomial functions in order to analyze a series of instructional sequences 
that an instructor could implement in a flipped classroom while teaching the big ideas of 
transcendental and polynomial functions. 
Phase Three Functions  
The third phase of this design experiment, the feasibility study, was the beginning of the 
Compleat Design Cycle (Middleton, et al., 2008). Having established a theoretical and empirical 
foundation on the design of the course, students were instructed to gain exposure to the new 
material outside of class in order to use class time for higher-order activities such as problem-
solving, developing skills, applying concepts, and extending thinking. The instructor used both 
an interactive whiteboard software combined with an online screencasting software to create and 
record the videos prior to and during the semester prior to the in-class implementation of the 
content.  
After video creation, the instructor-made videos were uploaded to his YouTube Edu 
channel that he explicitly had submitted and approved with YouTube so as not to be filtered by 
institutions, giving greater access to anyone interested. The links were posted on the learning 
management system for the course where the syllabus and other information were posted at least 
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two weeks prior to the content coverage. There were twenty-eight videos posted for the 
respective content of this design experiment. The students were instructed which video(s) to 
watch prior to the next class meeting, to take notes on them, and come prepared with any 
questions prior to working on the content. 
The next class meeting, after the students had taken notes prior to meeting, the instructor 
reviewed the content from the sections that were accessed via video and ask if there were any 
questions. After addressing the questions, if any, the students then began working on the 
classwork. The first instructional task, Function Notation and Profit Function was the first 
instructional task prepared for implementation. 
Function notation and profit function. The initial portion of the function notation, as 
shown in Figure 23, the students were asked to apply function notation to a linear function in 
different situations. As conjectured in the HLT, the students had little difficulty working in 
groups of three with (a)-(d). About half the class had difficulty with the difference quotient 
presented in part (e) even though there was an example shown in the notes. Interestingly enough, 
even though nearly identical examples were given in the videos for (a)-(e), most did not bother to 
reference their notes for the tasks although they did compare with their group members. Besides 
the correct approach to the difference quotient, there were no real patterns to the inaccurate 
thought processes.  
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Figure 23. Function notation and the difference quotient. 
Per the HLT, “additions to the input for function notation, either as quantities or added 
variables, will cause incorrect substitutions.” Some groups correctly substituted 𝑥𝑥 + ℎ into the 
function, but did not know what to do with it from there. One group (Figure 24), tried to 
substitute the entire difference quotient into the function, not understanding that the notation 
requires the use of the function twice with different inputs, but then a difference of the two once 
the functions are found—all then to be put over ℎ prior to simplifying (as shown properly in 
Figure 23). This group also struggled with the upper portions of the task, lending credence to 
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their not understanding the differences in notation between each of the tasks, which led to their 
approach. 
 
 
Figure 24. Difference quotient. 
The second portion of the function notation task asks if 𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 2𝑥𝑥−𝐵𝐵
3𝑥𝑥+4
 and 𝑓𝑓(2) = 1
2
, what 
is the value of 𝐵𝐵? It was anticipated that students would successfully make the substitutions with 
𝑥𝑥 = 2, but may miss making the substitution for 𝑓𝑓(2), thus hindering their ability to solve for 𝐵𝐵. 
The HLT was right on for making the substitution with 𝑥𝑥 = 2, and not making the substitution of 
1
2
 in for 𝑓𝑓(2), but surprisingly, it did not hinder their ability to solve for 𝐵𝐵. The majority of 
students approached the problem analytically, recognizing that if they input 2 into the function, 
they would end up with 4−𝐵𝐵
10
 that must be equal to 1
2
 or 5
10
 such that they could work with the same 
denominator as shown in Figure 25. With the denominator addressed, the numerators were set 
equal to each other, 4 − 𝐵𝐵 = 5, so 𝐵𝐵 = −1.  
 
 
Figure 25. Function nottion extension. 
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Profit function. In the profit function portion of the function notation task, students were 
asked to apply the function notation concepts to a real-world situation: Suppose that the revenue, 
𝑅𝑅, in dollars, from selling 𝑥𝑥 cell phones is 𝑅𝑅(𝑥𝑥) = −1.2𝑥𝑥2 + 220𝑥𝑥. The cost 𝐶𝐶, in dollars, of 
selling 𝑥𝑥 cell phones is 𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑥) = 0.05𝑥𝑥3 − 2𝑥𝑥2 + 65𝑥𝑥 + 500. (A) Find the profit function, 
𝑃𝑃(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑅𝑅(𝑥𝑥) − 𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑥). (B) Find the profit if 𝑥𝑥 = 15 hundred cell phones are sold. (C) Interpret 
𝑃𝑃(15). The task features forming a difference of two functions and using that difference to find 
the profit and interpret the meaning of that function notation to the context of the problem.  
The ALT was closely aligned with the HLT only with respect to part (a), as many groups 
did not distribute the difference through to the entire 𝐶𝐶(𝑥𝑥) function as shown in Figure 26. In 
part (b), some students substituted 1500 into the function instead of 15 (not recognizing what 
was meant by “x cell phones, in hundreds” as given in the initial explanation. Figure 27 shows an 
example of a student under cognitive conflict, not sure whether to input 15 or 1500 into the profit 
function they had previously derived. 
 
 
Figure 26. Profit function part A. 
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Figure 27. Profit function part B. 
Part (c) asked the students to interpret the meaning of 𝑃𝑃(15). Prior to presentation, some 
groups asked the instructor what was meant by “interpret.” The instructor answered by saying 
that since there is context to the problem, 𝑃𝑃(15) can be interpreted in words within the context 
of the problem or application. Some still were not sure, alluding that they have never had to 
“interpret” in math before. The majority of the class responded by describing what they were 
doing mathematically, rather than what 𝑃𝑃(15) meant, which is the profit the company made 
when they sold fifteen hundred cell phones. Figure 28 gives an example of a student describing 
what they were doing, rather than what the mathematics meant in the context of the task. 
 
 
Figure 28. Profit function part C. 
Granny shots. In the granny shots problem, function notation was again applied to 
another real-world context for students to engage with. The problem discussed the last player to 
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use an underhand foul shot (or “granny” shot) and his belief that current NBA players could 
improve their free-throw percentage by trying the same approach. The lower release point 
necessitates a larger angle and the path of the ball is modeled by the function, ℎ(𝑥𝑥) = −136𝑥𝑥2
𝑣𝑣2
+2.7𝑥𝑥 + 3.5, where ℎ is the height of the ball above the floor, 𝑥𝑥 is the forward distance of the ball 
in front of the foul line, and 𝑣𝑣 is the initial velocity with which the ball is shot in feet per second. 
Students are given the information that the center of the hoop is 10 feet above the floor and 15 
feet in front of the foul line. Students must (1) determine the initial velocity with which the ball 
must be shot in order for the ball to go through the hoop; (2) write the function for the path of the 
ball using the velocity from part (1); (3) determine the height of the ball after it has traveled 9 
feet in front of the foul line; and (4) find additional points and graph the path of the basketball.  
It was anticipated in the HLT that students would work out the unknown and given 
variables in order to solve for the required initial velocity for part (1). For the successful groups, 
they could then build upon their conjecture and create a function modeling the successful path of 
the ball from the shot into the hoop. For part (3), students, regardless of their model would be 
able to take the context of the problem and translate it into function notation to find the height of 
the ball. Finally, it was conjectured that some students will make a visual representation for the 
path of the basketball prior to the requirement found in part (4) in order to make connections and 
reason with the abstracts given in the verbal and mathematical statement such as the height and 
forward distance.  
During the actual execution of the task, the instructor underestimated the amount of time 
this task would take. Students were having difficulty taking the written explanation and pulling 
out the givens in order to translate it into the quadratic model in order to determine the initial 
velocity with which the ball must be shot in order for the ball to go through the hoop (and thus 
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begin the constructed response task). Although a very thought-provoking task, with limited time 
the instructor made an executive decision to quickly take the class through the task such that they 
were able to reflect back on the task whilst doing their homework and consequently, most 
students had something similar to Figure 29. 
 
  
Figure 29. Granny shots. 
Piecewise-defined functions matching. The final task for the initial phase three was the 
classroom activity with piecewise-defined functions where students matched the given 
piecewise-defined function with its accompanying graph, table of values, and domain/range 
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(Figure 14). The major elements of the classroom community’s HLT involved the anticipation 
that students would initially compare similarities and differences between the functions and how 
the conditions affect each of them. In addition, students would explore and use the given 
conditions to create unique tables of values in order to graph the functions. It was also 
anticipated that students would encounter conflicting views while matching graphs with their 
respective domain and range, given the parameters of the functions. 
 Students were placed in groups of two to work together on the matching activity. About a 
third of the groups needed a little tip to get them started. The instructor jolted these groups by 
discussing how to use the function to write a set of ordered pairs, including the holes, when 
applicable. This tip seemed to start them along as they could see how to input properly and began 
making connections with not only the coordinates, but also leading into the graphs, and 
domain/ranges afterwards. 
About half of the groups used transformations instead of the table of values to make 
connections between the functions and their visual representation. This was in contrast to the 
instructional video as the instructor took an input approach using a table of values to introduce 
the piecewise-defined functions. This approach by some of the groups went okay until they had 
difficulty at the point of functional change, depending on where that was in the domain. About 
half of the groups were fine, others needed to go back to inputting or using the table of values to 
overcome the connection gap. 
Nearly all of the groups left the domain and range matching until the end. Two of the 
domain and range solutions had all real numbers for both the domain and range. One was 
expressed in set notation ({𝑥𝑥|𝑥𝑥 ∈ ℝ} 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 {𝑦𝑦|𝑦𝑦 ∈ ℝ}), while the other was expressed in interval 
notation �𝐷𝐷: (−∞,∞) 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎 𝑅𝑅: (−∞,∞)�. Many of the groups had to question the instructor 
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whether that was a trick question or whether those solutions were interchangeable. The domains 
were mostly thought through nicely with the accompanying graph, but the range shown in D5 of 
figure 14 provided intellectual difficulty for many of the groups, (𝑅𝑅: [−2]⋃[2]). By this point in 
the exercise, they were comfortable with the inequality or interval form of the range, but with no 
inequality here, many were “stuck.” The instructor sparked some groups by asking what the 
difference between a parenthesis and a bracket means in interval notation. With this dialogue, it 
was typically followed up with a student inquiring if it meant that it only included -2 and/or 2 to 
which the instructor affirmed.  
Phase Four Polynomial and Rational Functions 
 The next phase of the design experiment incorporates the study of linear, quadratic, 
cubic, and other polynomial functions of higher degree as well as rational functions. Upon 
reflection of phase three, there were two main issues in the design that needed to be addressed 
prior to phase four, including cognitive overload and video creation, even though the prototype 
worked admirably. 
Cognitive overload emerged partly due to the breadth and depth of the course, with 
multiple concepts experienced in more than one section each day—many of them bunched 
together at the forefront of the course. At the beginning of the class each day, the instructor 
reviewed the previously viewed content that the students had taken notes on and answered 
questions prior to beginning the classwork. With the amount of content covered, the students 
experienced cognitive overload during the classwork due to the multiple sources of visual 
information such as graphs, the explanatory text, and auditory explanations. This was evident as 
students tried to apply content from the most recent discussion to material they had forgotten 
how to approach with their knowledge. 
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In cognitive load theory (van Merrienboer, & Sweller, 2005), “some learning 
environments impose greater demands than others and, as a consequence, create a higher 
information processing load for the limited cognitive resources in working memory” (Bruning, 
Schraw, & Norby, 2011, p. 28). Working memory is the limited-capacity cognitive system that 
temporarily holds our information available for processing. Cognitive load can vary depending 
on whether it is intrinsic or extraneous cognitive loads. Intrinsic cognitive load is fixed, caused 
by the inherent characteristics of the content whereas extraneous cognitive load results from how 
the information is presented and activities required of the student.  
Prior to phase four, it was determined that the instructor would try to decrease the 
extraneous cognitive load in the next prototype. Instead of going over all the content at once, the 
instructor segmented the content by reviewing only the content initially that was directly 
applicable to the classwork the students were going to apply it to. Segmenting the content helped 
to reduce the amount in their working memory such that it could be unburdened in order to make 
meaning during active learning activities.  
 Due to the literature review on prior research as well as the instructor’s previous 
experience, instructional video length was a topic of concern prior to the commencement of the 
design. Although the instructor had experience making videos, it was with a different setup 
including a large interactive whiteboard and screencasting software that was in an all-in-one 
package. Sky View College did not have the money in the department to pay for the hardware 
and software that the instructor had experience with, hence the new interactive digital surface 
with the separate online screencasting software was new and had a learning curve. Not only did 
the learning curve affect the time to prepare the videos, but it also caused the videos to be a bit 
longer in length as the interaction with the laptop was clumsier than previously experienced and 
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expected. It is the instructor’s experience that video creation is similar to teaching—it looks easy 
until it is individually experienced!  
While checking off the notes for each individual student in class, the instructor noticed 
that as the flipped classroom novelty wore off, students would try to shortcut the note-taking 
process by not taking notes in their entirety. This was not surprising for the lower-performing 
students, but for longer videos it seemed to have an effect on the class as a whole as they were 
not able to use the instruction to make connections to the classwork. One example is in the 
twentieth minute of the instructional video on functions, I develop the sum, difference, product, 
and quotient of functions as well as how to find their domain. One of the problems done in the 
learning management system that was worked on that period asked the students to perform some 
operations on functions as shown in Figure 30. This is typically a straightforward exercise when 
the content is introduced in class, but a surprising number of students had questions about what 
the notation meant which likely would not have happened had the notes been taken in their 
entirety.  
 
 
Figure 30.  Operations on functions. 
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Using the students’ formative feedback as evidence, the instructor made some 
adjustments to the design prior to commencing the polynomial and rational functions units. 
Segmenting seemed to help students’ cognitive overload by reducing the amount of extraneous 
load in the experimental system. The instructor also recommitted to being as concise as possible 
with the majority of the subsequent videos being fifteen minutes or less. For those that were 
beginning to shortcut the notes, the instructor re-emphasized to the class how taking the notes 
played a significant role in learning and being able to apply the content they were responsible for 
mastering. 
Video games and grade-point average. This task featured students building a model 
from a verbal description and data, interpreting the meaning of the slope, independent variable, 
dependent variable, and making predictions using both the actual data as well as the predictive 
model using Desmos on their phones (Desmos, 2016) as the technological instrument. The HLT 
anticipated that students would successfully explain why the number of hours spent playing 
video games is the independent variable and the GPA is the dependent variable. Having 
previously been led through the procedure with an alternate example by the instructor, the 
students would then follow the same step-process to create the scatter diagram and the regression 
model for this task. Although individual learning trajectories may vary, it was forecasted that the 
classroom community would struggle in making the connection between the slope and it’s 
meaning in the context of the problem. A variety of reasons are put forth as explanations for this 
likely cognitive distress: (a) The rate of change is a rational number expressed in decimal form 
by the technology when it creates the model; (b) although students are assumed to have 
background knowledge surrounding slope as the vertical change (Δ𝑦𝑦) over the horizontal change (Δ𝑥𝑥), oftentimes students struggle with a real-life application for slope when deciphering what is 
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the vertical change and what is the horizontal change; and (c) when the slope is negative (𝑚𝑚 <0), students may gloss over the interpretation of the value as causing decrease in the dependent 
variable value for an increase in the independent variable (or possibly vice-versa, depending on 
the application). For example, students may correctly identify the slope in the model, 𝐺𝐺(ℎ) =
−0.0942ℎ + 3.2763 as −0.0942, but making that connection to the meaning that the 
cumulative grade-point averages decreases by 0.09 on average for each hour of playing video 
games may be difficult for the community. 
The results of the first step of the video games task, asking the students to explain why 
the number of hours spent playing video games is the independent variable and the cumulative 
grade-point average is the dependent variable, was described consistently with statements from 
the class: GPA could be predicted or explained by the independent variable, hours spent playing 
video games. Three statements are included below as typical explanatory examples from the 
class as they negotiated how the hours spent playing video games impacted GPA, rather than 
vice-versa: 
• Because the number of hours spent playing video games takes from their study time, which 
affects their grade-point average.  
• The GPA depends on how many hours of video games are played. 
• The number of hours spent is not determined or controlled by any outside factors, while the 
GPA is dependent on the hours spent playing.  
Parts (b) and (c) of the video games problem asks the student to use a graphing utility to 
draw a scatter diagram and then using the data, find a line of best fit that models the relation 
between number of hours spent playing video games and grade-point average and to express the 
model in function notation. Many of the groups needed reminders about the process used in 
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Desmos (date) to find the line of best fit, but the groups were efficient as they worked it out 
together as exemplified in Figure 31. 
 
 
Figure 31. Video games and GPA scatter diagram and linear regression model.  
Interpreting the slope, part (d) of the task, caused the most cognitive distress in the problem. The 
slope was −0.0942, as shown in Figure 31, but the students were tasked with describing what 
that meant in this context. It was apparent that most had learned from the profit function task 
where they were asked to “interpret” as well but with respect to an application of function 
notation to a business profit model. “Interpret” was not questioned by students, but many were 
struggling to interpret what the average rate of change meant, even though they knew what the 
slope quantity was and how to find it. The ALT was nearly a perfect model fulfillment of the 
HLT in this portion of the task as three reasons were each exemplified in the data.  
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The reasons students were anticipated to struggle with interpreting the slope in context 
was the rate of change is a rational number expressed in decimal form by the technology when it 
created the model, students often struggle with applications of slope when tasked with 
deciphering what is the vertical change and what is the horizontal change in context; and when 
the slope is negative (𝑚𝑚 < 0), students may gloss over the interpretation of the value as causing 
decrease in the dependent variable value for an increase in the independent variable. Resultantly, 
many simply stated the slope quantity as their answer (although knowing better), others chose to 
describe the relationship generally, but noted the negative correlation, such as: 
• “Increasing the hours of video games will decrease the grade average.” 
• “Generally, the more time a student plays video games, the lower the GPA.” 
• “Slope is decreasing slightly because the relation between video game hours played cas [sic] 
they increase the students GPA decrease.” 
 The last two portions of the video games task require an interpolation with the 
independent variable first as they predict GPA from eight hours of playing video games and then 
they use a given GPA to infer the likely number of hours played. Interestingly enough, about half 
the class initially abandoned the linear regression model as they inquired about the data as to 
how they could predict the number of hours if there were two different GPA’s given for eight 
hours. Another group fixated on the two data points (8, 2.31) and (8, 2.54), approaching it with 
an average value, specifically the mean as shown in Figure 32. The other half of the class did 
approach the interpolation using the regression model as shown in figure 33. 
 
 
Figure 32. Interpolation via a mean. 
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Figure 33. Interpolation via the regression model. 
Quadratic properties. This exercise gave the general form of the quadratic equation, 
𝑓𝑓(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑎𝑎𝑥𝑥2 + 𝑏𝑏𝑥𝑥 + 𝑐𝑐, the axis of symmetry, and one zero. Students were then asked to find the 
values of 𝑘𝑘 such that 𝑓𝑓(𝑘𝑘) = 0. After being given the y-intercept, they were tasked to find the 
values of 𝑎𝑎, 𝑏𝑏, and 𝑐𝑐 and finally state the domain and range of the function. According to the 
HLT, students would likely need a hint to consider closely the givens and what they mean 
considering the behavior of quadratics around the axis of symmetry. In part (b) of the task, 
students will likely find the value of 𝑐𝑐 with the y-intercept given, but should encounter some 
hardship in applying the zeros with substitution in order to find both 𝑎𝑎 and 𝑏𝑏. Some instructor-
led hints and directives are expected and will be prepared for prior to students finding the domain 
and range of the function as asked in the final portion of the problem. 
 The ALT proved to be somewhat disappointing as the students struggled due to the high 
amount of abstraction in the problem. The function notation involving 𝑘𝑘 was a source of initial 
discussion as most students did not recognize that a zero was already given with 𝑓𝑓(1) = 0. It is 
conjectured that more students would have gathered the given zero had part (a) been given with 
𝑥𝑥 instead of 𝑘𝑘. After a visual was given on the board of the 𝑥𝑥-intercept, the class was in accord 
where the other zero would be located given that the axis of symmetry was at 𝑥𝑥 = −2. After 
moving into part (b), students were urged to make concerted efforts to visualize and use their 
knowledge of quadratics to approach the problem. With time restrictions and no significant 
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progress in any group, the final few minutes of class were spent discussing both methods shown 
in figure 34 prior to the class being released. Without the quadratic function being derived from 
part (b), the range in part (c) was impossible to derive. Most students were successful at 
recognizing that the domain, given that it was a quadratic function, was all reals, {𝑥𝑥|𝑥𝑥 ∈ ℝ}.  
 Overall, the task seemed especially burdensome, considering their background 
knowledge. Solving word problems is typically a two-step process where students create 
schemata for comprehending the text in the problem followed by activation of the mathematics 
schemata that were activated from the text (Bruning, Schraw, & Norby, 2011). It is conjectured 
that the task simply had a high amount of intrinsic cognitive load due to the complexity and 
abstraction of the task. Not only did students need to initially recognize that 𝑐𝑐 was given via the 
𝑦𝑦-intercept for either approach, they would then proceed by recognizing and using the equation 
for the axis of symmetry just to set up a substitution into the general form (while using 𝑐𝑐 = 10) 
such that they would be left with only the variables 𝑎𝑎, 𝑥𝑥, and 𝑦𝑦. One of the zeros would then be 
used to find the value of 𝑎𝑎 to finally substitute into the axis of symmetry substitution equation to 
find the value of 𝑏𝑏. When one considers the visual, zeros, 𝑦𝑦-intercept, axis of symmetry, 
substitution, general form, zero substitution, and solving—the amount of schema in the limited 
capacity working memory appears high. The alternative method is similar in its’ cognitive 
demand requiring possible use of a visual, zeros, creation of a polynomial function using zeros, 
𝑦𝑦-intercept substitution, and finally distribution to arrive at the general form to recognize the 
variables. Activating the right schema at the right time and using them in the right manner in the 
right order oftentimes proves to be difficult in mathematics as exemplified in the ALT.  
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Figure 34. Alternate approaches to the quadratic properties task. 
Maximizing revenue. In this task, the demand equation is given, which models the price 
as a function of the quantity of a product sold as shown previously in figure 16. The students are 
then asked to: (1) find a model that expresses the revenue as a function of the quantity; (2) 
identify the domain of the revenue; (3) find the revenue when 100 units are sold; (4) identify the 
quantity that maximizes revenue and the corresponding the maximum revenue; and (5) find the 
price the company should charge to maximize revenue. It was hypothesized in the HLT that the 
substitution required for the revenue function would be missed by some students. As for the 
domain portion of the task, it was anticipated that since this task requires students to apply the 
domain in the context of the problem (causing restrictions), rather than for a general quadratic 
equation, whose domain is {𝑥𝑥|𝑥𝑥𝑥𝑥ℝ}. It was expected that the majority of students would 
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experience some discomfort while working to make the connection of maximizing revenue with 
the axis of symmetry and vertex of the quadratic revenue function. When students sought to find 
the price that the company should charge, students were foreseen to approach the question by 
using either the demand equation and/or the 𝑅𝑅 = 𝑥𝑥𝑝𝑝 equation. 
During the actual implementation of the task, many of the students had difficulty 
comprehending the text as the term “demand equation” in the initial portion of the problem was 
causing distraction as they were trying to make meaning of the equation in order to find the 
appropriate model for the revenue function. Moreover, the class labored with expressing 
“revenue, 𝑅𝑅, as a function of 𝑥𝑥,” as if they had not dealt with function notation before. With 
multiple groups struggling to begin the problem and it being the cornerstone of the task, the 
instructor went around the room giving hints to jumpstart the students into making a substitution 
with the demand equation into the revenue equation in order to satisfy part (1). Moving forward 
with the problem, as was anticipated in the HLT, the students immediately assumed the domain 
was all reals, (−∞,∞) for the revenue function instead of applying context to the domain. When 
asked to find the revenue when 100 units were sold for the third component, the students were 
quick in using their model from part (1). 
The fourth item in the maximizing revenue task asked the students to find both the 
quantity 𝑥𝑥 that maximizes revenue as well as what that maximum revenue would be. In 
reflection, the instructor was surprised that the majority of the class successfully made the 
connection from the quadratic revenue model to their schema surrounding quadratics and that 
their schema was broad enough to include the axis of symmetry even though there was no visual 
given nor asked for during the task. A typical student example is shown in Figure 35. One of the 
reasons this exercise was moved in the instructional sequence until after the quadratic properties 
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task was so that the students could expand their understanding of the characteristics of quadratics 
in order to apply them to real-world scenarios as given herein. Considering the outcome of this 
element as compared to the HLT, it appears that was a valuable decision in developing their 
understanding of quadratics as they relate to applications. For the final segment, most of the 
students referred to the demand equation on their own, although some did apply the revenue 
model. 
 
 
Figure 35. The quantity x that maximizes revenue. 
Polynomial functions and behavior. In the initial task of the polynomial and rational 
functions instructional sequence, students were given a graph with its’ domain and zeros and a 
verbal description that one of the zeros is tangent to the 𝑥𝑥-axis (Figure 18). The students were 
then asked to: (a) Determine whether the function could be a third degree polynomial and 
explain; (b) Determine whether the leading coefficient of the polynomial function 𝑔𝑔 is positive 
or negative and explain; and (c) find an equation for 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) in standard form given that 𝑔𝑔(−2) =6. 
In review of the HLT, it was hypothesized that some students would argue whether the 
function could be a third-degree polynomial by approaching it from an end behavior of a 
polynomial perspective while the remaining would argue using the real zeros as shown in the 
graph. Both approaches have their merit and should be mostly straightforward as they discuss 
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their findings amongst themselves and with the class. Since part (b) seeks more understanding 
and explanation from the student about end behavior of polynomials, it was foreseen that it 
would be a smooth transition from part (a). The most meticulous and demanding portion of the 
task was finding an equation in standard form given the limited information and functional value. 
The HLT speculated that as the students struggled, an instructor-led hint was anticipated in order 
to keep the cognitive struggle productive. 
 The task encompassing whether 𝑔𝑔(𝑥𝑥) could be a 3rd degree polynomial function had an 
unanticipated divergence in the ALT as compared to the HLT. The majority of initial blind 
responses used the turning points theorem, which states that if 𝑓𝑓 is a polynomial function of 
degree 𝑛𝑛, then the graph of 𝑓𝑓 has at most 𝑛𝑛 − 1 turning points. The converse is also true. An 
example of an approach arguing that the degree could not be three is shown in Figure 36. In 
reflecting upon why so many students and groups approached it from that perspective, although 
there were other angles to arguments, it is likely due to the visual nature of the theorem that was 
presented in the notes as well as the simplicity it entails as compared to the end behavior 
argument. 
 
 
Figure 36. Turning points theorem. 
When students were asked to determine whether the leading coefficient of the polynomial 
function is positive or negative, it was anticipated to be a smooth transition as they had 
previously analyzed the graph to be an even or odd function in the previous section and thus had 
reasoned some with respect to the end behavior. The ALT revealed that most students were able 
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to correctly identify that leading coefficient to be negative, but the descriptions were stated in a 
nontechnical manner as exemplified in Figure 37, rather than with the formality necessary used 
by only a couple of students (Figure 38).  
 
 
Figure 37. Informal description of end behavior. 
Although some of the informal language may be attributed to the instruction received during the 
flipped instructional video, where the end behavior of polynomials was simplified so as to 
comprehend the more formal description, the students were simply using language that was 
within their mathematical register, whereas Figure 38 was not for most. A student’s 
mathematical register refers to the set of formal mathematical language with which they are able 
to communicate both orally and in writing. Upon receiving the formative feedback during the 
exercise, the instructor did address the informality of most responses so as students would be 
more technical in their descriptions moving forward. 
 
  
Figure 38. End behavior using proper mathematical terminology. 
The ultimate task produced evidence that supported the HLT, which envisioned it to be 
the most rigorous. About a third of the class was able to reference notes and make the 
connections between the zeros and the factors of the polynomial. The rest of the groups required 
hints to move forward with the problem. About half in both groups, those correctly starting by 
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using the zeros to create the factors and those receiving a hint, still missed having a factor with 
even degree due to the zero with even multiplicity on the graph. Although the tangential point 
was displayed in the graph, the instructions also stated the existence of a zero at (−1,0) being 
tangent to the 𝑥𝑥-axis at that point. The instructor explicitly input the verbal statement prior to 
executing the task so as to assure that the tangential point was not missed by the students. It was 
surprising that more students did not catch that they were creating a third degree polynomial if 
they did not create a zero with even multiplicity such that the overall degree would be even as 
analyzed in part (a) of the task. With time restrictions, the instructor decided to bring the class 
together as a whole to give feedback in order to move forward next class period. The instructor 
showed students how to then create and solve for the constant in front of the now-created factors 
in order to create a polynomial function of even degree with the proper leading coefficient being 
negative such that it satisfied the graph. It should be noted that a similar problem was given 
during the unit assessment and although many students were able to create the factors using the 
zeros—and those with multiplicity, approximately seventy percent repeatedly struggled with the 
simple algebra as evidenced in Figure 39. 
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Figure 39. Standard form of an even-degree polynomial with 𝒂𝒂𝒏𝒏 < 0. 
Rational functions and drug concentration. In this series of problems, students were 
asked to create a function given the function’s roots (and behavior at those locations), two 
vertical asymptotes, and a horizontal asymptote. Students are then posed with a rational function 
that models the drug concentration in a patient’s bloodstream 𝑡𝑡 minutes after injection. The task 
then follows up with students evaluating the horizontal asymptote and explaining what that 
means in context, graphing the function, and find the time at which the maximum concentration 
of the drug occurs. 
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 The HLT speculated that the class would have some discussion as to how to apply the 
zeros initially, what it means when the graph “touches” the 𝑥𝑥-axis, and how to express that in the 
function. Considering their likely familiarity with the impact of zeros on functions up to this 
point, it was anticipated that they would be able to apply the roots properly in creating the 
numerator of the function. The vertical asymptotes and horizontal asymptote information may 
invoke a variety of responses for the students resulting functions. As for the drug concentration 
portion of the task, many students would look to the graphical portion in order to seek solutions 
to parts (a) and/ or (c) as many learners seek a visual or spatial representation in order to 
construct their knowledge of mathematical content (Litzinger, Lee, Wise, & Felder, 2007; Mayer 
& Massa, 2003). Technology use was encouraged and anticipated to assist students looking for 
the time at which the drug concentration in the bloodstream was at its’ peak. With a visual graph, 
students would be more likely to answer and explain what happens to the concentration as 𝑡𝑡 → ∞ 
as well as evaluate the time at which the concentration is the highest 
 The majority of the groups were able to create the correct factors based on the given 
zeros, although many did not apply the fact that negative one was tangent to the 𝑥𝑥-axis, and thus 
required an even degree. The instructor did give feedback to those tables that did not apply the 
tangential zero properly to the numerator such that they could properly analyze the horizontal 
asymptote as they continued to create the rational function. The same ratio of groups required 
some hints to move forward in applying the vertical asymptotes to the denominator of the 
rational function, although nothing more than “how do you find a vertical asymptote from a 
function” was typically needed. It is curious how often students get stuck in their approach to 
problems and cannot, like in this instance, apply the reasoning in reverse. The majority of the 
class correctly placed the constant as they used the horizontal asymptote to analyze the degrees 
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of the polynomial in the numerator and denominator (even though theirs was in factored form), 
although some of the groups still did not account for the extra degree in the numerator stemming 
from the tangential zero. 
 In the second portion of the task, students were given a rational function that modeled the 
concentration of a drug in a patient’s bloodstream 𝑡𝑡 minutes after injection. Students were 
successful in assessing that the horizontal asymptote was zero, although the explanations 
struggled in verbalizing what that meant in terms of the drug concentration as time increased. 
Due to time limitations, this problem was cut short, but students were mostly able to graph and 
find the time at which the concentration was the highest as shown in the Figure 40. 
 
 
 
Figure 40. Rational function modeling of maximum drug concentration. 
Phase Five Exponential and Logarithmic Functions 
Phase five of the design experiment included instructional sequences surrounding 
transcendental functions of the exponential and logarithmic families. Students were tasked with 
creating, evaluating, finding the domain of, and graphing the composite, one-to-one, inverse, 
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exponential, and logarithmic functions. In addition, students used the properties of the 
transcendental functions to expand and condense expressions, solve equations, and create 
models.  
The major issue in the previous design that needed addressing prior to the phase five 
prototype involved the seemingly increased reliance on instructor-led hints during the 
instructional tasks. This increasing distance between the students’ ability to solve the problem(s) 
independently versus their ability to do so independently (and/or collectively) after some 
instructor-led hints was concerning as the students were noticeably better problem solvers as 
compared to week one. Oftentimes, after the lesson review and question period at the beginning 
of class, the instructor began work on the instructional tasks. It was duly noted that as the course 
progressed and some of the tasks increased in their intrinsic cognitive load, more instructor-led 
hints would be required for students to continue making progress individually or collectively. 
The higher intrinsic cognitive load of the tasks in phase four as well as the increasing comfort 
level of the students with their instructor are possible explanations for the differences in the 
students’ increased reliance on instructor-led hints as the mathematical skill levels of the students 
were improving throughout the course. 
Although the tasks were within the students’ zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 
1978), it seemed that the zone outside the independent ability level of the learner had expanded 
through the progression of the course, irrespective of task load and management style. 
Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development (ZPD) (1978) refers to the difference between what a 
learner can do without help and what a learner can do with the aid of a more knowledgeable 
other (MKO), such as a skilled teacher or peer (see Figure 41). As teachers come to know the 
skill level of their students, they are able to make informed decisions as to how to relate content 
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to what they already can do, give verbal cues or prompts, and break down tasks into more 
manageable items in order to move students into their ZPD. Vygotsky’s concept also supports 
the collaborative learning process with peers using their own independent working zone to 
support others as they work in their ZPD in order to find independence and growth. 
In order to address the issue of bringing more of the content within the students’ zone of 
independence, rather than a reliance on the ZPD, it was decided that more time would be spent 
on basic algorithmic processes related to the tasks in the learning management system prior to 
implementing the instructional task. This choice consequently reduced the amount of time 
available for students to “productively struggle” with the instructional tasks both individually 
and collectively. Although the allocated time was reduced, it was conjectured that students 
would be more efficient and productive with a better grasp of the content prior to engagement in 
the higher-order tasks. 
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Figure 41. Vygotsky’s “Zone of Proximal Development.” 
Exponential decay and car values. In this exercise, students were asked to find an 
exponential decay function, 𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡), for the value of an automobile in terms of time, 𝑡𝑡, interpret the 
meaning of 𝑟𝑟 in the function, graph the function using the table of values, and extrapolate the 
expected value of the car for the year 2020. It was speculated that when posed, the students 
would successfully substitute the values in part (a) in order to solve for the rate of decay since 
the general form for the exponential decay function is given. It was also supposed that students 
would be successful applying their college algebra skills to solve for the rate of decay, but 
struggle with what values are necessary for the 𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡) functional model. Once the model is 
constructed, students will likely interpret the meaning of 𝑟𝑟, and graph the model without issue. 
Having created the table of values for the graph, students would also quickly substitute the 
proper years in for 𝑡𝑡 in order to predict the value of the car in the year 2020. 
During the actual learning trajectory, the students did support the HLT in that the 
majority did successfully substitute, solve for the rate of decay, and find an equation as shown by 
one student’s work in Figure 42. The groups that did struggle were with either incorrect 
substitutions by letting 𝑡𝑡 = 2003 (the year) instead of the years since 1998 (𝑡𝑡 = 15) or not 
remembering to take a fifteenth root when solving for the decay rate. 
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Figure 42. Decay rate and the exponential model for a car’s decreasing value. 
The second portion of the task asks the students to give the “interpretation for the value 
of 𝑟𝑟.” The whole class redefined what the decay rate was, the depreciation rate of the vehicle 
over time 𝑡𝑡, rather than giving an interpretation in context, such as “because the decay rate is . 0992, the value of the car decreases 9.92% per year (see Figure 43). Ideally, the item would 
have been more explicit in how it was asked; nonetheless, interpretations of the mathematical 
content in application-type context tend to be difficult for students, as shown throughout the 
course. 
 
 
 
Figure 43. Restating the definition for the decay rate.  
The students had no issues with creating a table of values and graphing the function, as was 
anticipated by the HLT and evidenced in Figure 44. Additionally, students that had an incorrect 
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model in part (a) were able to get feedback from other groups or the instructor and consequently 
had little difficulty with using the exponential decay model to predict the value of the car in the 
2020 as also shown in Figure #.  
 
 
 
Figure 44. Graphing and extrapolating the car’s value. 
Logarithms, earthquakes, and telescopes. The initial earthquake portion of this 
learning task asks students to find the amount of energy released by the 1906 San Francisco 
earthquake and to use the properties of exponentials and logarithms to rewrite the equation as a 
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function of 𝑀𝑀. In the telescopes question, students are to use their exponential, logarithmic, and 
algebraic properties to find the lens diameter for which the two limiting magnitudes would be the 
same. After finding the diameter, students will find the corresponding limiting magnitude and 
graph the two functions with technology in the specified window and use technology to find the 
intersection. 
It was hypothesized in the HLT that students would apply the properties of exponentials 
and logarithms learned previously in a successful manner to find the amount of energy without 
difficulty. Students that are able to successfully find the amount of energy for the San Francisco 
earthquake, would then transition smoothly into solving for Energy, 𝐸𝐸, in terms of magnitude, 
considering the parallel algebraic approaches involving the use of algebraic properties and 
changing it to exponential form (or running the inverse of the common logarithm on each side of 
the equation). 
During the second portion of the exercise involving a logarithmic model application to 
telescopes, it was anticipated that students would find the telescopes’ diameter for which the 
magnitudes would be the same as well as the corresponding magnitude for that diameter. 
Although instruction occurred previously surrounding the use of graphing utilities in similar 
contexts, students would struggle in viewing the logarithms in the proper window as well as 
finding their intersection with the technology. Common errors envisioned include using the 
incorrect variable for the input, not changing the window, not changing the steps when changing 
the viewing window, and not making the connection between the intersection and the prior 
algebraic solutions as they seek the intersection with the technology. 
Upon implementation of the earthquakes task, the instructor was grateful for the changes 
made to the instructional design as nearly every group was working with very minimal instructor 
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assistance. Students were working independently or within their ZPD due to the fact that they 
had sufficient algorithmic practice in the software in how to use the inverse of a logarithm to 
solve for a variable. Most of the instructor hints were not with the algebra, but rather the 
interpretation of the language involved. The same could be said for part (b) when the students 
used the properties to solve for energy in terms of the magnitude—the ALT followed the HLT as 
predicted and exemplified in figure 45. It should be noted that even though students benefitted 
from increased algorithmic practice time prior to the instructional task, these two tasks did not 
have the same intrinsic cognitive load that some of the other exercises did due to the inherent 
characteristics of the content. The amount of schema needed in the limited-capacity working 
memory was lower than some previous instructional tasks, such as with the quadratic properties 
task. 
 
 
Figure 45. Energy released by the San Francisco earthquake.  
In the logarithms and telescopes portion of the instructional task, students were to use 
algebra to find the lens diameter for which the standard and proposed formula would give the 
same limiting magnitude. As anticipated in the HLT, the students were comfortable using an 
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exponential (or the logarithmic properties) to find the 1000 millimeter lens diameter and 
consequent magnitude for part (b) as shown in Figure 46 by one student. 
 
 
Figure 46. A telescope’s objective lens diameter and equivalent limiting magnitude. 
While performing the technological portion, part (c) of the telescope task, about half of 
the students needed assistance in order to graph the two logarithmic models in order to 
graphically find their intersection and thus the diameter and limiting magnitude. The HLT 
hypothesized some struggle, but not all the errors were realized. Nearly all of the class at this 
point used Desmos as the graphing utility of choice (likely due to the instructor’s use and 
instruction), so the input variables with 𝑎𝑎 and 𝑚𝑚 were of no concern in that software. Another 
common error predicted in the HLT was not putting in the prior steps, but during the 
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implementation, students were familiar enough with the software that many simply zoomed out 
or used the domain and range window restrictions. It was difficult to tell if the students made the 
connection between the algebra and the graph, as there was no explicit question surrounding it 
and the class ended as students were finishing and submitting their work. Figure 47 shows an 
example of the graphical portion the students completed as described. 
 
 
 
Figure 47. A graphical look at the lens diameter and limiting magnitude of a telescope. 
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Conclusion 
 In brief, this chapter addressed the results of the design experiment, including a 
discussion of the institutional review board authorization and consent, data collection, analysis, 
and learning trajectory as compared to the original hypothetical learning trajectory. The 
subsequent and final chapter will review the design experiment including the limitations, 
implications of the current research to previous research, recommendations, and suggestions for 
future research. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS, & IMPLICATIONS 
Introduction 
 The previous chapters addressed the rationale of the study, the theoretical and empirical 
foundations, methodology, and results of the design experiment that included a discussion of the 
institutional review board authorization and consent, data collection, analysis, and learning 
trajectory as compared to the original hypothetical learning trajectory. This final chapter will 
ultimately review the design experiment including a discussion, limitations, implications of the 
current research to previous research, recommendations, and suggestions for future research. 
Restatement of Purpose and Research Questions 
The purpose of the study was to implement an iterative design research experiment on a 
flipped classroom during the course of five units involving transcendental and polynomial 
functions. During the course of the design study, the following research question was explored: 
What might be a promising series of instructional sequences that an instructor could implement 
in a flipped classroom while teaching the big ideas of transcendental and polynomial functions. 
Discussion 
 This design experiment was developed and implemented in order to contribute to the 
mathematics education community via exploring a research-based series of instructional 
sequences that could be applied in a flipped classroom while teaching the big ideas of 
transcendental and polynomial functions. The research question was naturally addressed in the 
results section of the study and the implications for theory and practice will be discussed herein. 
 The consistent intersection of the actual learning trajectory with the hypothetical learning 
trajectory was undoubtedly intentional, but surprisingly consistent. There were, of course, 
discrepancies between the two trajectories, but it is a compliment to the foundational research 
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and prior experience in how often they harmonized. Having the actual and hypothetical learning 
trajectories in close alignment gives evidence that the instructional sequences support the 
accompanying learning goals of each instructional sequence.  
Implications for Practice 
This design experiment produced a series of promising instructional sequences via 
iterative design that consequently resulted in pragmatic and theoretical contributions for the 
mathematics education community. One of the concerns within mathematics education is the 
inconsistency in instructional quality between classrooms (Morris, & Hiebert, 2011) and 
teachers’ inconsistency in professional development over time (Zimmerman, Carter, Kanold, & 
Toncheff, 2012). Understanding what teachers should know and how to apply that effectively in 
the classroom to improve their craft has been a struggle for many years (Kersting, et al., 2016) 
and resultantly, the field has focused more recently on the classroom to show what quality 
instruction looks like (Desimone, Hochbert, & McMaken, 2016). By answering the study’s 
research question, research was connected to practice by extending researchers’ and 
practitioners’ understanding of the teaching and learning of transcendental and polynomial 
functions within a series of instructional sequences in an iterative design of a flipped classroom. 
Pragmatic. The pragmatic contributions of the experiment include, but are not limited to, 
the developed instructional sequences, resultant actual learning trajectory, modifications to the 
prototype, and system constraints. As mentioned previously, one of the mathematics education 
community’s focus has been on what quality instruction looks like. This design seeks to give a 
glimpse into the teaching and learning of transcendental and polynomial functions within a 
flipped classroom design for the practitioner to then apply via the idea of “travel” (Greeno, 2006) 
or as Middleton, Gorard, and Bannan put it, “transportability” (2008). The idea of “travel” or 
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“transportability” acknowledges that implementing a program will require adapting to the local 
resources, limitations, and needs and as such, instead of showing that a finding “works,” it may 
be more effective to disseminate a set of findings showing that the program can work along with 
documents and other resources that can support educators in order that emulation may occur 
(2006). 
By exploring the relationship between HLT and ALT, the flexibility in this design allows 
for travel to occur along with the dissemination of findings on the project. As with any 
educational design research experiment, the system wherein application will occur will 
necessitate adaptation to those local constraints and resources. By answering the research 
question of this study, therein describing the results and limitations, practitioners are left with an 
experimental prototype, its’ accompanying instructional tasks and resources to support educators 
in other settings for their unique adaptations. 
Theoretical. The results section explored the implementation of the instructional tasks 
and contributed theoretical explanation as to how the tasks supported (or did not) the learning 
goals. Reflection upon practice and the prototypes also lent for theoretical discussion within the 
design. For example, prior to implementing phase four, the instructor felt that students were 
struggling with cognitive overload during the classwork, affecting their constructs and 
performance with the content. It was determined that the instructor would decrease the 
extraneous cognitive load by segmenting the material with review of only the content applicable 
to that immediate set of tasks. By doing so, the working memory could be unburdened in order to 
make meaningful connections during the tasks. 
The seemingly increased reliance on instructor-led hints during the instructional tasks 
through the progression of the course was another example of theoretical implications for 
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practice. As the course progressed and many of the tasks increased in their intrinsic cognitive 
load, the zone outside the independent ability level of the learner had expanded, irrespective of 
task load and management style. The instructor’s reflective solution and change to the prototype 
are a formal example of the strengths of the design research methodology. In any complex 
system such as a classroom, unpredictability and change are likely to occur in the system, 
necessitating modifications to the design. Being product-driven, even in the face of constraints in 
the system, is a strength to this research field as it connects research to practice.  
 Flipped Instructional Model. Although the flipped classroom instructional method has 
piqued the interest of professionals, researchers, and policymakers (Enfield, 2013), a reading of 
the literature proves that “the empirical research has not kept pace with implementation” (de 
Araujo, Otten, & Birisci, 2017b). The bulk of the research on inverted classrooms has focused on 
student performance and student outcomes, not accounting for the teacher as the central force in 
the model, nor addressing the consistent variability in the designs. Not only is the research 
findings mixed on student performance and perceptions, but the varied findings suggested a need 
for research that addresses pedagogical design using different research methods (Jungic, Kaur, 
Mulholland, & Xin, 2015; Song, Jong, Chang, & Chen, 2017). This study gives both researchers 
and practitioners a design experiment with a pedagogical focus using strong theoretical 
underpinnings.  
 Albeit a creation of a flipped instructional model was not the intent of the study, it was a 
natural and useful result. The varied models in the literature review gives rise to the need for a 
prototype for practitioners. The prototype developed for use did have small changes to the design 
through the iterations, but the basic resultant model is shown in figure 48. There are three 
essential P’s foundational to the design—prepare, participate, and practice. 
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 Prepare. Preparing for class is part of what sets the flipped classroom learning model 
apart from other learning models. Prior background knowledge is a predictor of performance in 
mathematics and it was hypothesized that using videos or other materials to bolster that 
knowledge prior to class would allow the teacher to reach into the higher levels of learning such 
as applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating. It was the instructor’s experience that bolstering 
the students’ incoming background knowledge was very effective and necessary for the model’s 
success. Students were expected to watch the videos and bring handwritten notes to class each 
period for the instructor to check. Having some experience with the flipped classroom 
previously, the instructor was aware of the importance of keeping the class accountable for 
watching and taking notes prior to class. Although other methods for accountability had been 
tried by the instructor in other courses, it was determined that the tried-and-true method of 
simply checking each student’s notebook would help achieve the objectives with the least time 
consumption. Even though the instructor was quick with each individual notebook check, it was 
never ideal. Checking and recording scores for thirty-five students takes time and students were 
hesitant to ask questions while the instructor did so, even though they were instructed to ask 
questions during the notebook check. 
Based on the literature review and experience, it was decided that the instructor would 
create the videos in order to have control of the notation, content, examples, and instruction time. 
Practitioners should note that video creation is minimally a 5:1 ratio of creation/preparation time 
to production time and the additional preparation time in the model has been a consistent cause 
for concern not only in the literature, but this study as well. Creating thirty videos takes a 
significant amount of time when considering a possible learning curve for screencasting and 
digital notetaking software, video preparation, editing, posting, and so on. 
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 Participate. One of the concerns the literature review brought forth was the inconsistency 
in the flipped classroom designs between studies. Not only were the designs varied, but the 
explanations were typically brief in what occurred inside the classroom as some of the 
researchers described simply working practice problems, others described using it for 
remediation, and so on. What and how the learning occur inside the classroom of the flipped 
model is a critical element in the effectiveness of the overall model and analyzing the 
implications for theory and practice. 
 In the traditional lecture-based approach to teaching, differentiating instruction can be 
challenging as those with more background knowledge and understanding may find the lecture 
and question sessions to be drawn out, whereas struggling students may find the time 
insufficient, feeling frustration as they are left in isolation to recall, make sense of the lesson, and 
apply the material to practice problems (Fulton, 2012). In the flipped classroom, a student-
centered/active learning environment, the instructor has more flexibility in class to help the 
students construct knowledge by exploring mathematical topics in greater depth as they construct 
models of mathematics, test the validity of their constructs, and fix errors in their knowledge 
construction (Michael, 2006). The recent literature proved that, regardless of classroom design, 
the flipped model of instruction was no worse than the traditional format in terms of student 
performance, which put the instructor/researcher at some ease for the initial design of the model. 
There is typically some anxiety for practitioners with new models as to whether the new 
instructional approach can facilitate quality constructions. Regardless of the approach to 
teaching, students’ creation of mathematical constructs will occur, the question is how efficient 
and quality the instructional approach is in facilitating quality constructions. 
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 The conceptual framework of this model used multiple theoretical perspectives. Radical 
constructivism was viewed as uniquely adept for description of the out-of-class learning portion 
of the flipped model. To the radical constructivist, knowledge construction takes place solely in 
the individual’s mind as the individual is not searching for some reality, but rather, trying to 
organize the perceptions of their experiences in their own mind (von Glasersfeld, 1991). During 
the introduction to the content, the students were given experiences, mainly via video lecture, by 
which they were given opportunity to construct their own knowledge based on the experience 
generated. This experience did not guarantee constructions, nor correct ones, but they were 
occasions directed by a more experienced facilitator possessing correct constructs of the content. 
 Sociocultural constructivism was the conceptual framework for the in-class experience of 
the flipped model. Sociocultural constructivism views learning as a function of participation in 
cultural practices, hence social construction is the means by which individuals construct 
knowledge (Cobb, 1994). Learning takes place within a socio-cultural setting where students 
reflect, exchange, negotiate, facilitate, and create constructs. In this flipped model, students were 
positioned to solve problems, discuss, debate, and work collaboratively on tasks and applications 
having gained background knowledge on the content prior to class. During the discourse, 
students gained the opportunity to strengthen their metacognition, exchange ideas, argue 
problem-solving approaches, collaborate, and synthesize the ideas of others. 
 Practice. This component of the design was designed as follow-up to the lesson. Prior to 
this piece, students had prepared for class by gaining needed background knowledge, received 
feedback in class, had questions answered, and worked problems both individually and 
collectively at different levels of cognitive complexity. At this point, the students were then sent 
home with additional problems to reinforce and extend their learning of the content.  
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With more preparation and instruction happening prior to class, more time allocated to 
participating and practicing in the classroom, the student’s time commitment to this portion of 
the design was consequently and naturally reduced as compared to a traditional learning model 
where introduction and instruction happen in the classroom and practice/application primarily 
outside the classroom. Although there is no data to validate the instructor’s observation, the 
homework completion rate of the class seemed unusually high as compared to traditionally 
taught sections of the same class. Were it so, perhaps the additional student-centered support in 
the class bolstered the students’ ability and motivation to complete the assignments outside the 
class time. 
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Figure 48. The Flipped model. 
Student perceptions. One of the components that arose during the literature review 
surrounded student perceptions of the flipped classroom. Although this study did not seek to 
explore that area, it should be noted that the instructor found students to mostly be favorable as 
evidenced by their comments to the instructor as well as the student course evaluations. Figure 
49 displays the comments, both favorable and not favorable, with respect to the instructional 
model. These were the students’ responses to the following three open-ended questions on the 
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student course evaluation: (1) Which assignments, projects, and learning opportunities most 
contributed to your learning? (2) What are the strengths of this class? and (3) How could the 
instructor improve this class? 
The course evaluations are anonymous, and it should be noted that there are statements 
the instructor would deem incorrect or completely disagree with, such as “you are limited to one 
question during class hours,” but this can be typical of any student course evaluations. 
Regardless, the comments from the evaluations are included for possible future research, ideas, 
applications, or educational uses. 
 
Favorable Comments 
The online note taking was extremely important in helping me learn each lesson fully. 
 
The in-class assignments were super helpful, the instructor then had students display the 
process of the equation in front of the class. 
 
The online lectures made in class time have more opportunities to find errors in learning and 
do related activities that helped further my learning. 
 
There were in-class assignments that had the class working together in small groups, much 
like a study group. It was helpful to see several of the problems from a different viewpoint. 
 
The in-class examples seem to tie everything together. 
 
Homework on [Interactive Learning System Named] and the practice assignment instructor 
provided. 
 
Doing homework in class! 
 
Understanding math in a friendly environment with the notes always there for you to look over 
in case you don't understand 
 
The ability to ask questions in class and work on homework with teacher present. 
 
The flipped design for lecture vs. homework proved quite useful. The lecture and notes were 
easy enough to take down at home and having near instantaneous help/feedback when I was 
actually attempting the work was invaluable. Definitely the defining strength of the class. 
 
Doing homework in class so that we can get help right away. 
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The class is very straightforward, challenging none the less but a great learning environment. 
The instructor did a phenomenal job at keeping students involved and always offering to help. 
The professor is great and always showed up with a positive attitude! 
 
We get to work on homework in class. 
Not Favorable Comments 
The weakness of this class is you are limited to one question during class hours. There are too 
many students to go around answering question while verifying notes were done during 
watching the video presentation. The class time should be all about the students’ needs and 
addressing all questions at that time. 
 
Maybe teach us more in class as oppose to us teaching ourselves except for reviews days. 
 
Be a little more involved in the learning process. Explain how and why things in math are 
happening because not every student will just understand how and why you are doing the 
things you are doing in math. 
 
The class was streamlined and productive; there weren't really too many things that could 
improve. If anything, I suppose a more in-depth in-class tutorial at the beginning of the 
semester on the software we used would be beneficial. It was fairly intuitive after some 
working with it, but it took a little extra time to discover and manage its quirks (which 
sometimes made the assignments a little frustrating in the beginning). 
 
Be more involved with explaining it. Write on the board instead of showing a power point. 
 
Figure 49. Student perceptions via student course evaluation comments. 
Limitations 
The limitations of a research study are the characteristics that may limit the validity of the 
results. Unfortunately, there is no such thing as a perfect design in research (Patton, 2002), and 
this study is no exception. Replication, generalization, data, and practical limitations were all 
considered prior to, during, and following the execution of the experiment. 
The uniqueness of design experimentation creates a situation where replication is nearly 
impossible. Design experiments, especially in education, are not meant to be replicated as every 
system is different involving classrooms, the participants or students, and the instructors. 
Although replication is a limitation of design experiments, design experiments are meant to 
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inform interested parties such that they may alter the design to their own systems by 
distinguishing between the essential and conditional components of the design (Cobb & 
Gravemeijer, 2008). 
Design experiments do not “generalize” in the traditional sense that the claims of the 
sample will be true about the pertaining population (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). As any 
practitioner knows, what may “work” with one group of students may not work with another. 
This same statement surrounding generalizability rings true when substituting “students” with 
“teachers” or “schools” for that matter. 
What is generalized in a design experiment is a way of “interpreting and acting that 
preserves the specific characteristics” of the individual or collective cases (Cobb, 2000a, p. 327). 
These conceptual generalizations may stem from the experiment as researchers use aspects of the 
old model to reorganize and build superseding models (Steffe & Thompson, 2000). Hence, 
“travel” (Greeno, 2006) or “transportability” previously mentioned (Middleton et al., 2008) is a 
better way to view generalization of design experiments for the masses.  
There were data limitations that arose during the proposal and IRB submission phases of 
the study. It can be very difficult to gain IRB approval for studies involving actual classrooms 
due to the concerns of undue influence by the professor or teacher of record, sensitive 
information of the participants involved, and making sure the consent process is done properly in 
order to protect all parties involved. Additionally, when video recordings are included in the 
data, it brings a higher level of concern surrounding identification due to the fact that video data 
naturally identifies students’ faces, bodies, voices, and names. Depending on the footage, 
location may be exposed, copyrighted materials may be recorded, and nonconsenting students 
may be videotaped.  
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The IRB only approved video recording because the focus on the study was not on the 
students, but rather implementation of the design experiment to answer the research question 
surrounding the instructional sequences and the hypothetical learning trajectory. With the focus 
of the experiment, the camera was placed at the back of the room only capturing the whiteboard 
as the teacher instructed and students participated at the front. Students were reminded that 
whether they consented or not (as the instructor did not know until weeks after the course 
ended), they may have the video recording paused when or if they were at the board displaying 
their work or their group’s work. 
The video recordings were viewed as limited simply due to the fact that many of the rich 
discussions occurring between pairs of students or students in small groups were not captured 
and thus not analyzed except via the researcher’s daily journal notes after the instructional 
sequences. Ideally, the data would have been even more robust without this understandable 
limitation protecting students. 
One of the limitations with this specific design experiment were the data analysis 
restrictions due to the IRB requirements. Being in a position of influence over the students as 
their instructor, while also filling the role as researcher in the study, the instructor did not have 
access to the consent forms until two weeks after finals week when the grades were finalized. As 
such, the formal analysis of the video and documents was reserved until after the semester so that 
nonparticipating student data could be removed. As the teacher of record, the documents were 
able to be reviewed for instructional and reflective purposes during the study in order to inform 
the next prototype of the design and improve practice and learning outcomes. 
Another data concern that emerged periodically was during the collection of student 
documents which were scanned after class and returned the next class period for studying. The 
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concern was due to the fact that students would erase their original work on a problem after 
receiving feedback in order to improve or correct it. Although I asked the students to leave their 
original work on a problem and correct their approach after feedback below it, students 
sometimes forgot or didn’t have enough room to support both. Having periodically lost some of 
the original approaches to problems by individuals (or pairs or groups), it caused a heavier 
reliance on the remaining unblemished data as well as the researcher’s journal. 
Although not necessarily affecting the validity of the study, pragmatic limitations should 
be addressed for those either running a similar study or applying the research to practice and 
include both financial and time. Due to financial constraints, the instructor used a less-than-ideal 
laptop and software that were available, rather than an interactive whiteboard and screencasting 
software superior for video creation, which the instructor used at a previous educational 
institution. Luckily, all the students had access to a personal device or laptop to access the 
content, but this can be an issue for the flipped classroom as mentioned in the literature. 
Time is also a pragmatic limitation in running a similar study or applying the study to 
practice. Video creation is time-consuming, especially when considering an instructor possibly 
encountering a learning curve with the digital notetaking software and/or screencasting software, 
video preparation, video editing, and video uploading. With so many forces encroaching on a 
teacher’s time, it is a real commitment to create a flipped classroom and a factor worth 
considering prior to making that commitment. 
Limitations will naturally arise in any study, and this design experiment is no exception. 
In a complex system, such as a classroom, when modifications are made to the design, 
unpredictability and change are likely to occur in the system, necessitating some adaptation on 
the part of the researcher (Hjalmarson & Lesh, 2008b). It should be noted that the potential 
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limitations were noted in the research protocol proposal of the IRB’s prior to the data collection 
and those noted here were outside the control of the researcher. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
Design research has a natural interaction between product evaluation and exploration, 
lending to reengineer learning environments, instructional strategies, curricular products, and 
software tools. During the course of the experiment, the “product” or instructional sequences in 
this case, will have strengths and weaknesses. Although labeling the product as “good” or “bad” 
is natural for consumers, design experiments look for future researchers to reflect on what and 
when the product was effective or ineffective and under what conditions, such that further 
research on the design may continue. 
Some areas of further research might include exploring: (a) How students use the flipped 
model to construct knowledge not only with transcendental and polynomial functions, but in 
other areas of mathematics; (b) What improvements can made upon this and other models, when 
is the product effective and under what constraints; (c) How functional the proposed model is for 
both educators and students and why; (d) How and in what ways technology impacts the learning 
and teaching within the design; (e) How does the model impact student engagement and 
behavior?; and (f) How flexible is the model to other systems outside higher education, what 
changes are necessitated upon implementation, and why? 
Conclusion 
Although the implications for practice and research seem endless when considering the 
pragmatic and theoretical possibilities stemming from the results section, the prototype and 
modifications to the design stand out as immediate informative pieces for the academic 
community. Segmenting the content was one of the modifications to the prototype which helped 
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decrease the extraneous cognitive load by reducing the burden on students’ working memory in 
order to make instructional activities more meaningful and effective. Even though the 
mathematical skill level of the students improved throughout the design experiment, the rate of 
change of the area outside the independent ability level of the learner but within the zone of 
proximal development was greater than the rate of change of the area within the independent 
ability level of the student mostly due to the increased intrinsic cognitive load of the instructional 
tasks in phase four. As a consequence, more time was allocated in-class on basic algorithmic 
processes prior to the implementation of the higher-order instructional tasks in phase five. This 
modification assisted in helping students independently and collectively struggle productively 
with the tasks even though less time was available in class for the instructional tasks. 
By implementing an iterative design experiment in transcendental and polynomial 
functions within a flipped classroom, this study laid the groundwork for a theoretical and 
empirically-based instructional model with which researchers and practitioners are invited to 
build upon. Micro-level practice-based concerns and improvements to the prototype should not 
be overlooked by readers implementing the model or seeking to apply and extend the findings of 
this design experiment to their own areas of expertise. 
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